
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE

OF TECHNOLOGY, and ETHANOL

BOOSTING SYSTEMS, LLC, CA. No. 19-cv-196-CFC-SRF

Plaintiffs, JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

v.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY,

Defendant. 

JOINT CLAIM CONSTRUCTION CHART

Pursuant to Paragraph 15 of the Court’s Scheduling Order (BI. 17), Plaintiffs

Ethanol Boosting Systems, LLC and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

Defendant Ford Motor Company (collectively, “the Parties”) jointly provide this

Joint Claim Construction Chart (1) identifying for the Court the 7 terms and phrases

that Ford has identified for construction and (2) setting forth each party’s proposed

constructions with citations only to intrinsic evidence.

As set forth in its invalidity contentions, and as identified in the initial

exchange of claim terms for construction, Ford also believes that a number of claim

terms at issue in the patent are indefinite. However, it is the parties’ understanding

that the Court prefers to address indefiniteness issues separately from claim
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construction. To the extent the Court would prefer to address indefiniteness issues

at claim construction, the parties can supplement this document.

The Parties also attach a separate text—searchable PDF of each of the patents

in issue, as well as U.S. Patent Application No. 10/991,774—to which each claims

priority. Below is a key for such materials:

Exhibit

1 .

Document Description

U.S. Patent Application No. 10/991,774, dated November 18, 20041

I U.S. Patent No. 8,069,839 B2 (Cohn, et al.), dated December 6, 2011
I U.S. Patent No. 9,255,519 B2 (Cohn, et a1), dated February 9, 2016l—____

2

3

4. U.S. Patent No. 9,810,166 B2 (Cohn, et a1), dated November 7, 2017

5

6

 

  
  

 

  
U.S. Patent No. 10,138,826 B2 (Cohn, et al.), dated November 27, 2018

Excerpts ofthe File History for U.S. Patent Application No. 10/991,774 I
(’033 File History) |

7. Excerpts of the File History for U.S. Patent No. 9,810,166 B2 (’166 File

History)

 ,—

  

 
  
  

I. Agreed Claim Constructions

The parties have stipulated to the following constructions for the following

claim terms and respectfully request that the Court include these constructions in its

claim construction order:

  

|_ Term Construction 1

“port injection” / “port fuel injection” “injection of fuel into an intake

port or intake manifold”

 

  

 

' Because each of the asserted patents shares a common specification with that

included in U.S. Patent Application No. 10/991,774, for the Couit’s convenience the

parties cite to this document in lieu ofthe individual specifications.
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[’839 (Claim 1), ’166 (Claims 1, 19)] / [’839

(Claim 7), ’166 (Claims 1, 7, 10-12, 19, 22-

23), ’826 (Claims 1, 12,21, 31)]

“direct injection” / “direct fuel injection” “direct injection of fuel into a

cylinder”2

 

[’839 (Claims 1, 8), ’166 (Claims 1,5, 16,

18, 19, 21-22, 26-28, 30), ’826 (Claims 1,

12)] / [’166 (Claims 1, 19)]  

“first fueling system that directly injects Plain and ordinary meaning3
fuel” / “first fueling system” / “first

fueling system that uses direct injection”

[’519 (Claims 1, 13)] / [’519 (Claims 1-3, 5,

10-11,13—14,16-18,21,24-25, 27-30), ’826

(Claims 2-4, 13-21, 23-26, 29—33)] / [’826

(Claims 1, 12)]  

“second fueling system that injects fuel Plain and ordinary meaning

into a region outside of the cylinder” /

“second fueling system” / “second fueling

system using port fuel injection”

[’519 (Claim 1)] / [’826 (Claims 1, 12, 21,

23, 24, 3o, 31)] / [’826 (Claims 21, 31)]

  
 

2 The parties agree that, by agreeing to this construction of the phrases “direct

injection” and “direct fuel injection,” Ford has not waived its argument that the type

of fuel required to be used in direct injection is a fuel that contains an anti-knock

agent that is not gasoline, and that is different from the fuel used for port injection/in

the second fueling system.

3 The parties agree that, by agreeing to this construction of the phrases “first fueling

system that directly injects fuel,” “first fueling system,” and “first fueling system

that uses direct injection,” Ford has not waived its argument that each requires a fuel

that contains an anti—knock agent that is not gasoline, and that is different from the

fuel used for port injection/in the second fueling system.

3
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“employs spark retard so as to reduce the “uses spark retard so as to reduce
amount of fuel that is introduced into the the amount of fuel that is

cylinder by the first fueling system” introduced into the cylinder by

direct injection”

[’519 (Claim 1)]

“spark retard is employed [to/so] as to “spark retard is used so as to

reduce the amount of fuel that is provided reduce to zero the amount of fuel

by the first fueling system to zero” that is provided by direct

injection”

[’519 (Claims 2, 16)]

“input” “information, including one or

more signals”

    
[’519 (Claim 13-14)] 

The parties further state that, to narrow the issues in dispute, Plaintiffs have

agreed not to assert Claims 29 and 30 of US. Patent No. 10,138,826.

II. Disputed Claim Constructions

The following terms/phrases remain in dispute:

1. “torque” [’839 (Claims 1-2, 7-8), ’519 (Claims 1, 3-4, 6, 10-11, 15,

18-20, 22, 26, 29), ’166 (Claims 1-4, 7-8, 10, 14-16, 19-21, 23, 26-28),

’826 (Claim 1-8, 10—15,20—24,29—33)]

Plaintiffs’ Construction: I Ford’s Construction: _j
Plain and ordinary (no construction “Torque is the measure ofa turning or

needed). rotational force on an object. Torque is

calculated by multiplying force and

Alternatively, if construed, “measure of distance. it is a vector quantity,
a turning or rotating force on an object.” meanlng It has bOth a directlon and a

 

magnitude.”

Intrinsic Support: Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 1 (Orig. App1.)atpassim. 1- Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at 5:42-6:27;

  
Claims 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19,
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Plaintiffs’ Construction:

Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

 

Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Claims 1-2,
7—8.

Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at Claims 1, 3-

4, 6, 10-11, 15, 18-20, 22, 26, 29.

Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at Claims 1-4,

7-8,10,14-16,19—21,23,26—28.

Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at Claim 1—8,

10—15,20-24,29-33.

 

 

and 20.

Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at 5:61-6:45;

Claims 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15,

18, 19, 20, 22,26, and 29. 1

Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at 624-55; '
Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

14,15,16,19,20,21,23,26,27,

28, and 29.

Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at 6:6-57;

Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23,

24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and
33. 

“torque range” [’519 (Claims 19, 20, 22), ’166 (Claims 1, 10, 14—16,

20, 28, 29), ’826 (Claims 1-15, 20-25, 28-33)] / “range of torque”

[’519 (Claims 1, 4), ’166 (Claims 7-8, 19)]
 

Alternatively, if construed, “range of

torque values from one value of torque

to another value of torque.”

Ford’s Construction:

“a range of torque values from one

specific value of torque to another

specific value oftorque”

 

 

 

Intrinsic Support:

Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 8:21-24,
9:3-10.

EX. 3 (’519 Patent) at Claim 20.

Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at Claim 8;

see also Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at

Claims 9, 10, 20, 29.

Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at Claim 1;

see also Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at

Claims 12, 22-25, 30, 31.  
Intrinsic Support:

Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at 5:61-6:62;

Claims 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 1o, 11, 15,

18, 19,20, 22,26, and 29.

Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at 6:4—7z5;

Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

14,15,16,19, 20, 21, 23,26, 27,

28, and 29.

Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at 6:6—727;

Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21,22, 23,

24, 25,28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and

33.
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3. “above a selected torque value the ratio of fuel that is directly

injected to fuel that is port injected increases” [’839 (Claim 1)]

Plaintiffs’ Construction: Ford’s Construction: 

Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

“Above a selected torque value the

ratio of fuel that is directly injected to

fuel that is port injected is always

increasing” 

 Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 4:17-26,

9:13-14,5:25-26,6:5-7,10:16-20,

12:8—9.

0 Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Claims 1—6.

0 See also Ex. 6 (’033 File History)

at EBS00000018—28, at -21, ~26;

and EBSOOOOOO91—103, at —94,

—100.

 
 

Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Abstract;

1:29-32,54—62;3:2—12;5:27-38; l
5:42-6:27; Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20; and

Fig. 2.

I Ex. 6 (’033 Patent Pros. History)

at EBSOOOOOO34-38; arid
EBS00000054-103.

4. “fuel that is directly injected” [’839 (Claim 1)] / “directly injected

fuel” [’839 (Claims 2-5)] / “fuel provided by direct injection” [’166

(Claims 5, 16, 27, 28)] / “fueling that is provided by the first fueling

system” [’826 (Claims 3-8)] / “fueling from the first fueling system”

[’166 (Claim 10)] / “fuel provided by the first fueling system” [’826

(Claims 13—15)] / “fuel is provided by a first fueling system” [’826

(Claim 31)]
 

‘2 Plaintiffs’ Construction: Ford’s Construction: 

 
Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

Alternatively, if construed, “fuel is

provided by a first fueling system using

direct injection” [’826 (Claim 31)]
should be construed to mean “fuel is

directly injected into a cylinder” and the
remainder should be construed to mean

“a fuel that contains an anti-knock

agent that is not gasoline, and that is

different from the fuel used for port

injection/in the second fueling system”
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“fuel that is directly injected into a

cylinder.” 

 
Intrinsic Support:

Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 5:25-26,

625-7, 325-8, 1218-9; see also Ex.

1 (Orig. Appl.) at 3:8-1 1, 511—2,

10:16-20, FIG. 3.

- Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Claims 1, 8-

11,15.

0 See also Ex. 6 (’033 File History)

at EBSOOOOOOl8-28, at -21, -26;

and EBSOOOOOO91-103, at -97-99.

0 See also Ex. 7 (’166 File History)

at EBS00001959—75, at -l964,

-l971-72.

 
 

5. “highest loads” [’839 (Claim 6)]
 

l Plaintiffs’ Construction: 

Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

Alternatively, if construed, “engine’s

highest torques at a given engine

speed.” 

Intrinsic Support:

Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Title;

Abstract; 1:14-17, 42—62; 1:66-

2:40; 2:61—6:67; Claims 1,2, 3,

4,5,9,10,1l,15,16,17,18,19,

20; Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Ex. 4 (’166 Patent) at Title;

Abstract; 1:35-38, 1:65—2:19;

2:23—67; 3:21-7:25; Claims 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ll, l2, l3,

14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

27,28, 29, 30; Figs. 1,2, 3,4,
and 5.

Ex. 5 (’826 Patent) at Title;

Abstract; 1:38-41, 221-22; 2:26-

323; 3:24-7:37; Claims 1,2, 3,4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

24, 25,26, 27,28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33; Figs. 1,2, 3,4, and 5.

Ex. 6 (’033 Patent Pros. History)

at EBS00000034-38; and

EBS00000054-103.

Ex. 7 (’166 Patent Pros. History)
at EBS-OOOOl998—2033.

l Ford’s Construction:

“Highest torques”
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Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 8:22-25; see

also Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 8:6—
9:11.

- Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at Claims 1, 6,
18.

0 See also Ex. 7 (’166 File History)

at EBSOOOO2038—45, at —2044-45.

 
Intrinsic Support:

I Ex. 2 (’839 Patent) at 1:56—62;

Claims 6 and 18.

 

6. “decreases with decreasing torque” [’519 (Claim 1)]
 

_ Plaintiffs’ Construction: Ford’s Construction: 

Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

“always decreasing with decreasing

torque” 

 
Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 3:2-5, 9:12—

14; see also Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at

3:18—25, 4:21—27, 826—9111.

0 Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at Claims 1—3,

5—6, 9—1 1.

0 See also Ex. 6 (’033 File History)

at EBSOOOOOOl8—28, at -21, —26;

and EBSOOOOOO9l-103, at —97-

100.

 
 

Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at Abstract;

1:47-50;2:5—14;3:21-31;5:46-

57; 5:61—6:45; Claims 1,2, 3,4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31;

Fig. 2;

0 Ex. 6 (”033 Patent Pros. History)

at EBSOOOOOO34—38; and

EBSOOOOOOS4—103.

 
 

7. “closed loop control that utilizes a sensor that detects knock” [’519

(Claim 1)] / “input from the knock sensor is utilized in a closed loop

control system that controls” [’519 (Claim 14)] / “where closed loop

control with a knock detector is used” [’519 (Claim 18)]
 

 
Plaintiffs’ Construction:

Plain and ordinary (no construction

needed).

Alternatively, if construed, “closed loop
control that utilizes a sensor that detects

knock” (Claim 1) should be construed to

Ford’s Construction: i

“a microprocessor that uses a direct

feedback input signal from a knock

sensor” / “a direct feedback input

signal from the knock sensor is used by

a microprocessor to control” / “a direct

 

8
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mean “a feedback system that uses a feedback input signal from the knock

sensor that detects knock.” detector is used by a microprocessor”

If construed, “input from the knock

sensor is utilized in a closed loop

control system that controls” (Claim 14)

should be construed to mean “input

from the knock sensor is used by a

feedback system that controls.”

If construed, “where closed loop control

with a knock detector is used” (Claim

18) should be construed to mean “where

a feedback system with a knock sensor
 

 
 is used.”

Intrinsic Support: Intrinsic Support:

0 Ex. 1 (Orig. Appl.) at 3:18—25, 0 Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at 2:35-45;

4:21—27, 9:26-28, FIG 1 & 5. 3:13—31; Claims 1, 13, 14, 18,

0 Ex. 3 (’519 Patent) at Claims 1, 2, 19, 24, 25, 29; Figs 1 and 5-
5, 10, 13, 14, 18, 19, 24, 25, 27,

29.

 
- See also Ex. 6 (’033 File History)

at EBSOOOOOO91-103, at —99-100.

- See also Ex. 7 (’166 File History)

at EB800002038-45, at -44—45.
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Dated: September 24, 2019 Respectfully submitted,

 

FARNAN LLP MORRIS, NICHOLS, ARSHT &TUNNELL

LLP

/s/ Michael J. Farnan

Brian E. Farnan (Bar No. 4089) /s/ Rodger D. Smith 11

Michael J. Farnan (Bar No. 5165) Rodger D. Smith 11 (#3778)

919 North Market Street, 12th Floor Michael J. Flynn (#5333)

Wilmington, DE 19801 Taylor M. Haga (#6549)

(302) 777-0300 1201 North Market Street

(302) 777-0301 PO. Box 1347

bfarnan@farnanlaw.com Wilmington, DE 19899

mfarnan@farnanlaw.com (302) 65 8-9200

rsmith@mnat.com

Attorneys for Plaintifi’ mflynn@mnat.com

thaga@mnat.com

Attorneys for Defendant
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JOINT

APPLICATION

FOR

UNITED STATES LETTERS PATENT

TO THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

BE IT KNOWN, that we,

Daniel R. Cohn, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

Leslie Bromberg, Sharon, Massachusetts

John B. Heywood, Newton, Massachusetts

have invented certain new and useful improvements in Fuel Management System for

Variable Ethanol Octane Enhancement of Gasoline Engines of which the following is a

Specification:

Atiomey Docket No.2 0492611-0598
Express Mall No. EV196632874US
Dale of Filing: November 18, 2004
Customer Number: 24280

EBS-00000175
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Fuel Management System for Variable Ethanol Octane Enhancement

of Gasoline Engines

Background of the Invention

This invention relates to spark ignition gasoline engines utilizing an antilcnock agent

which is a liquid fuel with a higher octane number than gasoline such as ethanol to improve

engine efficiency.

It is known that the efficiency ofspark ignition (SI) gasoline engines can be increased by

high compression ratio operation and particularly by engine downsizing. The engine downsizing

is made possible by the use of substantial pressure boosting from either turbocharging or

supercharging. Such pressure boosting makes it possible to obtain the same performance in a

significantly smaller engine. 83, J. Stokes, et al., “A Gasoline Engine Concept For Improved

Fuel Economy — The Lean-Boost System,” SAE Paper 2001 -Ol-2902. The use ofthese

techniques to increase engine efficiency, however, is limited by the onset of engine knock.

Knock is the undesired detonation of fuel and can severely damage an engine. If knock can be

prevented, then high compression ratio operation and high pressure boosting can be used to

increase engine efficiency by up to twenty-five percent.

Octane number represents the resistance of a fuel to knocking but the use of higher

octane gasoline only modestly alleviates the tendency to knock. For example, the difference

between regular and premium gasoline is typically six octane numbers. That is significantly less

than is needed to realize fully the efficiency benefits of high compression ratio or turbocharged

operation. There is thus a need for a practical means for achieving a much higher level of octane

enhancement so that engines can be operated much more efficiently.

It is known to replace a portion of gasoline with small amounts of ethanol added at the

refinery. Ethanol has a blending octane number (ON) of 1 10 (versus 95 .or premium gasoline)

(see l.B. Heywood, “Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals,” McGraw Hill, 1988, p. 477)

and is also attractive because it is a renewable energy, biomass-derived fuel, but the small

amounts of ethanol that have heretofore been added to gasoline have had a relatively small

impact on engine performance. Ethanol is much more expensive than gasoline and the amount

of ethanol that is readily available is much smaller than that of gasoline because of the relatively

limited amount of biomass that is available for its production. An object of the present invention

Page 2 of 14
Attorney Docket No.: 0492611-0598
Express Mall No. EV196632874US
Date of Flllng: November 18, 2004
Customer Number: 24280

EBS-00000176
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is to minimize the amount of ethanol or other antiknock agent that is used to achieve a given

level of engine efficiency increase. By restricting the use of ethanol to the relatively small

fraction of time in an operating cycle when it is needed to prevent knock in a higher load regime

and by minimizing its use at these times, the amount of ethanol that is required can be limited to

a relatively small fraction of the fuel used by the spark ignition gasoline engine.

Summagy of the Invention

In one aspect, the invention is a fuel management system for efficient operation of a

spark ignition gasoline engine including a source of an antiknock agent such as ethanol. An

injector directly injects the ethanol into a cylinder of the engine and a fuel management system

controls injection of the antiknock agent into the cylinder to control knock with minimum use of

the antiknock agent. A preferred antiknock agent is ethanol. Ethanol has a high heat of

vaporization so that there is substantial cooling of the air-fuel charge to the cylinder when it is

injected directly into the engine. This cooling effect reduces the octane requirement of the

engine by a considerable amount in addition to the improvement in knock resistance from the

relatively high octane number of ethanol. Methanol, tertiary butyl alcohol, MTBE, ETBE, and

TAME may also be used. Wherever ethanol is used herein it is to be understood that other

antiknock agents are contemplated.

The fuel management system uses a fuel management control system that may use a

microprocessor that Operates in an open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation between

octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by the antiknock agent. To conserve

the ethanol, it is preferred that it be added only during portions of a drive cycle requiring knock

resistance and that its use be minimized during these times. Alternatively, the gasoline engine

may include a knock sensor that provides a feedback signal to a fuel management

microprocessor system to minimize the amount of the ethanol added to prevent knock in a closed

loop fashion.

In one embodiment the injectors stratify the ethanol to provide non-uniform deposition

within a cylinder. For example, the ethanol may be injected proximate to the cylinder walls and

swirl can create a ring of ethanol near the walls.

In another embodiment of this aspect of the invention, the system includes a measure of

the amount of the antiknock agent such as ethanol in the source containing the antilmock agent to

control turbocharging, supercharging or spark retard when the amount of ethanol is low.

Page 3 of 14
Altomey Docket No.: 0492611—0596
Express Mall No. EV196632874US
Data of Flllng: November 18, 2004
Customer Number: 24280

EBs-ooooo177
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The direct injection of ethanol provides substantially a 13°C drop in temperature for

every ten percent of fuel energy provided by ethanol. An instantaneous octane enhancement of

at least 4 octane numbers may be obtained for every 20 percent of the engine’s energy coming

from the ethanol.

Brief Description of the Drawing

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the invention disclosed herein.

Fig. 2 is a graph of the drop in temperature within a cylinder as a function of the fraction

of energy provided by ethanol.

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of the stratification of cooler ethanol charge using direct

injection and swirl motion for achieving thermal stratification.

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustration showing ethanol stratified in an inlet manifold.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram ofan embodiment ofthe invention in which the fuel

management microprocessor is used to control a turbocharger and spark retard based upon the

amount of ethanol in a fuel tank.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

With reference first to Fig. l, a spark ignition gasoline engine 10 includes a knock sensor

12 and a fuel management microprocessor system 14. The fuel management microprocessor

system 14 controls the direct injection of an antiknock agent such as ethanol from an ethanol

tank 16. The fuel management microprocessor system 14 also controls the delivery of gasoline

from a gasoline tank 18 into engine manifold 20. A turbocharger 22 is provided to improve the

torque and power density of the engine 10. The amount of ethanol injection is dictated either by

a predetermined correlation between octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel that is

provided by ethanol in an open loop system or by a closed loop control system that uses a signal

new. the knock sensor 12 as an input to the fuel management microprocessor 14. In both

situations, the fuel management processor 14 will minimize the amount of ethanol added to a

cylinder while still preventing knock. It is also contemplated that the fuel management

microprocessor system 14 could provide a combination of open and closed loop control.

As show in Fig. 1 it is preferred that ethanol be directly injected into the engine 10.

Direct injection substantially increases the benefits of ethanol addition and decreases the required

Page 4 of 14
Attorney Docket No.: 049261143598
Express Mall No. EV196632874US
Date of Filing: November 18. 2004
Customer Number: 24280

EBS-00000178
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amount of ethanol. Recent advances in fuel injector and electronic control technology allows

fuel injection directly into a spark ignition engine rather than into the manifold 20. Because

ethanol has a high heat of vaporization there will be substantial cooling when it is directly

injected into the engine 10. This cooling effect further increases knock resistance by a

considerable amount. In the embodiment of Fig. 1 port fuel injection of the gasoline in which

the gasoline is injected into the manifold rather than directly injected into the cylinder is

preferred because it is advantageous in obtaining good air/fuel mixing and combustion stability

that are difficult to obtain with direct injection.

Ethanol has a heat of vaporization of 840kJ/kg, while the heat of vaporization of gasoline

is about SSOkJ/kg. The attractiveness of ethanol increases when compared with gasoline on an

energy basis, since the lower heating value of ethanol is 26.9MJ/kg while for gasoline it is about

44MJ/kg. Thus, the heat of vaporization per Joule of combustion energy is 0.031 for ethanol and

0.008 for gasoline. That is, for equal amounts of energy the required heat of vaporization of

ethanol is about four times higher than that of gasoline. The ratio of the heat of vaporization per

unit air required for stoichiometric combustion is about 94 kJ/kg of air for ethanol and 24 kJ/kg

of air for gasoline, or a factor of four smaller. Thus, the net effect of cooling the air charge is

about four times lower for gasoline than for ethanol (for stoichiometric mixtures wherein the

amount of air contains oxygen that is just sufficient to combust all of the fuel).

In the case of ethanol direct injection according to one aspect of the invention, the charge

is directly cooled. The amount of cooling due to direct injection of ethanol is shown in Fig. 2. It

is assumed that the air/fuel mixture is stoichiometric without exhaust gas recirculation (EGR),

and that gasoline makes up the rest of the fuel. It is fiirther assumed that only the ethanol

contributes to charge cooling. Gasoline is vaporized in the inlet manifold and does not

contribute to cylinder charge cooling. The direct ethanol injection provides about 13°C of

cooling for each 10% ofthe fuel energy provided by ethanol. It is also possible to use direct

injection of gasoline as well as direct injection of ethanol. However, under certain conditions

there can be combustion stability issues.

The temperature decrement because of the vaporization energy of the ethanol decreases

with lean operation and with EGR, as the thermal capacity of the cylinder charge increases. If
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the engine operates at twice the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, the numbers indicated in Fig. 2

decrease by about a factor of 2 (the contribution of the ethanol itself and the gasoline is relatively

modest). Similarly, for a 20% EGR rate, the cooling effect of the ethanol decreases by about

25%.

The octane enhancement effect can be estimated from the data in Fig. 2. Direct injection

of gasoline results in approximately a five octane number decrease in the octane number required

by the engine, as discussed by Stokes, et a1. Thus the contribution is about five octane numbers

per 30K drop in charge temperature. As ethanol can decrease the charge temperature by about

120K, then the decrease in octane number required by the engine due to the drop in temperature,

for 100% ethanol, is twenty octane numbers. Thus, when 100% of the fuel is provided by

ethanol, the octane number enhancement is approximately thirty-five octane numbers with a

twenty octane number enhancement coming from direct injection cooling and a fifieen octane

number enhancement coming from the octane number of ethanol. From the above

considerations, it can be projected that even if the octane enhancement from direct cooling is

significantly lower, a total octane number enhancement of at least 4 octane numbers should be

achievable for every 20% of the total fuel energy that is provided by ethanol.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed together and then port injected

through a single injector per cylinder, thereby decreasing the number ofinjectors that would be

used. However, the air charge cooling benefit from ethanol would be lost.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed together and then port fuel injected

using a single injector per cylinder, thereby decreasing the number of injectors that would be

used. However, the substantial air charge cooling benefit from ethanol would be lost. The

volume of fuel between the mixing point and the port fuel injector should be minimized in order

to meet the demanding dynamic cctane-erfirancemcnt requirements of the engine.

Relatively precise determinations of the actual amount of octane enhancement fiom given

amounts of direct ethanol injection can be obtained from laboratory and vehicle tests in addition

to detailed calculations. These correlations can be used by the fuel management microprocessor

system 14.
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An additional benefit of using ethanol for octane enhancement is the ability to use it in a

mixture with water. Such a mixture can eliminate the need for the costly and energy consuming

water removal step in producing pure ethanol that must be employed when ethanol is added to

gasoline at a refinery. Moreover, the water provides an additional cooling (due to vaporization)

that further increases engine lmock resistance. In contrast the present use of ethanol as an

additive to gasoline at the refinery requires that the water be removed from the ethanol.

Since unlike gasoline, ethanol is not a good lubricant and the ethanol fuel injector can

stick and not open, it is desirable to add a lubricant to the ethanol. The lubricant will also

denature the ethanol and make it unattractive for human consumption.

Further decreases in the required ethanol for a given amount of octane enhancement can

be achieved with stratification (non-uniform deposition) of the ethanol addition. Direct injection

can be used to place the ethanol near the walls of the cylinder where the need for knock

reduction is greatest. The direct injection may be used in combination with swirl. This

stratification of the ethanol in the engine further reduces the amount of ethanol needed to obtain

a given amount of octane enhancement. Because only the ethanol is directly injected and

because it is stratified both by the injection process and by thermal centrifugation, the ignition

stability issues associated with gasoline direct injection (GDI) can be avoided.

It is preferred that ethanol be added to those regions that make up the end-gas and are

prone to auto-ignition. These regions are near the walls of the cylinder. Since the end-gas

contains on the order of 25% of the fuel, substantial decrements in the required amounts of

ethanol can be achieved by stratifying the ethanol.

In the case of the engine 10 having substantial organized motion (such as swirl), the

cooling will result in forces that thermally stratify the discharge (centrifugal separation of the

regions at different density due to different temperatures). The effect of ethanol addition is to

increase gas density since the temperature is decreased. With swirl the ethanol mixture will

automatically move to the zone where the end-gas is, and thus increase the anti-knock

effectiveness of the injected ethanol. The swirl motion is not affected much by the compression

stroke and thus survives better than tumble-like motion that drives turbulence towards top-dead-

center (TDC) and then dissipates. It should be pointed out that relatively modest swirls result in
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large separating (centrifugal) forces. A 3m/s swirl motion in a 5cm radius cylinder generates

accelerations of about 200m/sz, or about 20g’s.

Fig. 3 illustrates ethanol direct injection and swirl motion for achieving thermal

stratification. Ethanol is predominantly on an outside region which is the end-gas region. Fig. 4

illustrates a possible stratification of the ethanol in an inlet manifold with swirl motion and

thermal centrifugation maintaining stratification in the cylinder. In this case of port injection of

ethanol, however, the advantage of substantial charge cooling may be lost.

With reference again to Fig. 2, the effect of ethanol addition all the way up to 100%

ethanol injection is shown. At the point that the engine is 100% direct ethanol injected, there

may be issues of engine stability when operating with only stratified ethanol injection that need

to be addressed. In the case of stratified operation it may also be advantageous to stratify the

injection of gasoline in order to provide a relatively uniform equivalence ratio across the cylinder

(and therefore lower concentrations of gasoline in the regions where the ethanol is injected).

This situation can be achieved, as indicated in Fig. 4, by placing fuel in the region of the inlet

manifold that is void of ethanol.

The ethanol used in the invention can either be contained in a separate tank from the

gasoline or may be separated from a gasoline/ethanol mixture stored in one tank.

The instantaneous ethanol injection requirement and total ethanol consumption over a

drive cycle can be estimated from information about the drive cycle and the increase in torque

(and thus increase in compression ratio, engine power density, and capability for downsizing)

that is desired. A plot of the amount of operating time spent at various values of torque and

engine speed in FTP and U806 drive cycles can be used. It is necessary to enhance the octane

number at each point in the drive cycle where the torque is greater than permitted for knock fies

operation with gasoline alone. The amount of octane enhancement that is required is determined

by the torque level.

A rough illustrative calculation shows that only a small amount of ethanol might be

needed over the drive cycle. Assume that it is desired to increase the maximum torque level by a

factor of two relative to what is possible without direct injection ethanol octane enhancement.
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Information about the operating time for the combined FTP and U506 cycles shows that

approximately only 10 percent of the time is spent at torque levels above 0.5 maximum torque

and less than 1 percent of the time is spent above 0.9 maximum torque. Conservatively

assuming that 100 % ethanol addition is needed at maximum torque and that the energy fraction

of ethanol addition that is required to prevent knock decreases linearly to zero at 50 percent of

maximum torque, the energy fraction provided by ethanol is about 30 percent. During a drive

cycle about 20 percent of the total fuel energy is consumed at greater than 50 percent of

maximum torque since during the 10 percent of the time that the engine is operated in this

regime, the amount of fuel consumed is about twice that which is consumed below 50 percent of

maximum torque. The amount of ethanol energy consumed during the drive cycle is thus roughly

around 6 percent (30 percent x 0.2) of the total fuel energy.

In this case then. although 100% ethanol addition was needed at the highest value of

torque, only 6% addition was needed averaged over the drive cycle. The ethanol is much more

effectively used by varying the level of addition according to the needs of the drive cycle.

Because of the lower heat of combustion of ethanol, the required amount of ethanol would be

about 9% of the weight of the gasoline fuel or about 9% of the volume (since the densities of

ethanol and gasoline are comparable). A separate tank with a capacity of about 1.8 gallons

would then be required in automobiles with twenty gallon gasoline tanks. The stored ethanol

content would be about 9% of that of gasoline by weight, a number not too different from

present-day reformulated gasoline. Stratification of the ethanol addition could reduce this

amount by more than a factor of two. An on-line ethanol distillation system might alternatively

be employed but would entail elimination or reduction of the increase torque and power available

from turbocharging.

Because of the relatively small amount of ethanol and present lack of an ethanol fueling

infrastructure, it is important that the ethanol vehicle be operable if there is no ethanol on the

vehicle. The engine system can be designed such that although the torque and power benefits

would be lower when ethanol is not available, the vehicle could still be operable by reducing or

eliminating turbocharging capability and/or by increasing spark retard so as to avoid lmock. As

shown in Fig. 5, the fuel management microprocessor system 14 uses ethanol fuel level in the

ethanol tank 16 as an input to control the turbocharger 22 (or supercharger or spark retard, not
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shown). As an example, with ou-demand ethanol octane enhancement, a 4-cylinder engine can

produce in the range of 280 horsepower with appropriate turbocharging or supercharging but

could also be drivable with an engine power of 140 horsepower without the use of ethanol

according to the invention.

The impact of a small amount of ethanol upon fuel efficiency through use in a higher

efficiency engine can greatly increase the energy value of the ethanol. For example, gasoline

consumption could be reduced by 20% due to higher efficiency engine operation from use of a

high compression ratio, strongly turbocharged operation and substantial engine downsizing. The

energy value of the ethanol, including its value in direct replacement of gasoline (5% of the

energy of the gasoline), is thus roughly equal to 25% of the gasoline that would have been used

in a less efficient engine without any ethanol. The 5% gasoline equivalent energy value of

ethanol has thus been leveraged up to a 25% gasoline equivalent value. Thus, ethanol can cost

roughly up to five times that of gasoline on an energy basis and still be economically attractive.

The use of ethanol as disclosed herein can be a much greater value use than in other ethanol

applications.

Although the above discussion has featured ethanol as an exemplary anti-knock agent,

the same approach can be applied to other high octane fuel and fuel additives with high

vaporization energies such as methanol (with higher vaporization energy per unit fuel), and other

anti—knock agents such as tertiary butyl alcohol, or ethers such as methyl tertiary butyl ether

(MTBE), ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE), or tertiary arnyl methyl ether (TAME).

It is recognized that modifications and variations of the invention disclosed herein will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the an and it is intended that all such modifications and

variations be included within the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
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Fuel management system for efficient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine

comprising:

a gasoline engine;

a source of an anti-knock agent;

an injector for direct injection of the anti-knock agent into a cylinder of the engine; and

a fuel management control system for controlling injection of the anti-knock agent into

the cylinder to control knock.

The system of claim 1 wherein the injectors stratify the anti-knock agent to provide non-

uniform deposition within a cylinder.

The system of claim 2 wherein the anti-knock agent is deposited near the walls of the

cylinder.

The system of claim 2 wherein the stratification is obtained through direct injection and

charge swirl.

The system of claim 1 wherein the anti-knock agent is selected from the group consisting

of ethanol, methanol, tertiary butyl alcohol, MTBE, ETBE and TAME.

The system of claim 1 wherein the fuel management system includes a microprocessor

that operates in an open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation between octane

number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by the anti-knock agent.

The system of claim 1 wherein the gasoline engine includes a knock sensor providing a

feedback signal to a fuel management microprocessor to minimize the amount of the anti-

lcnock agent added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion.

The system of claim 1 wherein the anti—knock agent is ethanol.

The system of claim 8 wherein the ethanol is mixed with water.
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10. The system ofclaim 8 wherein the ethanol is mixed with a lubricant.

11. The system of claim 1 wherein the engine has substantial organized motion such as swirl.

12. The system of claim 1 wherein the system includes a measure of the amount of anti-

knock agent in the source to control turbocharging, supercharging or spark retard when

the amount of anti-knock agent is low.

13. The system of claim 1 wherein the anti-knock agent is added only during portions of a

drive cycle requiring knock resistance.

14. The system of claim 1 wherein gasoline is port injected into the engine.

15. The system of claim 1 wherein the gasoline is directly injected into the cylinder.

16. The system of claim 8 wherein the direct injection of ethanol provides substantially a

13°C drop in temperature for every 10% of fuel energy provided by the ethanol.

17. The system of claim 1 wherein the fuel management system substantially minimizes the

amount of anti-knock agent used over a drive cycle.

18. The system of claim 8 wherein an octane enhancement of at least 4 octane numbers is

obtained when 20% of the fuel energy in a cylinder comes from ethanol.

19. The system of claim 1 wherein Lurbocharging or supercharging are reduced or eliminated

and/or spark retard is increased when the anti-knock agent is not available.

20. The system of claim 8 wherein ethanol is injected proximate to a cylinder wall and swirl

creates a ring of ethanol.

21. Fuel management system for efficient operation of a spark ignition engine comprising:

a gasoline engine;

a source of anti-knock agent;

a means for port fuel injection of the anti-knock agent; and
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a fuel management control system for controlling injection of the anti-knock agent into

the cylinder to control knock.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the ethanol and gasoline are mixed together and then

port injected.

23. The system of claim 21 wherein the port injection is stratified.
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Abstract of the Disclosure

Fuel management system for efficient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine.

Injectors inject an anti-knock agent such as ethanol directly into a cylinder of the engine. A fuel

management microprocessor system controls injection of the anti-knock agent so as to control

knock and minimize that amount of the anti-knock agent that is used in a drive cycle. It is

preferred that the anti-knock agent is ethanol. The use of ethanol can be further minimized by

injection in a non-uniform manner within a cylinder. The ethanol injection suppresses knock so

that higher compression ratio and/or engine downsizing from increased turbocharging or

supercharging can be used to increase the efficiency of the engine.
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FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR
VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE

ENHANCEMENT OF GASOLINE ENGINES

This application is a continuation ofU.S. patent applica-
tion Ser No. 12/815,842 liled Jun. 15, 2010 which is a con-
tinuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/329729 filed
on Dec. 8. 2008 which is a continuation of US. patent appli-
cation Ser. No. Il/840,719 filed on Aug. 17. 2007. which is a
continuation ol‘U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/991,774.
which is now issued as US. Pat. No. 7.314.033.

BACKGROUND

This invention relates to spark ignition gasoline engines
utilizing an antiknock agent which is a liquid fuel with a
higher octane number than gasoline such as ethanol to
improve engine enieiency

It is known that the efficiency ofspark ignition (Sl) gaso-
line engines can be increased by high compression ratio
operation and particttlarly by engine downsizing The engine
downsizing is made possible by the use ofstlbstantial pres-
sure boosting from either turbocharging or supercharging.
Such pressure boosting makes it possible to obtain the same
performance in a significantly smaller engine. See. .I Stokes.
et al.. “A Gasoline Brigitte Concept For Improved Fuel
Economy The lean-Boost System." SAF. Paper 2001-0l-
2902. The use of these techniques to increase engine elIi-
ciency. however, is limited by the onset of engine knock.
Knock is the undesired detonation of fuel and can severely
damage an engine. If knack can be prevented, then high
compression ratio operation and high pressure boosting can
be used to increase engine efficiency by up to twenty-five
percent.

Octane number represents the resistance ofa fuel to knock-
ing but the use of higher octane gasoline only modestly alle-
viates the tendency to knock For example, the dilTerence
between regtllarand premium gasoline is typically six octane
numbers. That is significantly less than is needed to realize
fully the efficiency benefits of high compression ratio or
turbocharged operation. There is thus a need fora practical
means for achieving a much higher level ofoctane enhance-
ment so that engines can be operated much more elliciently

It is known to replace a portion of gasoline with small
amounts ofethanol added at the refinery. Ethanol has a blend-
ing octane number (ON) of 110 (versus 95 for premium
gasoline) (see J. B. Heywood. “Internal Combustion Engine
Fundamentals,” McGraw Ilill. 1988. p. 477) and is also
attractive because it is a renewable energy. biomass-derived
fuel. but the small amotmts of ethanol that have heretofore
been added to gasoline have had a relatively small impact on
engine performance. Ethanol is much more expensive than
gasoline and the amount ofethanol that is readily available is
much smaller than that of gasoline because ofthe relatively
limited amount ofbiomass that is available for its production.
An object ofthe present invention is to minimize the amount
of ethanol or other antiknock agent that is used to achieve a
given level of engine efficiency increase By restricting the
Lise ol‘ethanol lo the relatively small fraction of time in an
operating cycle when it is needed to prevent knock in a higher
load regime and by minimizing its use at these times. the
amount ofetltanol that is required can be limited to a rela-
tively small fraction of the fuel used by the spark ignition
gasoline engine.

S U MMARY

In one aspect. the invention is a fuel management system
for efficient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine
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including a source of an antiknock agent such as ethanol. An
injector directly injects the ethanol into a cylinder of the
engine and a fuel management system controls injection of
the antiknock agent into the cylinder to control knock with
minimum use of tlte antiknock agent. A preferred antiknock
agent is ethanol. Ethanol has a high heat of vaporization so
that there is substantial cooling of the air-fuel charge to the
cylinder when it is injected directly into the engine. This
cooling effect reduces the octane requirement of the engine
by a considerable amount in addition to the improvement in
knock resistance from the relatively high octane number of
ethanol. Methanol. tertiary butyl alcohol. M'l'BE. E'l'Bb‘, and
'l'AME may also be used Wherever ethanol is used herein it is
to be understood that other antiknock agents are contem-
plated.

The fuel management system uses a fuel management con-
trol system that may Lise a microprocessor that operates in an
open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation between
octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by
the antiknock agent To conserve the ethanol. it is preferred
that it be added only during portions ofa drive cycle requiring
knock resistance and that its use be minimized dating these
times. Altcmativcly. the gasoline engine may include a knock
sensor that provides a feedback signal to a fuel management
microprocessor system to minimize the amount ofthe ethanol
added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion.

In one embodiment the injectors stratify ethanol to provide
non-unil'omi deposition within a cylinder. For example, the
ethanol may be injected proximate to the cylinder walls and
swirl can create a ring ofethanol near the walls.

In another embodiment of this aspect ofthe invention. the
system includes a measure of the amount of the antiknock
agent such as ethanol in the source containing the antiknock
agent to control turbocharging. supercharging or spark retard
when the amount of ethanol is low.

The direct injection ofethanol provides substantially a 13"
C drop in temperature for every ten percent of fuel energy
provided by ethanol. An instantaneous octane enhancement
of at least 4 octane numbers may be obtained for every 20
percent of the engine's energy coming from the ethanol.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG 1 is a block diagram ol'one embodiment ofthe inven-
tion disclosed herein.

FIG 2 is a graph of the drop in temperature within a
cylinder as a function of the fraction of energy provided by
ethanol.

1’16. 3 is a schematic illustration of the stratification of

cooler ethanol charge using direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratilication.

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration showing ethanol stratified
in an inlet manifold.

FIG 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the inven-
tion in which the fuel management microprocessor is used to
control a turbocharger and spark retard based upon the
amount ofethanol in a fuel tank.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference first to FIG. 1. a spark ignition gasoline
engine 10 includes a knock sensor 12 and a fuel management
microprocessor system 14. The fuel management micropro-
cessor system 14 controls the direct injection ofan antiknock
agent such as ethanol from an ethanol tank '16 The fuel
management microprocessor system 14 also controls the
delivery of gasoline from a gasoline tank 18 into engine
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manifold 20 A turbocharger 22 is provided to improve the
torqtre and power density of the engine 10. The amotrnt of
ethanol injection is dictated either by a predetermined corre-
lation between octane number enhancement and fraction of

fuel that is provided by ethanol in an open loop system or by
a closed loop control system that rises a signal from the knock
sensor 12 as an input to the fttel management microprocessor
14. In both situations. the fuel management processor 14 will
minimize the amottnt ofethanol added to a cylinder while still
preventing knock. it is also contemplated that the fttel inan-
agement microprocessor system 14 could provide a combi-
nation ofopen and closed loop control

As show in FIG. 1 it is preferred that ethanol be directly
injected into the engine 10 Direct injection substantially
increases the benefits ofethanol addition and decreases the

required amount ofethanol Recent advances in fuel injector
and electronic control technology allows fuel injection
directly into a spark ignition engine rather than into the mani-
fold 20. Because ethanol has a high heat ofvaporization there
will be substantial cooling when it is directly injected into the
engine 10. This cooling effect further increases knock resis-
tance by a considerable amount. in the embodiment of FIG. 1
port fuel injection of the gasoline in which the gasoline is
injected into the manifold rather than directly injected into the
cylinder is preferred because it is advantageous in obtaining
good air/fuel mixing and combustion stability that are diffi-
cult to obtain with direct injection.

Ethanol has a heat of vaporization of840 kJ/kg. while the
heat of vaporization of gasoline is about 350 kJ/kg. The
attractiveness ofethanol increases when compared with gaso-
line on an energy basis. since the lower heating value of
ethanol is 26.9 MJ/kg whilefor gasoline it is about 44 MJ/kg.
Thus, the heat ol'vaporization per .loule ol'combustion energy
is 0 031 for ethanol and 0.008 for gasoline. That is, for equal
amounts ofenergy the required heat of vaporization of etha-
nol is about four times higher than that ol'gasoline. The ratio
of the heat of vaporization per trnit air required for stoichio-
metric combustion is about 94 kJ/kg ol'air for ethanol and 24
kJ/kg ofair for gasoline. or a factor of four smaller. Thus. the
net effect ofcooling the air charge is about four times lower
for gasoline than for ethanol (for stoichiometric mixtures
wherein the amount ol‘air contains oxygen that isjusl sulfi-
elent to combust ail ofthe fuel)

In the case of ethanol direct injection according to one
aspect of the invention. the charge is directly cooled. 'l he
amount ofcnnllng due in rlirr-‘t‘l injection ofethanol is shown
in FIG. 2. It is assumed that the air/fuel mixture is stoichio-
melric without exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). and that
gasoline makes up the rest o f the fuel. ll is fttrther assumed
that only the ethanol contributes to charge cooling. Gasoline
is vaporized in the inlet manifold and does not contribtrte to
cylinder charge cooling. The direct ethanol injection provides
about 13° C of cooling for each l0°/o of the fuel energy
provided by ethanol it is also possible to Lise direct injection
ofgasoline as well as direct injection ofethanol. However,
under certain conditions there can be combustion stabilityissues.

The temperature decrement because of the vaporization
energy ofthe ethanol decreases with loan operation and with
EGR, as the thermal capacity of the cylinder charge increases.
If the engine operates at twice the stoichiometric air/fuel
ratio. the numbers indicated in MG. 2 decrease by about a
factor of 2 (the contribution of the ethanol itself and the
gasoline is relatively modest). Similarly. for a 20% EGR rate,
the cooling effect ofthe ethanol decreases by about 25%.

The octane enhancement effect can be estimated from the

data in HG. 2. Direct injection ofgasoline results in approxi-
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rnately a five octane number decrease in the octane number
reqttircd by the engine. as discussed by Stokes, et al . Thus the
contribution is about five octane numbers per 30K drop in
charge temperature. As ethanol can decrease the charge tern-
peralure by about 120K, then the decrease in octane number
required by the engine due to the drop in temperature, for
100% ethanol, is twenty octane numbers. Thus. when 100%
of the fuel is provided by ethanol, the octane number
enhancement is approximately thirty-five octane numbers
with a twenty octane number enhancement coming from
direct injection cooling and a fifteen octane number enhance-
ment coming from the octane number ofethanol. From the
above considerations, it can be projected that even if the
octane enhancement from direct cooling is signilicantly
lower. a total octane num ber enhancement ol'al least 4 octane

numbers should be achievable for every 20% ofthe total fuel
energy that is provided by ethanol.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port injected through a single injector per,
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number 01 injectors that
would be used. However, the air charge cooling benefit from
ethanol would be lost.

Altematively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port fuel injected using a single injector per
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used However. the substantial air charge cooling
benefit from ethanol would be lost. The volume of fuel

between the mixing point and the port fuel injector should be
minimized in order to meet the demanding dynamic octane-
enhancement requirements ofthe engine.

Relatively precise determinations of the actual amount of
octane enhancement from given amounts ol direct ethanol
injection can be obtained from laboratory and vehicle tests in
addition to detailed calculations. These correlations can be

used by the fuel management microprocessor system 14
An additional benefit of using ethanol foroctane enhance-

ment is the ability to use it in a mixture with water. Such a
mixture can eliminate the need for the costly and energy
consuming water removal step in producing pure ethanol that
mtrst be employed when ethanol is added to gasoline at a
refinery. Moreover. the water provides an additional cooling
(due to vaporization) that further increases engine knock
resistance. In contrast the present use ofethanol as an additive
to gasoline at the refinery requires that the water be removed
from the ethanol.

Since unlike gasoline, ethanol is not a good lubricant and
the ethanol fuel injector can stick and not open. it is desirable
to add a lubricant to the ethanol The lubricant will also
denature the ethanol rrnd make it unattractive for human con-
sumption.

Further decreases in the required ethanol for a given
amount ofoctane enhancement can be achieved with stratifi-

cation (non-unitorm deposition) of the ethanol addition.
Direct injection can be used to place the ethanol near the walls
ofthe cylinder where the need for knock reduction is greatest.
The direct injection may be used in combination with swirl.
This stratitication ol the ethanol in the engine further reduces
the amount of ethanol needed to obtain a given amount of
octane enhancement Because only the ethanol is directly
injected and because it is stratified both by the injection
process and by thermal centrifttgation. the ignition stability
issues associated with gasoline direct injection (GDI) can be
avoided

it is preferred that ethanol be added to those regions that
make up the end-gas and are prone to auto-ignition. These
regions are near the walls of the cylinder. Since the end-gas
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contains on the order of 25% ofthc fuel. substantial decre-
ments in the required amounts ofethanol can be achieved by
stratifying the ethanol.

in the case ofthe engine 10 having substantial organized
motion (sticli as swirl). the cooling result in forces that ther-
mally stratify the discharge (centrifugal separation of the
regions at different density due to different temperatures)
The effect of ethanol addition is to increase gas density since
the temperature is decreased. With swirl the ethanol mixture
will automatically move to the '/.one where the end-gas is, and
thus increase the anti-knock effectiveness of the injected
ethanol. "Hie swirl motion is not affected much by the com-
pression stroke and thus survives better than tumble-like
motion that drives turbulence towards top-dead-ccnter('1'DC)
and then dissipates. It should be pointed out that relatively
modest swirls result in large separating, (centrifugal) forces. A
3 m/s swirl motion in a 5 cm radius cylinder generates accel-
erations ol'about 200 m/sz. or about 20 g's.

MG. 3 illustrates ethanol direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratification. Ethanol is predominantly
on an outside region which is the end-gas region FIG. 4
illustrates a possible stratification of the ethanol in an inlet
manifold with swirl motion and thermal centrifugation main-
taining stratification in the cylinder. hi this case ofport injec-
tion ofethanol. however. the advantage of substantial charge
cooling may be lost.

With reference again to FIG. 2. the effect ol‘ethanol addi-
tion all the way tip to 100% ethanol injection is shown. At the
point that the engine is 100% direct ethanol injected. there
may be issues of engine stability when operating with only
stratitied ethanol injection that need to be addressed. tn the
case of stratified operation it may also be advantageous to
stratify the injection of gasoline in order to provide a rela-
tively uniform equivalence ratio across the cylinder (and
therefore lower concentrations of gasoline in the regions
where the ethanol is injected) This situation can beacliieved.
as indicated in FIG. 4. by placing fuel in the region ofthc inlet
manifold that is void ol'ethanol.

The ethanol used in the invention can either be contained in

a separate tank from the gasoline or may be separated from a
gasoline/ethanol mixture stored in one tank.

'lhe instantaneous ethanol injection requirement and total
ethanol consumption over a drive cycle can be estimated from
information about the drive cycle and the increase in torque
(and thus increase in compression ratio. engine power den-
sity. and capability for downsizing) that is desired. A plot of
the amount ofoperating time spent at various values oftorqtic
and engine speed in FTP and U306 drive cycles can be used.
it is necessary to enhance the octane number at each point in
the drive cycle where the torque is greater than permitted for
knock free operation with gasoline alone. The amount of
octane enhancement that is required is determined by the
torque level.

A rough illustrative calculation shows that only a small
amount of ethanol might be needed over the drive cycle.
Assume that it is desired to increase the maximum torque
level by a factor of two relative to what is possible without
direct injection ethanol octane enhancement. lnlormation
about the operating time for the combined FTP and U806
cycles shows that approximately only 10 percent of the time
is spent at torque levels above 0.5 maximum torque and less
than 1 percent ofthc time is spent above 0.9 maximum torque
Conservatively assuming that 100% ethanol addition is
needed at maximum torque and that the energy fraction of
ethanol addition that is required to prevent knock decreases
linearly to zero at 50 percent ofniaximum torque. the energy
fraction provided by ethanol is about 30 percent During a
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drive cycle about 20 percent of the total fuel energy is cori-
sLimed at greater than 50 percent of maximum torqtic since
during the 10 percent ol'the time that the engine is operated in
this regime, the amount of fuel consumed is about twice that
which is consumed below 50 percent of maximum torque.
The amount of ethanol energy consumed during the drive
cycle is thus roughly around 6 percent (30 perccntx0.2) ofthc
total fuel energy.

in this case then. although 100% ethanol addition was
needed at the highest value o l'torque. only 6% addition was
needed averaged over the drive cycle 'lhe ethanol is much
more effectively used by varying the level ofaddition accord-
ing to the needs ol the drive cycle.

Because of the lower heat of combustion of ethanol. the

required amount ol'ethanol would be about 0% ofthc weight
of the gasoline fuel or about 9% ol the volume (since the
densities ofethanol and gasoliii 'are comparable). A separate
tank with a capacity of about 1.8 gallons would then be
required in atitomobilcs with twenty gallon gasoline tanks
The stored ethanol content would be about 9% of that of

gasoline by weight. a number not too different from present-
day refonnulated gasoline. Stratilication ofthe ethanol addi-
tion could redtice this amount by more than a factor oftwo. An
on-line ethanol distillation system might alternatively be
employed but would entail elimination or reduction of the
increase torque and power available from turbocharging

Because of the relatively small amount of ethanol and
present lack of an ethanol fueling infrastructure. it is impor-
tant that the ethanol vehicle be operable if there is no ethanol
on the vehicle. The engine system can be designed such that
although the torque and power benefits would be lower when
ethanol is not available. the vehicle could still be operable by
reducing or eliminating turbocharging capability and/or by
increasing spark retard so as to avoid knock As shown in FIG
5, the fuel management microprocessor system 14 uses etha-
nol fuel level iii the ethanol tank If) as art input to control the
turbocharger 22 (or supercharger or spark retard, not shown)
As an example, with on-demand ethanol octane enhance-
ment. a 4-cyliiider engine can produce in the range of 280
horsepower with appropriate turbocharging or supercharging
but could also be drivable with an engine power of 140 horse-
power without the use ol'ethanol according to the invention.

the impact of a small amount of ethanol upon fuel elli-
ciency through Lise in a higher etliciency engine can greatly
increase the energy value of the ethanol For example, gaso-
line consumption could be reduced by 20% due to higher
efficiency engine operation from use of a high compression
ratio, strongly turbocharged operation and substantial engine
downsizing. The energy value of the ethanol. including its
value in direct replacement of gasoline (5% ofthc energy of
the gasoline), is thus rotiglily equal to 25% ofthc gasoline that
would have been Liscd in a less ellicient engine without any
ethanol The 5% gasoline equivalent energy 'alue ol'ethanol
has thus been leveraged Lip to a 25% gasoline equivalent
value. Thus, ethanol can cost roughly Lip to live times that of
gasoline on an energy basis and still be economically attrac-
tive The use of ethanol as disclosed herein can be a much

greater value Lise than in other ethanol applications.
Although the above discussion has featured ethanol as an

exemplary anti-knock agent. the same approach can be
applied to other high octane fuel and fuel additives with high
vaporization energies such as methanol (with higher vapor-
ization energy per Linit fuel), and other anti-knock agents such
as tertiary biityl alcohol. or etliers such as methyl tertiary
btityl ether (MTBE). ethyl tertiary biityl ether (ETBE). or
tertiary amyl methyl ether (l'AMli).
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It is recognized that modifications and variations of the
invention disclosed herein will be apparent to those of ordi-
nary skill in the art and it is intended that all such modifica-
tions and variations be included within the scope of the
appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A spark ignition engine that is fueled both by direct
injection and by port injection wherein above a selected
torque value the ratio of fuel that is directly injected to fuel
that is port injected increases; and wherein the engine is
operated at a substantially stoichiometric fuel/air ratio.

2. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 1 where the ratio of
directly injected fuel to port injected fuel increases with
increasing torque.

3. The spark ignition engine ofelaim 2 where the ratio of
directly injected fuel to port injected fuel is determined by a
signal from a knock detector.

4. The spark ignition engine ol‘claim 3 further including a
microprocessor that controls the ratio of the directly injected
fuel to the port injected fuel based on the signal from the
knock detector.

5. The spark ignition engine of claim 2 where open loop
control is used to determine the ratio of the directly injected
fuel to the port injected fiiel.

6. The spark ignition engine of claim 1 where the engine
operates at a substantially stoichiometric fuel/air ratio at the
highest loads.

7. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 1 where the engine
operates at sotne value of torque with port fuel injectionalone.

8. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 1 where the engine
operates at sotne value oftorque with direct injection alone.

9. The spark ignition engine ol'elaim 1 where the engine is
fueled with ethanol.

10. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 1 where the engine
is fueled with methanol.
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11. The spark ignition engine of claim 1 where the engine
is fueled with a gasoline-alcohol mixture.

12. 'lhe spark ignition engine ofclaim 1 where the directly
injected fuel is injected so as to have a higher concentration in
the end gas region.

13. 'lhe spark ignition engine of claim 12 where the knock
free torque of the engine is higher than for a uniform distri-
bution of directly injected fuel.

14. The spark ignition engineofelaim 11 where thedirectly
injected fuel is concentrated on the periphery ofthe cylinder.

15.A spark ignition engine which is fueled with port injec-
tion offuel and is also fueled with direct injection offuel and
where above a certain value oflorquc the ratio of fuel that is
directly injected to fuel that is port injected increases and
where the engine is operated with a substantially stoichiomet-
ric fuel/air ratio

and where the engine is fueled with gasoline and ethanol
and where the ethanol is directly injected such the octane
enhancement from evaporative cooling of the ethanol is
greater than the octane enhancement from the intrinsic
octane of the ethanol.

16. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 15 where the ratio of
directly injected fuel to port injected fuel increases with
increasing torque.

17. The spark ignition engine of claim 15 where a signal
from a knock sensor detennincs the ratio of directly injected
fuel to port injected fuel.

18. The spark ignition engine ofclaint 15 where the engine
is operated at a substantially stoichiometric fuel/air ratio at
the highest loads.

19. The spark ignition engine ofclaim 15 where at some
level oftorque the engine is fueled only with port injection.

20. The spark ignition engine ol'claim 15 where at some
level oflorque the engine is fueled only with direct injection.

4 I! t l! a
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is preferred that the anti-knock agent is ethanol. The use of
ethanol can be further minimized by injection in a non-uni-
l'orm manner within a cylinder. The ethanol injection stip-
presses knock so that higher compression ratio and/or engine
downsizing from increased turbocharging or supercharging
can he used to increase the elliciency or the engine.
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FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR
VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE

ENHANCEMENT 0F GASOLINE ENGINES

lltis application is a contimtation of US. patent applica-
tiott Ser. No. 14/249806 filed on Apr. 10, 2014, which is a
eontinttation of 11.5 patent application Ser. No. 13/956,498
filed on Aug. 1. 2013, which is now isstted as U.S. Pat. No.
8,733,321. which is a continuation ofU.S. patent application
Ser. No. 13/629836 filed on Sep. 28, 2012 which is now
issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8.522,746. which is a continuation of
1.1.8. patent application Ser. No 13/368,382 filed on Feb. 8.
2012, which is now isstted as U S. Pat. No. 8,302,580, which
is a continuation of11.S. patettt application Ser. No. 13/282.
787 filed Oct 27. 2011.which is now isstted as [1 S Pat No

8.146.568. which is a continuation oi'U.S. patent application
Ser No 13/117,448liled May 27, 201 l,which is now isstted
as 11.8 Pat. No. 8.069.839, which is a continuation of 11.8.
pateltt application Ser No 12/815,842. tiled Jun. 15. 2010.
which is now issued as 11.8 Pat No. 7.97l,572. which is a
continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/329,729
liled on Dec. 8. 2008, which is now issued as U.S. Pat. No.
7.762.233. which is a continuation of 11.8 patent application
Ser. No 11.840.719 filed on Aug. 17. 2007, which is now
issued as US. Pat. No. 7.740.004. which is a continuation 01
US. patent application Ser. No. 10/991,774. which is now
issued as U S. Pat No 7,3l4.033.

BACKGROUND

This invention relates to spark ignition gasoline engines
utilizing an antiknock agent which is a liquid fuel with a
higher octane number than gasoline such as ethanol to
improve engine ellicieticy

It is known that the eilicicncy ofspark igttitiott (Si) gaso-
line engines can be increased by high compression ratio
operation and particttlarly by engine downsizing. The engitte
downsizing is ntade possible by the use ol'substantial pres-
sure boosting from either turbocharging or supercharging
Such pressttre boosting makes it possible to obtain the same
performance in a significantly smaller engine. See. .1. Stokes,
ct al., “A Gasoline Engine Concept For improved Fuel
Economy The Lean—Boost System." SAE l’aper 2001—01-
2902. 'lhe use of these techniques to increase engine elli-
eiency. however, is limited by the onset of engine knock.
Kltor‘lx' is the undesired detonation of fuel and Pan severely
damage an engine. if knock can be prevented. then high
compression ratio operation and high pressure boosting can
he used to increase engine efficiency by up to twenty-live
percent

Octane number represents the resistance oi'a fuel to knock-
ing but the use of higher octane gasoline only modestly alle-
vialcs the tendency to knock. For example. the difference
between regular attd premium gasoline is typically six octane
numbers. That is significantly less than is needed to realize
fully the efficiency benefits of high compression ratio or
turbocharged operation. There is tints a need for a practical
means for achieving a much higher level ol'octane enhance-
mettt so that engines can be operated much more eiliciently.

it is known to replace a portion of gasoline with small
amount ofetltanol added at the refinery Ethanol has a blend-
ing octane number (0N) of 110 (versus 95 for premium
gasoline) (see .I. B. Heywood. “intemal Combustion Engine
Fundamentals." McGraw Hill. 1988. p. 477) and is also
attractive because it is a renewable energy, biomass-derived
fuel. but the small amounts of ethanol that have heretofore

been added to gasoline have had a relatively small impact on
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engine performance Ethanol is much more expensive than
gasoline and the amount ofethanol that is readily available is
muclt smaller than that of gasoline because ol'tlte relatively
limited amount ofbiomass that is available for its production.
An object ol'the present invention is to ntinimizc the amount
ofethanol or other antiknock agent that is used to achieve a
given level of engine efiicicncy increase. By restricting the
use of ethanol to the relatively small fraction oftime in an
operating cycle when it is needed to prevent knock in a higher
load regime and by minimizing its ttsc at these times, the
amount of ethanol that is reqttircd can be limited to a rela-
tively small fraction of the fuel used by the spark ignition
gasoline engine.

SUMMARY

in one aspect, the invention is a fuel management system
for efficient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine
including a source ofan antiknock agent such as ethanol An
injector directly injects the ethanol into a cylinder of the
engine and a fuel tuanagemcnt system controls injection of
the antiknock agettt into the cylinder to control knock with
minimum use of the antiknock agent. A preferred antiknock
agent is ethanol Ethanol has a high heat of vaporization so
that there is substantial cooling of the air-fuel charge to the
cylinder when it is injected directly into the engine. This
cooling efl’ect reduces the octane requirement ofthe engine
by a considerable amount in addition to the improvement in
knock resistance from the relatively high octatte number of
ethanol. Methanol, tertiary butyl alcohol. MTBE, ETBE, and
'i'AME may also be used. Wherever ethanol is used herein it is
to be understood that other antiknock agents are contem-
plated.

'i'he fttel management system ttscs a fttel management con-
trol system that may as - a microprocessor that operates in an
open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation between
octane number enhancement and fraction offuel provided by
the antiknoek agent. To conserve the ethanol, it is preferred
that it be added only during portions oi'a drive cycle requiring
knock resistattce and that its use be minimized dttring these
times Alternatively. the gasoline engine may include a knock
sensor that provides a feedback signal to a fuel mattagentcut
microprocessor system to minimize the amount ol'the ethanol
added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion

111 one embodiment the injectors stratify the ethanol to
provide non-uniform deposition within a cylinder. For
example, the ethanol may be injected proximate to the cylin-
der walls and swirl can create a ring ol'ethanol near the walls.

in another embodiment ofthis aspect ofthe invention, the
system includes a measure of the amount of the antiknock
agent such as ethanol in the source containing the antiknock
agent to control turbocharging. supercharging or spark retard
when the amottnt ofethanol is low.

The direct injection ofethanol provides substantially a 13°
C' drop in temperature for every ten percent of fuel energy
provided by ethanol. An instantaneous octane enhancement
of at least 4 octane numbers may be obtained for every 20
percent of the engine’s energy coming form the ethanol.

BRIEF DESCRii’i'iON 01"1'1—111' DRAWJNGS

HO 1 is a block diagram ofone embodiment ofthe inven-
tion disclosed herein.

HG. 2 is a graph of the drop in temperature within a
cylinder as a function of the fraction ofenergy provided by
ethanol.
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FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of the stratification of
cooler ethanol charge using direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratilication.

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration showing ethanol stratified
in an inlet manifold.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram ol'an embodiment of the inven-
tion in which the fuel management microprocessor is used to
control a turbocharger and spark retard based upon the
amount ofethanol in a fuel tank.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference first to FIG. I. a spark ignition gasoline
engine 10 includes a knock sensor 12 and a fuel management
microprocessor system 14 The fuel management micropro-
cessor system 14 controls the direct injection ofan antiknock
agent such as ethanol from an ethanol tank 16. The fuel
management microprocessor system 14 also controls the
delivery of gasoline from a gasoline tank 18 into engine
manifold 20. A turbocharger 22 is provided to improve the
torque and power density of the engine 10. The amount of
ethanol injection is dictated either by a predetermined corre-
lation between octane number enhancement and fraction of

fuel that is provided by ethanol in an open loop system or by
a closed loop control system that uses a signal from the knock
sensor 12 as an inpttt to the fuel management microprocessor
14. In both situations. the fuel management processor 14 will
minimize theamount ofethanol added to a cylinder while still
preventing knock. It is also contemplated that the fuel inatt-
agemcnt microprocessor system 14 could provide a combi-
nation ofopen and closed loop control.

As show in FIG. I it is preferred that ethanol be directly
injected into the engine 10. Direct injection substantially
increases the benefits ofethanol addition and decr‘ases the

required amount ofethanol. Recent advances in fuel injector
and electronic control technology allows fuel injection
directly into a spark ignition engine rather than into the inani-
fold 20. Because ethanol has a hi gh heat of vaporization there
will be substantial cooling when it is directly injected into the
engine 10. '1 his cooling effect further increases knock resis-
tance by a considerable amount. In the embodiment ofFIG. 1
port fuel injection of the gasoline in which the gasoline is
injected into the manifold rather than directly injected into the
cylinder is preferred because it is advantageous in obtaining
good air/fuel mixing and combustion stability that are diffi-
cult to obtain with direct injection.

Ethanol has a heat of vaporization 01‘840 kJ/kg, while the
heat of vaporization of gasoline is about 350 kJ/kg. The
attractiveness o fethanol increases when compared with gaso-
line on an energy basis. since the lower heating valtte of
ethanol is 26.9 MJ/kg while forgasoline it is about 44 MJ/kg.
Thus. the heat ofvaporization per Joule ol'combustion energy
is 0.03l for ethanol and 0.008 for gasoline. That is, for equal
amounts o f energy the required heat ol'vaporixation ofetha-
nol is about four times higher than that ofgasoline. The ratio
of the heat of vaporization per unit air required for stoichio-
metric combustion is about 94 kJ/kg ofair for ethanol and 24
kJ/kg ofair for gasoline, or a factor of four smaller. Thus. the
net effect ofcooling the air charge is about four times lower
for gasoline than for ethanol (for stoichiometric mixtures
wherein the amount of air contains oxygen that is just stilli-
cient to combtlst all of the fuel).

In the case of ethanol direct injection according to one
aspect ol the invention. the charge is directly cooled. 'lhe
amount ofcooling due to direct injection ofethanol is shown
in FIG. 2. It is assumed that the air/fuel mixture is stoiehio-
metric without exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). and that
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gasoline makes up the rest of the fuel It is further assumed
that only the ethanol contributes to charge cooling. Gasoline
is vaporized in the inlet manifold and does not contribute to
cylinder charge cooling. 'lhe direct ethanol injection provides
about [3° C. of cooling for each 10% of the fuel energy
provided by ethanol. (11 is also possible to use direct injection
of gasoline as well as direct injection of ethanol However.
under certain conditions there can be combustion stabilityissues.

The temperature decrement because of the vaporiyation
energy ofthe ethanol decreases with lean operation and with
FOR. as the thermal capacity ofthe cylinder charge increas s.
If the engine operates at twice the stoichiometric air/fuel
ratio. the numbers indicated in FIG. 2 decrease by about a
factor of 2 (the contribution of the ethanol itself and the
gasoline is relatively modest). Similarly, for a 20% EUR rate.
the cooling effect ofthe ethanol decreases by about 25%.

The octane enhancement effect can be estimated from the

data in FIG. 2. Direct injection ofgasoline results in approxi-
mately a live octane number decrease in the octane number
required by the engine, as discussed by Stokes, et al. 'thIs the
contribution is about five octane numbers per 30 K drop in
charge temperature. As ethanol can decrease the charge tem-
peratttre by about 120 K, then the decrease in octane number
required by the engine due to the drop in temperature. for
100% ethanol. is twenty octane numbers. Thus. when 100%
of the fuel is provided by ethanol. the octane number
enhancement is approximately thirty-five octane numbers
with a twenty octane nttmber enhancement coming from
direct injection cooling and a lifteen octane number enhance-
ment coming from the octane number 01 ethanol. From the
above considerations. it can be projected that even if the
octane enhancement from direct cooling is significantly
lower. a total octane number enhancement ofat least 4 octane
numbers should be achievable for every 20% oftlie total fuel
energy that is provided by ethanol.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port injected through a single injector per
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used. However. the air charge cooling benefit from
ethanol would be lost

AlternatiVCIy the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port fuel injected using a single injector per
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used However. the substantial air charge cooling
benefit from ethanol would be lost The volume of fuel

between the mixing point and the port fuel injectorshould be
minimized in order to meet the demanding dynamic octane-
enhancement requirements of the engine.

Relatively precise determinations of the actual amount of
octane enhancement from given amounts of direct ethanol
injection can be obtained from laboratory and vehicle tests in
addition to detailed calculations. These correlations can be

used by the fuel management microprocessor system 14.
An additional benefit of using ethanol for octane enhance-

ment is the ability to Lise it in a mixture with water. Such a
mixture can eliminate the need for the costly and energy
consuming water removal step in producing pure ethanol that
must be employed when ethanol is added to gasoline at a
refinery. Moreover. the water provides an additional cooling
(due to vaporization) that further increases engine knock
resistance. In contrast the present use ofethanol as an additive
to gasoline at the refinery requires that the water he removed
from the ethanol.

Since unlike gasoline. ethanol is not a good lubricant and
the ethanol fuel injector can stick and not open. it is desirable
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to add a lubricant to the ethanol. 'lhe lubricant will also
denature the ethanol and make it unattractive for human cott-

sumption.
Further decreases in the required ethanol for a givett

amotlnt of octane enhancement can be achieved with stratifi-

cation (non-uniform deposition) of the ethanol addition.
Direct injection can be used to place the ethanol near the walls
ofthe cylinder where the need for knock reduction is greatest.
The direct injection may be used in combination with swirl.
This stratification ofthe ethanol in the engine further reduces
the amount of ethanol needed to obtain a given amount of
octane enhancement. Because only the ethanol is directly
injected and because it is stratified both by the injection
process and by thermal centrifugation. the ignition stability
issues associated with gasoline direct injection (0171) can be
avoided.

It is preferred that ethanol be added to those regions that
make up the end-gas and are prone to auto-ignition. These
regions are near the walls of the cylinder. Since the end-gas
contains on the order of 25% of the lite], substantial decre-
ments in the required amounts of ethanol can be achieved by
stratifying the ethanol.

in the case of the engine 10 having substantial organized
motion (such as swirl). the cooling will result in forces that
thennally stratify the discharge (centrifugal separation ofthe _
regions at different density due to different temperatures).
The effect ofethanol addition is to increase gas density since
the temperature is decreased. With swirl the ethanol mixture
will automatically move to the zone where the end-gas is. and
thus incr'ase the anti-knock effectiveness of the injected
ethanol The swirl motion is not affected much by the coin-
pression stroke and thus survives better than tumble-like
motion that drives turbulence towards top-dead-center (TDC)
and then dissipates. it should be pointed out that relatively
modest swirls result in large separating (centrifugal) forces A
3 m/s swirl motion in a 5 cm radius cylinder generates accel-
erations of about 200 Ill/SI. or about 20 g's.

FIG 3 illustrates ethanol direct injection and swirl motion
torachieving thermal stratification. Ethanol is predominantly
on an outside region which is the end-gas region. HO 4
illustrates a possible stratitication ot' the ethanol in an inlet
manifold with swirl motion and thermal centrifugation main-
taining stratification in the cylinder. in this case ofport injec-
tion of ethanol. however. the advantage of sttbstantial charge
cooling may be lost.

With reference again to FIG. 2, the effect ofethanol addi
tion all the way up to l00% ethanol injection is shown At the
point that the engine is 100% direct ethanol injected, there
may be issues of engine stability when operating with only

 

stratified ethanol injection that need to be addressed. 1n the .'
case of stratified operation it may also be advantageous to
stratify the injection ofgasolinc in order to provide a rela-
tively uniform equivalence ratio across the cylinder (and
therefore lower concentrations of gasoline in the regions
where the ethanol is injected) This situation can be achieved,
as indicated in FIG 4. by placing file] in the regionofthe inlet
manifold that is void of ethanol.

The ethanol used in the invention can either be contained in

a separate tank from the gasoline or may be separated from a
gasoline/ethanol mixture stored in one tank.

'lhe instantaneous ethanol injection requirement and total
ethanol consumption over a drive cycle can be estimated from
inforntation about the drive cycle and the increase in torque
(and thus increase in compression ratio engine power density,
and capability for downsizing) that is desired A plot of the
amount ofopemting time spent at various values oftorque and
engine speed in l<‘l'|’ and USOG drive cycles can be used. it is
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necessary to enhance the octane number at each point in the
drive cycle where the torque is greater than pennined for
knock free operation with gasoline alone. The amount of
octane enhancement that is reqttired is determined by the
torque level.

A rottgh illustrative calculation shows that only a small
amount of ethanol might be needed over the drive cycle.
Assume that it is desired to increase the maximum torque
level by a factor of two relative to what is possible without
direct injection ethanol octane enhancement. inlormation
about the operating time for the combined FTP and USOG
cycles shows that approximately only 10 percent of the time
is spent at torque levels above 0.5 maximum torque and less
than 1 percent ofthe time is spent above 0.9 maximum torque.
Conservatively assuming that |00°/o ethanol addition is
needed at maximum torque and that the encrgy fraction of
ethanol addition that is required to prevent knock decreases
linearly to zero at 50 percent ofmaximum torque, the energy
fraction provided by ethanol is about 30 percent. During a
drive cycle about 20 percent of the total fuel energy is con-
sumed at greater than 50 percent of maximum torque since
dttring the 10 percent ofthe titnc that the engine is operated in
this regime. the amount of fuel consumed is about twice that
which is consumed below 50 percent of maximum torque.
‘l‘he amount of ethanol energy consumed during the drive
cycle is thus roughly around 6 percent (30 percentx0.2) ofthe
total fuel energy.

in this case then. although 100% ethanol addition was
needed at the highest value oftorque, only 6% addition \ 'as
needed averaged over the drive cycle The ethanol is much
more effectively used by varying the level ofaddition accord-
ing to the needs ofthe drive cycle.

Because of the lower heat of combustion of ethanol. the

required amount ofethanol would be about 9% ofthe weight
of the gasoline fuel or about 9% of the volume (since the
densities at ethanol and gasoline are comparable) A separate
tank with a capacity ol about 1.8 gallons would then be
required in automobiles with twenty gallon gasoline tanks.
The stored ethanol content would be about 9% of that of

gasoline by weight, a number not too different from present-
day reformulated gasoline. Stratification ofthe ethanol addi-
tion could redttce this amount by more than a factor of two. An
on-line ethanol distillation system might alternatively be
employed but would entail elimination or reduction of the
increase torque and power available from tttrbocharging.

Because of the relatively small amount of ethanol and
present lack of an ethanol fueling infrastmcrure. it is impor-
tant that the ethanol vehicle be operable ifthere is no ethanol
on the vehicle The engine system can be designed such that
although the torque and power benefits would be lower when
ethanol is not available, the vehicle could still be operable by
reducing or eliminating turbocharging capability and/or by
increasing spark retard so as to avoid knock. As shown in FIG.
5, the fuel management microprocessor system 14 uses etha-
nol fuel level in the ethanol tank 16 as an input to control the
turbocharger 22 (or supercharger or spark retard, not shown).
As an example, with on-demand ethanol octane enhance-
ment. a 4-cylinder engine can produce in the range ol 280
horsepower with appropriate turbocharging or supercharging
but could also be drivable with an engine power of 140 horse-
power without the use ofethanol according to the invention.

The impact of a small amottnt of ethanol upon fuel elli-
ciency through use in a higher efficiency engine can greatly
increase the energy value ofthe ethanol. l-‘or example, gaso-
line consumption could be reduced by 2()% due to higher
efficiency engine operation from ttsc of a high compression
ratio, strongly turbocharged operation and substantial engine
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downsizing. The energy value of the ethanol, including its
value in direct replacement ofgasoline (5% of the enetgy of
the gasoline), is thus roughly eqttal to 25% ofthe gasoline that
would have been used in a less efficient engine without any
ethanol. The 5% gasoline equivalent energy value of ethanol
has tluls been leveraged tip to a 25% gasoline equivalent
value. Thus, ethanol can cost roughly up to five times that of
gasoline on an energy basis and still be economically attrac-
tive. The use of ethanol as disclosed herein can be a much

greater value use than in other ethanol applications.
Although the above discussion has featured ethanol as an

exemplary anti-knock agent, the same approach can be
applied to other high octane fuel and fuel additives with high
vaporization energies sttclt as methanol (with higher vapor-
ization energy per unit fuel), and otheranti-knock agents such
as tertiary butyl alcohol. or ethers such as ntethyl tertiary
butyl ether (MTBE). ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE). or
tertiary amyl methyl ether (TAME).

it is recognized that modifications and variations of the
invention disclosed herein will be apparent to those of ordi-
nary skill in the art and it is intended that all such modifica-
tions and variations be included within the scope of the
appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

l A fuel management system for a turbocharged or super-
charged spark ignition engine where the fuel management
system controls fueling from a first fueling system that
directly injects fttcl into at least one cylinder as a liquid and
increases knock suppression by vaporization cooling and
from a second fueling system that injects fuel into a region
outside of the cylinder;

and where there is a range of torque where both fueling
systems are used at the same value oflorque;

and where the fraction of fuel in the cylinder that is intro-
duced by the first fueling systetu decreases with decreas-
ing torque and the fuel management system controls the
change in the fraction of fuel introduced by the lirst
fueling system using closed loop control that utilizes a
sensor that detects knock;

and where the fuel management system also employs spark
retard so as to reduce the amount of fuel that is intro-
dttced into the cylinder by the first fueling system.

2. The fuel management system ofclaitu l where the spark
retard is employed to as to reduce the amount of fuel that is
provided by the first fueling system to zero.

3. The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where when the
torque is increased the increase in the fraction of fuel that is
introduced by the first fueling system is minimized while still
preventing knock.

4. The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where without
employing the spark retard there is a range oftorqtte in which
only the second fueling system is used.

5. The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where the fttcl
management system employs the spark retard in response to
sensed infomiation and both the sensed inlormation and ..
information about knock are used to control the fuel that is

introduced by the first fueling system.
6. The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where the maxi-

mum torque that the engine provides occurs when both the
first and second fueling systems are used at the same value of
torque.

7. The fuel management system of claim 1 where the only
the first fueling system is used at the maximum torque that the
engine provides

8. the fuel management system of claim 1 where only the
first fueling system is used when the highest knock resistance
is required.
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9. The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where both the

first and second fueling system are used when the highest
knock resistance is required.

10. The fuel management system ofclaim l where as the
torque is increased the increase in the fraction of fuel in the
cylinder that is provided by the first fueling system is sub-
stantially equal to that needed to prevent knock.

l 1 . The fuel management system ofclaims l or3 where the
fuel management system minimizes the increase in the frac-
tion of fuel in the cylinder that is provided by the first ftteling
system as torque is increased.

12. The fuel management system of claim 1 where the
second fueling system uses port fuel injection.

13. A fuel management system for a spark ignition engine
that controls fueling lrom a lirst fueling system that directly
injects fuel into at least one cylinder as a liquid and increases
knock suppression by vaporization coolingand from a second
fueling system that provides fuel to the cylinder ttsing port
the] injection;

and where the fuel management system uses information
from a sensed parameter to control spark retard so as to
decrease the amount of fuel that would otherwise be
provided by the first fueling system;

and where the fuel management system uses input that
includes input from the sensed parameter and input from
knock sensor

14. The fuel management system of claim 13 where input
from the knock sensor is utilized in a closed loop control
system that controls the fraction offuel that is introduced into
the first fttcling system.

15. The fuel management system ofclaim 13 where both
the first and second fttcling systems are used at the same value
ol'torquc.

16. The fuel management system ofclaim 13 where spark
retard is employed so as to reduce the use ofthe lirst fueling
system to zero

17. The fuel management system of claim 1.3 where the
engine is turbocharged or supercharged and the level of tur-
bocharging or supercharging is reduced so as to decrease the
amount of fuel from the first fueling system

18. The fuel management system ofclaim 13 where closed
loop control with a knock detector is used to increase the
relative amount offuel from the first fueling system as torque
is increased.

19. A fuel management system fora turbocharged or super-
charged spark ignition engine where the fuel management
system controls fueling from a first fueling system that
directly injects fuel into at least one cylinder as a liquid and
increases knock suppression by vaporization cooling and
from a second fueling system that introduces fuel into the
cylinder by port fuel injection:

and where during a driving cycle there is a first torque range
where both fueling systems are used at the same torque
and where the fraction of fuel in the cylinder that is
introduced by the first fueling system is increased so as
to prevent knock as torque increases:

and where the fuel management system matches the frac-
tion of fuel that is provided by lirst fueling system with
the amount needed to prevent knock at a given value of
torque; and

where the fuel management system uses closed loop control
that employs a knock detector

20. The fuel management system ofclaim 19 where there is
a second torque range where only the second fueling system
is used and the highest value of torque in the second torque
range is lower than at least one value of torque in the first
torque range.
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21.'l'he fuel management system ofclaim 19 where the fuel
management system minimizes the amount of fuel from the
first fueling system while still preventing knock.

22. The fuel management system of claim 19 where the
maximum knock resistance required by the engine is in the
first torque range.

23. The fuel management system ofclaim 19 where for the
maximum knock resistance required by the engine only the
first fueling system is used.

24. A fuel management system for a spark ignition engine
that controls fueling from a first fiaeling system that intro-
duces fuel into at least one cylinder as a liquid and increases
knock resistance by vaporization cooling and from a second
fueling system;

and where the knock resistance ol'fuel introduced by the
first fueling system is greater than the knock resistance
of fuel introduced by the second fueling system;

and where the fuel management system uses information
from a sensed parameter to control spark retard so as to
decrease the amount of fuel that would otherwise be

provided by the first fueling system:
and where the fuel management system uses input that

includes input from the sensed parameterand input from
knock sensor.

IO

IS
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25. The fuel management system of claim 24 where input
from the knock sensor is utilized in a closed loop control
system that controls the fraction offuel that is introduced into
the first fueling system.

26. The fuel management system of claim 24 where both
the first and second fueling systems are used at the satne value
of torque.

27. The fuel management system of claim 24 where spark
instant is employed so as to reduce the use of the first fueling
system to ram

28. The fuel management system ofclaim 24 where turbo-
charging or supercharging is used and the level ofturbocharg-
ing or sttpereharging is reduced so as to decrease the amount
of fuel from the first fueling system.

29. 'lhe fuel management system of claim 24 where closed
loop control with a knock detector is used to increase the
relative amount of fuel firm the first fueling system as torque
is increased.

30.The fuel management system ofclaim 24 where the first
fueling system uses direct injection.

31. The fuel management system ofclaim 24 where the
second fueling system uses port fuel injection.

$ |I OI II OI
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FUEL MAN/\GElVIENT SYSTEM FOR
VARIABLE E'I'HANOL OC'I‘ANE

ENHANCEMENT 0F GASOLINE ENGINES

This application is a continuation olUS. patent applica-
tion Ser. No. 14/982,086 filed on Dec. 29. 2015. which is a
continuation ol‘U.S. patent application Ser. No 14/478,069
filed on Sep 5, 2014, which is a continuation oil/.8 patent
application Ser. No. 14/249.806 filed on Apr. 10. 2014.
which is now issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8.857,41(). which is a
continuation ot‘US. patent application Ser. No. 13/956498
filed on Aug. 1. 2013, which is now issued as U.S. Pat. No.
8.733.321,which is a continuation ol‘U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 13/629,836 filed on Sep 28, 2012. which is now
issued as 11.8 Pat. No 8.522,746, which is a continuation of
US. patent application Ser. No. 13/368382 filed on Feb. 8,
2012. which is now issued as U S. Pat. No 8,302,580, which
is a continuation ol'U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/282.
787 filed Oct. 27. 2011. which is now issued as U.S. Pat. No.

8,146.568. which is a continuation 0111.8. patent application
Ser No. 13/117448 filed May 27. 201 1 , which is now issued
as LLS. 1’at. No. 8.069.839, which is a continuation of U.S.
patent application Ser No 12/815,842. filed Jun. 15,2010.
which is now issued as US. Pat. No. 7.971.572. which is a
continuation oliU.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/329,729
filed on Dec. 8. 2008, which is now issued as US Pat. No.
7.762.233, which is a continuation ol‘US patent application
Ser No 11/840719 filed on Aug. 17. 2007, which is now
issued as 11.8. Pat No. 7.740.004. which is a continuation of
11.8 patent application Ser No. 10/991.774. which is now
issued as U S. Pat. No. 7.314.033

BACKGROUND

This invention relates to spark ignition gasoline engines
utilizing an antiknock agent which is a liquid luel with a
higher octane number than gasoline such as ethanol to
improve engine elliciency

It is known that the elliciency ol spark ignition (SI)
gasoline engines can be increased by high compression ratio
operation and particularly by engine downsi'ling. The engine
downsizing is made possible by the use of substantial
pressure boosting from either turbocharging or supercharg-
ing. Such pressure boosting makes it possible to obtain the
same perl'ormance in a significantly smaller engine See. .I
Stol: a, et al.. “A Gasoline Engine Concept For ltnproved
Fuel Economy The Lean-Boost System," SAF. Paper 2001-
01-2902. 'lhe use 01' these techniques to increase engine
eflieiency, however, is limited by the onset ofeiigiiie knock.
Knock is the Lindesired detonation 01' fuel and can severely
damage an engine 11 knock can be prevented, then high
compression ratio operation and high pressure boosting can
be used to increase engine efliciency by tip to twenty-live
percent.

 

Octane number represents the resistance of a fuel to .
knocking but the Lise of higher octane gasoline only mod-
estly alleviates the tendency to knock. For example. the
dillerenee between regular and premium gasoline is typi-
cally six octane numbers. That is significantly less than is
needed to realize l‘ully the el1ieiency benefits 01' hiin coin-
pression ratio or turbocharged operation. 111ch is thus a
need for a practical means for achieving a much higher level
ol'octane enhancement so that engines can be operated much
more elliciently.

It is known to replace a portion of gasoline with small
amounts of ethanol added at the refinery. Ethanol has a
blending octane number (ON) 01 110 (versus 95 for pre—
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mium gasoline) (see .1 B. Heywood. “Internal Combustion
lingine Fundamentals,“ McGraw Hill. 1988. p. 477) and is
also attractive because it is a renewable energy, biomass-
derived fuel. but the small amounts of ethanol that have

heretol'ore been added to gasoline have had a relatively
small impact on engine performance. Ethanol is much more
expensive than gasoline and the amount ol‘ ethanol that is
readily available is much smaller than that of gasoline
because of the relatively limited amount ol'biomass that is
available For its production. An object ol' the present inven-
tion is to minimize the amount olcthanol or other antiknock

agent that is used to achieve a given level of engine
elliciency increase. By restricting the Lise 01' ethanol to the
relatively small Fraction ol‘ time in an operating cycle when
it is needed to prevent knock in a higher load regime and by
minimizing its Lise at these times, the amount 01' ethanol that
is required can be limited to a relatively small fraction olthe
fuel used by the spark ignition gasoline engine.

SUMMARY

In one aspect. the invention is a fuel management system
For ellieient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine
including a source ofan antiknock agent such as ethanol. An
injector directly injects the ethanol into a cylinder of the
engine and a l'uel management system controls iniection ol'
the antiknock agent into the cylinder to control knock with
minimum use of the antiknock agent A prel‘erred antiknock
agent is ethanol. Ethanol has a high heat of vaporization so
that there is substantial cooling ofthe air-fuel charge to the
cylinder when it is injected directly into the engine. This
cooling ell'ect reduces the octane requirement of the engine
by a considerable amount in addition to the improvement in
knock resistance from the relatively high octane number 01’
ethanol Methanol. tertiary butyl alcohol. MTBE. ETBE.
and 1'AM1:' may also be used. Wherever ethanol is used
herein it is to be understood that other antiknock agents are
contemplated

The fuel management system uses a fuel management
control system that may Lise a microprocessor that operates
in an open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation
between octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel

provided by the antiknock agent To conserve the ethanol, it
is preferred that it be added only during portions of a drive
cycle requiring knock resistance and that its use he mini»
mixed during these times Alternatively. the gasoline engine
may include a knock sensor that provides a feedback signal
to a fitel management microprocessor system to minimize
the amount ot‘tlie ethanol added to prevent knock in a closed
loop fashion.

In one embodiment the injectors stratify the ethanol to
provide non-uniform deposition within a cylinder For
example. the ethanol may be injected proximate to the
cylinder walls and swirl can create a ring ofethanol near the
walls.

In another embodiment ol'this aspect ol'the invention. the
system includes a measure of the amount of the antiknock
agent such as ethanol in the source containing the antiknock
agent to control turbocharging. supercharging or spark retard
whcn the amount of ethanol is low.

The direct injection of ethanol provides substantially a
13" C. drop in temperature for every ten percent 01' fuel
energy provided by ethanol. An instantaneous octane
enhancen‘ient of at least 4 octane numbers may be obtained
for every 20 percent of the engine's energy coming from the
ethanol.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the
invention disclosed herein

FIG 2 is a graph of the drop in temperature within a
cylinder as a function of the fraction of energy provided by
ethanol.

FIG 3 is a schematic illustration of the slratilication of

cooler ethanol charge using direcl injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratification

FIG 4 is a schematic illustration showing ethanol strati-
fied in an inlet manifold.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the
invention in which the fuel management microprocessor is
used to control a turbocharger and spark retard based upon
the amount of ethanol in a fuel tank.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference lirst to FIG. I, a spark ignition gasoline
engine 10 includes a knock sensor 12 and a fuel management
microprocessor system 14. The fuel management micropro-
cessor system 14 controls the direct injection of an anti-
knock agent such as ethanol from an ethanol tank ‘16 The
fuel management microprocessor system 14 also controls
the delivery of gasoline from a gasoline tank 18 into engine
manifold 20. A turbocharger 22 is provided to improve the
torque and power density of the engine 10. The amount of
ethanol injection is dictated either by a predetermined cor-
relation between octane number enhancement and fraction

of fuel that is provided by ethanol in an open loop system or
by a closed loop control system that uses a signal from the
knock sensor 12 as an input to the fuel management 125
microprocessor 14. In both situations. the fuel management
processor 14 will minimize the amount ofethanol added to
a cylinder while still preventing knock It is also contem-
plated that the fuel management microprocessor system 14
could provide a combination of open and closed loop
control.

As show in FIG. 1 it is preferred that ethanol be directly
injected into the engine 10. Direct injection substantially
increases the benefits of ethanol addition and decreases the

required amount of ethanol Recent advances in fuel injector
and electronic control technology allows fuel injection
directly into a spark ignition engine rather than into the
manifold 20. Because ethanol has a high heat ofvaporization
there will be substantial cooling when it is directly injected
into 135 the engine 10. This cooling ellect further increases
knock resistance by a considerable amount In the embodi-
ment ofFIG. 1 port fuel injection ofthe gasoline in which
the gasoline is injected into the manifold rather than directly
injected into the cylinder is preferred because it is advan-
tageous in obtaining good air/fuel mixing and cotnbustion
stability that are dilfieult to obtain with direct injection.

Ethanol has a heat of vaporization of 840 kJ/kg, while the
heat of vaporization of gasoline is about 350 tel/kg. The
attractiveness of ethanol increases when compared with
gasoline on an energy basis, since the lower heating value of
ethanol is 26.9 MJ/kg while for gasoline it is about 44
M.l/kg. Thus, the heat of vaporization per Joule ol'combus-
tion energy is 0.031 for ethanol and 0.008 for gasoline. ‘lhat
is. for equal amounts of energy the required heat of vapor-
ization of ethanol is about four times higher than that of
gasoline. The ratio of the heat of vaporization per unit air
required for stoichiometric combustion is about 94 tel/kg of
air for ethanol and 24 kJ/kg of air for gasoline. or a factor
of four smaller Thus. the net effect ol'cooling the air charge
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is about four times lower for gasoline than for ethanol (for
stoichiometric mixtures wherein the amount of air contains

oxygen that is just suflicient to combnst all ofthe fuel).
In the case of ethanol direct injection according to one

aspect of the invention. the charge is directly cooled. The
amount ol'eooling due to direct injection ot'ethanol is shown
in FIG. 2. It is assumed that the air/fuel mixture is stoichio-
metric without exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), and that
gasoline makes up the rest of the fuel. It is further assumed
that only the ethanol contributes to charge cooling Gasoline
is vaporized in the inlet manifold and does not contribute to
cylinder charge cooling the direct ethanol injection pro-
vides about 13” C. of cooling for each 10% of the fuel
energy provided by ethanol. (11 is also possible to use direct
injection of gasoline as well as direct injection of ethanol
However. under certain conditions there can be combustion
stability issues.

The temperature decrement because of the vaporization
energy ofthe ethanol decreases with lean operation and with
F,GR1 as the themial capacity of the cylinder charge
increases. 1f the engine operates at twice the stoichiometric
air/fuel ratio. the numbers indicated in FIG. 2 decrease by
about a factor of 2 (the contribution of the ethanol itsell'and
the gasoline is relatively modest) Similarly, fora 20% EGR
rate. the cooling effect of the ethanol decreases by about
25%.

The octane enhancement effect can be estimated from the

data in FIG. 2. Direct injection ol'gasoline resttlls in approxi-
mately a five octane number decrease in the octane number
required by the engine. as discussed by Stokes, et al. 'I hus
the contribution is about five octane numbers per 3th drop
in charge temperature. As ethanol can decrease the charge
temperature by about 120K, then the decrease in octane
number required by the engine due to the drop in tempera-
ture. for 100% ethanol. is twenty octane numbers. Thus.
when 100% of the fuel is provided by ethanol. the octane
number enhancement is approximately thirty-live octane
numbers with a twenty octane number enhancement coming
than direct injection cooling and a fifteen octane number
enhancement coming from the octane number of ethanol
From the above considerations. it can be projected that even
if the octane enhancement from direct cooling is signifi-
cantly lower, a total octane mtmbcr enhancement of at least
4 octane numbers should be achievable for every 20% ofthe
total fuel energy that is provided by ethanol.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port injected through a single injector per
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used However. the air charge cooling benefit from
ethanol would be lost

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port fuel injected using a single injector
per cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used. However. the substantial air charge cooling
benefit from ethanol would be lost. The volume of fuel

between the mixing point and the port fuel injector should be
minimized in order to meet the demanding dynamic octane-
enhancement requirements of the engine.

Relatively precise determinations of the actual amount of
octane enhancement from given amounts of direct ethanol
injection can be obtained from laboratory and vehicle tests
in addition to detailed calculations. 'ihesc correlations can

be used by the fuel management microprocessor system 14.
An additional benelit ol'using ethanol for octane enhance-

ment is the ability to use it in a mixture with water. Such a
mixture can eliminate the need for the costly and energy
consuming water removal step in producing pure ethanol
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that must be employed when ethanol is added to gasoline at
a refinery. Moreover. the water provides an additional cool-
ing (due to vaporization) that further increases engine knock
' . stance In contrast the present ttse of ethanol as an
additive to gasoline at the refinety requires that the water he
removed from the ethanol.

Since unlike gasoline, ethanol is not a good lubricant and
the ethanol fuel injector can stick and not open. it is desirable
to add a lubricant to the ethanol. The lubricant will also
denature the ethanol and make it unattractive for human

consumption.
Further decreases in the reqttired ethanol for a given

amottnt ofoctane enhancement can be achieved with strati-

fication (non-unifonn deposition) of the ethanol addition.
Direct injection can be used to place the ethanol near the
walls of the cylinder where the need for knock reduction is
greatest. The direct injection may he used in combination
with swirl. 'lhjs stratification of the ethanol in the engine
further reduces the amount of ethanol needed to obtain a

given amount of octane enhancement. Because only the
ethanol is directly injected and because it is stratified both by
the injection process and by thermal centrilttgation. the
ignition stability issttcs associated with gasoline direct injec-
tion (GUI) can be avoided,

It is preferred that ethanol be added to those regions that
make up the end-gas and are prone to auto-ignition These
regions are near the walls of the cylinder. Since the end-gas
contains on the order of 25% ofthe fuel. substantial decre-

ments in the reqttired amounts ofethanol can be achieved by
stratifying the ethanol.

In the case of the engine 10 having substantial organized
motion (such as swirl), the cooling will result in forces that
thcnnally stratify the discharge (centrifugal separation ol‘the
regions at difierettt density due to different temperatures)
The effect of ethanol addition is to increase gas density since
the temperature is decreased. With swirl the ethanol mixture
will automatically move to the mne where the end-gas is.
and thus increase the anti-knock ell‘eetiveness of the injected
ethanol. The swirl motion is not alI‘ected mttch by the
compression stroke and thus survives better than tumble-like
motion that drives turbulence towards top-dead-eenter
(TDC) and then dissipates. It should be pointed out that
relatively modest swirls result in large separating (centrifu-
gal) forces A 3 m/s swirl motion in a 5 cm radius cylinder
generates accelerations ofabout 200 I‘ll/52. or about 20 g's.

FIG. 3 illustrates ethanol direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratification. Ethanol is predomi-
nantly on an outside region which is the end-gas region. FIG
4 illustrates a possible stratification of the ethanol in an inlet
manifold with swirl motion and thermal centrifugation
maintaining stratification in the cylinder In this case of port
injection of ethanol. however. the advantage of substantial
charge cooling may be lost.

With reference again to FIG. 2. the elTect of ethanol
addition all the way up to |00% ethanol injection is shown.
At the point that the engine is 100% direct ethanol injected,
there may be issues ofengine stability when operating with
only stratilied ethanol injection that need to be addre' 'ed. In
the case of stratified operation it may also be advantageous
to stratify the injection of gasoline in order to provide a
relatively uniform equivalence ratio across the cylinder (and
therefore lower concentrations of gasoline in the regions
where the ethanol is injected). This situation can be
achieved, as indicated in FIG 4. by placing fuel in the region
of the inlet manifold that is void of ethanol.
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The ethanol used in the invention can either be contained

in a separate tank trom the gasoline or may be separated
from a gasoline/ethanol mixture stored in one tank.

The instantaneous ethanol injection requirement and total
ethanol consumption over a drive cycle can be estimated
from information about the drive cycle and the increase in
torque (and thus increase in compression ratio. engine power
density, and capability for downsizing) that is desired. A plot
of the amount of operating time spent at various values of
torque and engine speed in FTP and 11806 drive cycles can
be used. It is necessary to enhance the octane nutnbcr at each
point in the drive cycle where the torque is greater than
permitted for knock free operation with gasoline alone. 'lhc
amount of octane enhancement that is required is determined
by the torque level.

A rough illustrative calculation shows that only a small
amount of ethanol might be needed over the drive cycle.
Assume that it is desired to increase the maximum torque
level by a factor of two relative to what is possible without
direct injection ethanol octane enhancement. Infomiation
about the operating time for the combined I-"l‘l’ and U806
cycles shows that approximately only 10 percent ofthe time
is spent at torque levels above 0.5 maximum torque and less
than 1 percent of the time is spent above 0.9 maximum
torque. Conservatively assuming that 100% ethanol addition
is needed at maximum torque and that the energy fraction of
ethanol addition that is required to prevent knock decreases
linearly to zero at 50 percent of maximum torque, the energy
fraction provided by ethanol is about 30 percent. During a
drive cycle about 20 percent of the total fuel energy is
consumed at greater than 50 percent of maximum torque
since dttring the 10 percent of the time that the engine is
operated in this regime. the amount of fuel consumed is
about twice that which is consumed below 50 percent of
maximum torque. The amount of ethanol energy consumed
during the drive cycle is thus roughly around 6 percent (30
pcrcentxt).2) of the total fuel energy.

In this case then. although 100% ethanol addition was
needed at the highest value of torque. only 6% addition was
needed averaged over the drive cycle. l'he ethanol is much
more effectively used by varying the level of addition
according to the needs of the drive cycle.

Because of the lower heat of combustion of ethanol, the
required amount ofethanol would be about 9% ofthe weight
of the gasoline fuel or about 9% of the volume (since the
densities ofethanol and gasoline are comparable). A separate
tank with a capacity of about |.8 gallons would then be
required in automobiles with twenty gallon gasoline tanks.
The stored ethanol content would be about 9% of that of

gasoline by weight. a number not too different from present-
day refonnulated gasoline. Stratification ol'the ethanol addi-
tion could reduce this amount by more than a factor of two.
An on-line ethanol distillation system might altemativcly be
etnploycd but would entail elimination or reduction of the
increase torque and power available from turbocharging.

Because of the relatively small amount of ethanol and
present lack of an ethanol liteling infrastructure, it is impor-
tant that the ethanol vehicle be operable it there is no ethanol
on the vehicle. The engine system can be designed such that
although the torque and power benelits would be lower
when ethanol is not available, the vehicle could still be
operable by reducing or eliminating turbocharging capabil-
ity achor by increasing spark retard so as to avoid knock. As
sltown in FIG. 5. the fuel management microprocessor
system 14 uses ethanol fuel level in the 295 ethanol tank 16
as an input to control the turbocharger 22 (or supercharger
or spark retard. not shown) As an example. with on-demand
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ethanol octane enhancement. a 4-cylinder engine can pro-
duce in the range of 280 horsepower with appropriate
turbocharging or supercharging bttt could also be drivable
witlt an engine power of MO horsepower without the use of
ethanol according to the invention.

The impact of a small amount of ethanol upon fuel
elliciency through use in a higher efficiency engine can
greatly increase the energy value of the ethanol. For
example. gasoline consumption could be reduced by 20%
due to higher efficiency engine operation from ttse ofa high
compression ratio. strongly turbocharged operation and sub-
stantial engine downsizing. The energy value of the ethanol.
including its value in direct replacement of gasoline (5% of
the energy of the gasoline), is thus roughly equal to 25% of
the gasoline that would have been used in a less etlicient
engine without any ethanol The 5% gasoline equivalent
energy value of ethanol has thus been leveraged up to a 25%
gasoline equivalent value. Thus. ethanol can cost roughly tip
to five times that of gasoline on an energy basis and still he
economically attractive. The use of ethanol as disclosed
herein can be a mttch greater value use than in other ethanol
applications.

Although the above discussion has featured ethanol as an
exemplary anti-knock agent, the same approach can be
applied to other high octane fuel and fuel additives with high
vaporization energies such as methanol (with higher vapor-
ization energy per unit fuel). and other anti-knock agents
such as tertiary btttyl alcohol, or others such as methyl
tertiary butyi ether (MTRE), ethyl tertiary butyl ether
(E'l'Blz'). or tertiary amyl methyl ether ('l'AME).

it is recognized that modifications and variations of the
invention disclosed herein will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art and it is intended that all such
modifications and variations be included within the scope of
the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

l A fuel tnanagement system fora spark ignition engine
which utilizes port fuel injection and also utilizes direct fuel
injection;

and Where there is a first torque range where direct
injection and port injection are both used at the satne
value of torque throughout the first torque range

and wherein at least part ofthc first torque range as torque
is increased the amount of fuel that is directly injected
is changed so as to obtain knock-free operation and the
amount ofdirectly injected fuel used to provide knock-
lree operation is minimized.

2. The fuel management system of claim 1 where as
torque is increased the fraction of fuel that is directly
injected is increased to the value that prevents knock.

3. The fttel management system of claim 1 where active
control using a knock detector is used to change the amount
of fuel that is directly injected as torque is increased.

4. The fuel management system of claim 1 or 2 where
open loop control using a lookup table is also used to change
the amount of fuel that is directly injected as torqtte is
increased.

5. The fuel management system of claim 4 where a
predetermined correlation between knock resistance and
fraction of fuel provided by direct injection is employed.

6. The fuel management system of claim 1 where iftorque
is increased beyond the highest valtle of torque in the first
range of torque, direct injection alone would be required for
knock-free operation.

7. The fuel management system of claim 1 where only
port fuel injection is used in a second range of torque.
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8. The fuel management system of claim 7 where as the

torque increases beyond the highest value of torque in the
second range of torque, the engirte operates in the first range
of torque.

9. The fuel management system of elaitn 7 where as the
torque increased beyond the highest value in the second
range of torque, the engine operates in the first range of
torque;

and where if the torque were to be increased beyond the
highest value in the first range of torque, direct injec-
tion alone would be required for knock-free operation

10. The fuel management system of claim 7 where the
highest torqtte in the second torque range is the highest
torque at which knock-free operation can be obtained with
port fuel injection alone.

it The fuel management system ol'ciaim 7 where when
spark retard is employed to enable operation with port fuel
injection alone where it would not otherwise be used and
where the spark retard is controlled by sensed information

12 The fuel management system ofclaim 7 where spark
retard is employed so that port fuel injection alone can be
used where it would not otherwise be used.

13. The fuel management systetn oi claim 1 where spark
retard is used to reduce the fraction of fuel that is provided
by direct injection.

14 The fuel management system of claim 1 where the
amount ofdirectly injected lucl is minimized throughout the
first torque range.

15 The fuel management system of claim 1 where the
amottnt of directly injected fuel is minimized frotn zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torqtte range

16 The fuel management system ofclaim 1 where there
is third torque range where the highest torque is the highest
torque in the first torque range of the operation and where
within the third torque range as torque is increased the
fraction of fuel provided by direct injection is changed to the
value needed to prevent knock.

17. The fuel management system ofclaim 9 or 16 where
the engine is turbocharged.

18. The fuel management system of claim 16 where the
amount ofdirecl injection is minimized.

19. A fuel management system for a turbocharged spark
ignition engine which utilizes port fuel injection and also
utilizes direct fuel injection;

and where there is a first range oftorque throughout which
direct injection and port injection are used at the same
vaittc of torque;

and wherein as torque is increased the fraction of fuel that
is directly injected is increased to a value that prevents
knock:

and where there is a second range of torque where only
port fuel injection is used:

and where when torque exceeds the highest torque in the
second range of torque the engine operates iii the first
range of torque.

20 The fuel management system ofclaim 19 where the
second torque range starts at zero torque.

21. The fuel management system ofclaim 19 or 20 where
the highest value oftorque in the second region oftorque is
the highest value of torque at which direct injection is not
needed to prevent knock.

22 A spark ignition engine where port fuel injection and
direct injection are used and the fraction of fuel provided by
direct injection is increased so as to prevent knock that
would otherwise occur: and where spark retard is employed
to enable reduction of the amotmt of direct injection that
would otherwise be employed.
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23. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 where the
engine is operated with port Fuel injection alone at values of
torque where port fuel injection alone would not otherwise
be employed.

24. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 or 23 where the
spark retard is controlled by detection of knock and by
in l'ormation front another sensed parameter.

25. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 or 23 where
without the application of the spark retard the engine is
operated with direct injection alone.

26. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 or 23 where
without the application of the spark retard the engine is
operated with both port fuel injection and direct injection at
the same value of torque.

27.1111: spark ignition engine of claim 22 when: without
the employment of the spark retard the l'ractinn of fuel
provided by direct injection increases with increasing
torque.

10

28. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 where there is
a first torque range throughout which port fuel injection and
direct injection are used at the same torque and wherein the
fraction ol‘ fuel provided by direct injection increases with

5 increasing torque in such a way as to enable knock-free
operation and when: there is a second torque range where
only l'IttrI I‘ucl injection is used anti where when the torque
exceeds the highest torque in this range. the engine operates

'0 in the first torque range.
29. The spark ignition engine of claim 28 where the

engine operates in the second torque rtutge between zero
torque and the highest torque in the second torque range.

30. The spark ignition engine of claim 22 where spark
15 retard it» used to reduce the amount oi'dircct injection to zero

ii’til'l'l. what it would otherwise have been.
t ‘ * # It
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FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR
VARIABLE ETHANOL OC'I‘ANE

ENHANCEMENT 0F GASOLINE ENGINES

This application is a continuation ofU.S. patent applica-
tion Ser. No. 15/463,425 filed on Mar. 20. 2017. which is a
continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/982,086
filed on Dec. 29. 2015. which is a continuation ofU.S. patent
application Ser. No. 14/478069 filed on Sep. 5, 2014. which
is a continuation oflf S patent application Ser. No 14/249,
806 filed on Apr. 10, 2014, which is now issued as U.S. Pat.
No. 8.857.410. which is a continuation of Us. patent
application Ser. No. 13/956,49811led on Aug 1, 2013, which
is now issued as 11.8 Pat. No. 8.733.32 l, which is a
continuation of U S. patent application Ser. No 13/629,836
filed on Sep. 28, 2012. which is now issued as US. Pat. No
8,522,746, which is a continuation ofU S patent application
Ser. No. 13/368,382 filed on Feb. 8. 2012, which is now
issued as U.S. Pat. No. 8.302.580. which is a continuation of

U.S. patent application Ser. No. l3/282.787 tiled Oct. 27.
2011, which isnow isstted as U.S. Pat. No. 8146,568. which
is a continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/117,
448 filed May 27, 2011. which is now issued as U 5. Pat. No.
8.069.839. which is a continuation ol'U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 12/815842, filed .lun. 15. 2010. which is now
issued as U.S. Pat. No. 7.971.572, which is a continuation of
US. patent application Ser. No 12/329,729 filed on Dec. 8.
2008. which is now issued as US. Pat. No. 7.762.233, which
is a continuation ofU.S. patent application Ser. No. l I/840.
719 filed on Aug. 17, 2007. which is now issued as US. l’at.
No. 7.740.004, which is a continuation of U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 10/991,774, which is now issued as US.
Pat. No. 7.314.033.

BACKGROUND

This invention relates to spark ignition gasoline engines
utilizing an antiknock agent which is a liquid fuel with a
higher octane number than gasoline such as ethanol to
improve ertgine efficiency.

It is known that the elliciency of spark ignition (St)
gasoline engines can be increased by high compression ratio
operation and particularly by engine downsizing The engine
downsizing is made possible by the use of substantial
pressure boosting from either turbocharging or supercharg-
ing. Such pressure boosting makes it possible to obtain the
same performance in a significantly smaller engine. See, .1.
Stokes. et al , "A Gasoline Engine Concept For lmproved
Fuel Economy The Lean-Boost System." SAP. Paper 2001-
01-2902. The use of these techniques to increase engine
efliciency. however. is limited by the onset of engine knock.
Knock is the undesired detonation of fuel and can severely
damage an engine. If knock can be prevented. then high
compression ratio operation and high pressure boosting can
be used to increase engine etlicicncy by up to twenty-five
percent.

Octane number represents the resistance of a fuel to
knocking but the Lise of higher octane gasoline only mod-
estly alleviates the tendency to knock For example. the
difl‘erence between regular and premium gasoline is typi-
cally six octane numbers. That is significantly less than is
needed to realize fully the ctliciency benefits of high com-
pression ratio or turbocharged operation. There is tints a
need fora practical tneans for achieving a much higher level
ofoctane enhancement so that engines can be operated much
more efl‘iciently.
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It is known to replace a portion of gasoline with small
amounts of ethanol added at the refinery. Ethanol has a
blending octane number (ON) of 110 (versus 95 for pre-
mium gasoline) (see .1. B. Heywood, “Internal Combustion
Engine Fundamentals." McGraw Hill. 1988, p. 477) and is
also attractive because it is a renewable energy. biomass-
derived fuel. but the small amounts of ethanol that have

heretofore been added to gasoline have had a relatively
small impact on engine performance. Ethanol is tnttch more
expensive than gasoline and the amount ofethanol that is
readily available is much smaller than that of gasoline
because of the relatively limited amount of biomass that is
available for its production. An object of the present inven-
tion is to minimize the amount ofethanol or other antiknoek

agent that is used to achieve a given level of engine
efficiency increase. 13y restricting the Lise of ethanol to the
relatively small fraction of lime in an operating cycle when
it is needed to prevent knock in a higher load regime and by
tninitnizing its use at these times. the amount ol'ethanol that
is required can be limited to a relatively small fraction of the
fuel used by the spark ignition gasoline engine.

SUMMARY

In one aspect. the invention is a fuel management system
for ellicient operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine
including a source ofan antiknoek agent such as ethanol. An
injector directly injects the ethanol into a cylinder of the
engine and a fuel management system controls injection of
the antiknoek agent into the cylinder to control knock with
minimum use of the antiknoek agent A preferred antiknoek
agent is ethanol. Ethanol has a high heat of vaporization so
that there is substantial cooling of the air-fuel charge to the
cylinder when it is injected directly into the engine. This
cooling eflect reduces the octane requirement of the engine
by a considerable amount in addition to the improvement in
knock resistance from the relatively high octane number of
ethanol. Methanol, tertiary butyl alcohol. MTBE. ETBE.
and 'l'AME may also be used. Wherever ethanol is used
herein it is to be understood that other antiknoek agents are
contemplated.

The fuel management system uses a fuel tnanagement
control system that may use a microprt‘tccssor that operates
in an open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation
between octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel

provided by the antiknoek agent. To conserve the ethanol. it
is preferred that it be added only during portions of a drive
cycle requiring knock resistance and that its use he mini-
mized during these times Alternatively. the gasoline engine
may include a knock sensor that provides a feedback signal
to a fuel management microprocessor system to minimize
the amount ofthe ethanol added to prevent knock in a closed
loop fashion

In one embodiment the injectors stratify the ethanol to
provide hon-uniform deposition within a cylinder. For
example. the ethanol may be injected proximate to the
cylinder walls and swirl can create a ring ofethanol near the
walls.

In another embodiment o fthis aspect of the invention, the
system includes a measure of the amount of the antiknoek
agent such as ethanol in the source containing the antiknoek
agent to control turbocharging. supercharging or spark retard
when the amount of ethanol is low.

The direct injection of ethanol provides substantially a
13° C. drop in temperature for every tett percent of fuel
energy provided by ethanol. An instantaneous octane
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enhancement ofat least 4 octane numbers may be obtained
for every 20 percent of the engine‘s energy coming from the
ethanol.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 01" THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the
invention disclosed herein.

FIG. 2 is a graph of the drop in temperature within a
cylinder as a function of the fraction of energy provided by
ethanol.

FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of the stratification of
cooler ethanol charge ttsing direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratification.

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration showing ethanol strati-
fied in an inlet manifold

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the
invention in which the fuel management microprocessor is
used to control a turbocharger and spark retard based upon
the amount of ethanol in a fuel tank.

DETAILED L)l:'.SCRll"l'lON

With reference first to FIG I. a spark ignition gasoline
engine It] includes a knock sensor 12 and a fuel management
microprocessor system 14. The fuel management micropro-
cessor system 14 controls the direct injection of an anti-
knock agent such as ethanol from an ethanol tank 16. The
fuel management microprocessor system 14 also controls
the delivery of gasoline from a gasoline tank 18 into engine
manifold 20 A turbocharger 22 is provided to improve the
torque and power density of the engine 10. The amount of
ethanol injection is dictated either by a predetermined cor-
relation between octanc number enhancement and fraction

of fuel that is provided by ethanol in an open loop system or
by a closed loop control system that uses a signal from the
knock sensor 12 as an input to the fuel management micro-
processor 14. In both situations, the fuel management pro-
cessor 14 will minimize the amount of ethanol added to a

cylinder while still preventing knock. II is also contemplated
that the fuel management microprocessor system 14 could
provide a combination ofopen and closed loop control.

As show in FIG 1 it is preferred that ethanol be directly
injected into the engine 10. Direct injection substantially
increases the benefits ofethanol addition and decreases the

required amount nfethanol. Recent advances in fuel injector
and electronic control technology allows fuel injection
directly into a spark ignition engine rather than into the
manifold 20 Because ethanol has a high heat ofvaporization
there will be substantial cooling when it is directly injected
into the engine 10. This cooling effect further increases
knock resistance by a considerable amount In the embodi-
ment ofFIG 1 port fuel injection of the gasoline in which
the gasoline is injected into the manifold rather than directly
injected into the cylinder is preferred because it is advan-
tageous in obtaining good air/fuel mixing and combustion
stability that are ditlicult to obtain with direct injection.

Elhanol has a heat ot‘va porization of 840 kl/kg. while the
heat of vaporization of gasoline is about 350 k.I/kg. The
attractiveness of ethanol increases when compared with
gasoline on an energy basis. since the lower heating value of
ethanol is 26 E) MJ/kg while for gasoline it is about 44
MJ/kg. Thus, the heat of vaporization per Joule of combus-
lion energy is 0.031 for ethanol and 0.008 for gasoline. That
is, for equal amounts of energy the required heat of vapor-
ization of ethanol is about four times higher than that of
gasoline. The ratio of the heat of vaporization per unit air
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required for stoichiometric combustion is about 94 kJ/kg of
air for ethanol and 24 kJ/kg of air for gasoline, or a factor
offour smaller Thus, the net effect of cooling the air charge
is about four times lower for gasoline than for ethanol (for
stoichiometric mixtures wherein the amount ofair contains

oxygen that is just suflieient to combust all of the fuel).
In the ease of ethanol direct injection according to one

aspect of the invention. the charge is directly cooled. The
amount ofcooling due to direct injection ol'ethanol is shown
in FIG. 2. It is assumed that the air/fuel mixture is stoichio-

metric without exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). and that
gasoline makes up the rest of the fuel. It is further assumed
that only the ethanol contributes to charge cooling. Gasoline
is vaporized in the inlet manifold and does not contribute to
cylinder charge cooling. the direct ethanol injection pro-
vides about 13° C‘. ol'cooling for each 10% oI'the fuel energy
provided by ethanol (It is also possible to Lise direct
injection of gasoline as well as direct injection of ethanol
However. under certain conditions there can be combustion

stability issues.
the temperature decrement because of the vaporization

energy oftlte ethanol decreases with lean operation and with
EGR. as the thermal capacity of the cylinder charge
increases. If the engine operates at twice the stoichiometric
air/fuel ratio. the numbers indicated in FIG. 2 decrease by
about a factor of2 (the contribution of the ethanol itselfand
the gasoline is relatively modest). Similarly. for a 20% RGR
rate. the cooling effect of the ethanol decreases by about25%.

The octane enhancement eflhct can be estimated from the

data in FIG. 2. Direct injection ofgasoline results in approxi-
ntately a five octane number decrease in the octane number
required by the engine. as discussed by Stokes, et al. 'I‘hus
the contribution is about five octane numbers per 30K drop
in charge temperature. As ethanol can decrease the charge
temperature by about 120K. then the decrease in octane
number required by the engine due to the drop in tempera-
ture, for 100% ethanol, is twenty octane numbers. Thus.
when 100% of the fuel is provided by ethanol. the octane
number enhancement is approximately thirty-five octane
numbers with a twenty octane number enhancement coming
from direct injection cooling and a fifteen octane number
enhancement coming from the octane number of ethanol
l’rom the above considerations, it can be projected that even
if the octane enhancement from direct cooling is signifi-
cantly lower, a total octane number enhancement ofat least
4 octane numbers should be achievable for every 20% ofthc
total fuel energy that is provided by ethanol.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline Catt be mixed
together and then port injected through a single injector per
cylinder. thereby decreasing the number of injectors that
would be used However. the air charge cooling benefit from
ethanol would be lost.

Alternatively the ethanol and gasoline can be mixed
together and then port fuel injected using a single injector
per cylinder. thereby decreasing the number ofinjectors that
would be used. Ilowever, the substantial air charge cooling
benefit from ethanol would be lost. The volume of fuel

between the mixing point and the port fuel injector should be
minimized in order to meet the demanding dynamic octane-
enhancement requirements of the engine.

Relatively precise determinations of the actual amount of
octane enhancement from given amounts ofdirect ethanol
injection can be obtained from laboratory and vehicle tests
in addition to detailed calculations These correlations can

be used by the fuel management microprocessor system 14.
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An additional benefit ofusing ethanol for octane enhance-
ment is the ability to use it in a mixture with water. Such a
mixture can eliminate the need for the costly and energy
consuming water removal step in producing pure ethanol
that must be employed when ethanol is added to gasoline at
a refinery. Moreover. the water provides an additional cool-
ing (due to vaporization) that further increases engine knock
resistance. In contrast the present use of ethanol as an
additive to gasoline at the refinery requires that the water he
removed from the ethanol.

Since unlike gasoline. ethanol is not a good lubri .ant and
the ethanol fuel injector can stick and not open, it is desirable
to add a lubricant to the ethanol The lubricant will also
denature the ethanol and make it unattractive for human
consumption

Further decreases in the required ethanol for a given
amount of octane enhancement can be achieved with strati-

fication (non-uniform deposition) of the ethanol addition.
Direct injection can be used to place the ethanol near the
walls ofthe cylinder where the need for knock reduction is
greatest. The direct injection may be used in combination
with swirl. 'l'h.is stratification of the ethanol in the engine
further reduces the amount of ethanol needed to obtain a

given amount of octane enhancement. Because only the
ethanol is directly injected and because it is stratified both by
the injection process and by thermal centril'ugation. the
ignition stability issues associated with gasoline direct injec-
tion (GDI) can be avoided.

It is preferred that ethanol be added to those regions that
make tip the end-gas and are prone to auto-ignition. These
regions are near the walls of the cylinder. Since the end-gas
contains on the order of 25% ol'thc fuel. substantial decre-

ments in the required amounts ol'ethanol can he achieved by
stratifying the ethanol.

In the case of the engine 10 having substantial organized .
motion (such as swirl), the cooling will result in forces that
thermally stratify the discharge (centrifugal separation of the
regions at different density due to different temperatures).
The elfect ofethanol addition is to increase gas density since
the temperature is decreased. With swirl the ethanol mixture
will automatically move to the 7one where the end-gas is.
and thus increase the anti-knock etl'ectiveness ol'the injected
ethanol. The swirl motion is not affected much by the
compression stroke and thus survives better than tumble-like
motion that drives turbulence towards top-dead-center
(TDC) and then dissipates. it should be pointed out that
relatively modest swirls result in large separating (centn'fu-
gal) forces. A 3 m/s swirl motion in a 5 cm radius cylinder
generates accelerations of about 200 m/sz. or about 20 g’s.

FIG 3 illustrates ethanol direct injection and swirl motion
for achieving thermal stratification. Ethanol is predomi-
nantly on an outside region which is the end-gas region. FIG.
4 illustrates a possible stratification of the ethanol in an inlet
manifold with swirl motion and thermal ccntrifugation
maintaining stratification in the cylinder. in this case of port
injection of ethanol, however. the advantage ofsubstantial
charge cooling may be lost.

With reference again to FIG. 2. the eflect of ethanol
addition all the way up to 100% ethanol injection is shown.
At the point that the engine is 100% direct ethanol injected.
there may be issues ofengine stability when operating with
only stratified ethanol injection that need to be addressed. 1n
the case of stratified operation it may also be advantageous
to stratify the injection of gasoline in order to provide a
relatively uniform equivalence ratio across the cylinder (and
therefore lower concentrations of gasoline in the regions
where the ethanol is injected). This situation cart be
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achieved. as indicated in FIG. 4. by placing fuel in the region
of the inlet manifold that is void of ethanol.

The ethanol used in the invention can either be contained

in a separate tank from the gasoline or may be separated
from a gasoline/ethanol mixture stored in one tank.

The instantaneous ethanol injection requirement and total
ethanol consumption over a drive cycle can be estimated
from information about the drive cycle and the increase in
torque (and thus increase in compression ratio. engine power
density. and capability for downsizing) that is desired. A plot
of the amount of operating time spent at various values of
torque and engine speed in l‘"l'l’ and USUG drive cycles can
be used. It is necessary to enhance the octane number at each
point in the drive cycle where the torque is greater than
permitted for knock tree operation with gasoline alone The
amount of octane enhancement that is required is determined
by the torque level.

A rough illustrative calculation shows that only a small
amount of ethanol might be needed over the drive cycle
Assume that it is desired to increase the maximum torque
level by a factor of two relative to what is possible without
direct injection ethanol octane enhancement. information
about the operating time for the combined FTP and U506
cycles shows that approximately only 10 percent ofthe time
is spent at torque levels above 0.5 maximum torque and less
than 1 percent of the time is spent above 0.9 maximum
torque. Conservatively assuming that 100% ethanol addition
is needed at maximum torque and that the energy fraction of
ethanol addition that is required to prevent knock decreases
linearly to zero at 50 percent of maximum torque. the energy
fraction provided by ethanol is about 30 percent. During a
drive cycle about 20 percent of the total fuel enctgy is
consumed at greater than 50 percent of maximum torque
since during the 10 percent of the time that the engine is
operated in this regime. the amount of fuel consumed is
about twice that which is consumed below 50 percent 01
maximum torque. The amount of ethanol energy consumed
during the drive cycle is thus roughly around 6 percent (30
percentx0.2) of the total fuel energy.

In this case then. although 100% ethanol addition was
needed at the highest value of torque. only 6% addition was
needed averaged over the drive cycle. The ethanol is much
more efl‘ectively used by 'arying the level of addition
according to the needs of the drive cycle.

Because of the lower heat of combustion of ethanol. the
required amount ofethanol would b ‘ about 9% of the weight
of the gasoline fuel or about 9% of the volume (since the
densities ol'ethanol zmd gasoline are comparable) A separate
tank with a capacity of about 1.8 gallons would then be
required in automobiles with twenty gallon gasoline tanks,
The stored ethanol content would be about 9% of that of

gasoline by weight, a number not too different from present-
day reformulated gasoline. Stratification of the ethanol addi-
tion could redttce this amount by more than a factor of two.
An on-line ethanol distillation system might alternatively be
employed but would entail elimination or reduction of the
increase torque and power available from turbocharging.

Because of the relatively small amount of ethanol and
present lack of an ethanol fueling infrastructure. it is impor-
tant that the ethanol vehicle be operable ifthere is no ethanol
on the vehicle. The engine system can be designed such that
although the torque and power benefits would be lower
when ethanol is not available. the vehicle could still be

operable by reducing or eliminating turbocharging capabil-
ity and/or by increasing spark retard so as to avoid knock. As
shown in FIG. 5, the fuel management microprocessor
system 14 uses ethanol fuel level in the ethanol tank 16 as
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an inpttt to control the turbocharger 22 (or supercharger or
spark retard. not shown). As an example. with on-demand
ethanol octane enhancement. a 4-cylinder engine can pro-
dttce in the range of 280 horsepower with appropriate
turbocharging or sttpcrcharging bttt could also be drivable
with an engine power of 140 horsepower without the use of
ethanol 300 according to the invention.

The impact of a small amount of ethanol upon fuel
efliciency through ttse in a higher efficiency engine can
greatly increase the energy value of the ethanol. For
example. gasoline consumption could be reduced by 20%
dtte to higher cfliciency engine operation from 1150 ofa high
compression ratio, strongly turbocharged operation and sub-
stantial engine downsizing. The energy value ofthe ethanol,
including its value in direct replacement of gasoline (5% of
the energy ofthc gasoline), is thus roughly equal to 25% of
the gasoline that would have been used in a less ellicient
engine without any ethanol. The 5% gasoline equivalent
energy valtte ofethanol has thus been leveraged up to a 25%
gasoline equivalent value. Thus. ethanol can cost roughly tip
to five times that ofgasoline on an energy basis and still be
economically attractive. The use of ethanol as disclosed
herein can be a much greater value Lise than in other ethanol
applications.

Although the above discussion has featuted ethanol as an
exemplary anti-knock agent. the same approach can be
applied to other high octane fuel and fuel additives with high
vaporization energies such as methanol (with higher vapor-
ization energy per unit fuel). and other anti-knock agents
such as tertiary butyl alcohol. or ethers such as methyl
tertiary btttyl ether (M lBLi). ethyl tertiary butyl ether
(ETRR). or tertiary amyl methyl ether ('fAME),

It is recognized that modifications and variations of the
invention disclosed herein will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in th' art and it is intended that all such
modifications and variations be included within the scope of
the appended claitns.

The invention claimed is:

l. A fttel management system for a spark ignition engine
that has a lirst fueling system that uses direct injection and
also has a second fueling system that uses port fttel injection:

and where the fueling such tltat there is a lirst torque
range where both the lirst and second fueling system
are used throughout the range:

and where the fraction 01 fueling provided by the lirst
fueling system is higher at the highest value of torque
iii the lirst torque range than in the lowest value of
torque in the lirst torque range:

and where there is a second torque range where only the
second fueling system is used:

where when the torque is higher than the highest value of
torque in the second torque range the engine is operated
in the first torque range;

and where the second torque range extends from zero
torque to the ltighest torque in the second torque range.

2. The fuel management system of claim 1 where the
fraction ol fueling that is provided by the lirst ftteling system
in the first torque range increases with increasing torque.

3. The fuel management system of claim 1 where the
ft'action of fueling that is provided by the lirst ftteling system
in the first torque range increases with increasing torque in
such a way that knock is prevented.

4. The fuel management system of claim I where the
traction of fueling that is provided by the first fueling system
in the first torque range increases with increasing torqttc
such that it is substantially equal to the fraction needed to
prevent knock.
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5. The fuel management system of claim 1 where in at
least part ofthe first torque range closed loop control ttsing
a knock detector is used to increase the traction of fueling
that is provided by the lirst fueling system in the first torque
range with increasing torque such that it is substantially
equal to the fraction needed to prevent knock.

6. The fuel tnanagement system of claim 1 where in at
least part ofthe first torque range closed loop control using
a knock detector is used to increase the fraction of fueling
that is provided by the first fueling system in the first torque
range with increasing torque such that it is substantially
equal to the fraction needed to prevent knock and Where
open loop control using a look Ltp table is also employed.

7 The fttel management system ofclaim l where through-
out the entire first torque range closed loop control using a
knock detector is used to increase the fraction of fueling that
is provided by the first ftteling system in the first torque
range with increasing torque such that it is substantially
equal to the i'mction needed to prevent knock.

8. The fuel management system ofclaim l where through-
out the entire l‘irst torque range closed loop control using a
knock detector is used to increase the fraction of fueling that
is provided by the first fueling system in the first torque
range with increasing torque such that it is substantially
equal to the fraction needed to prevent knock and where
open loop control using a look tip table is also employed.

9. The fuel management system ofclaim l where iftorquc
were increased beyond the highest torque in the second
torque range fueling by the first fueling system alone would
be needed to prevent knock.

IO The fuel management system ofclaim l where fueling
from the first fueling system throughout the first torque
range is minimized.

11. The fuel management system of claim 1 the highest
torque in the second torque range is the highest torque at
which the engine can be operated without the need for
fueling from the lirst fueling system to prevent knock.

12. A fuel management system for a spark ignition engine
that has a first fueling system that uses direct injection and
also has a second fueling system that uses port fuel injection:

and where the fueling is such that there is a lirst torque
range where both the first and second fueling system
are used throughout the range;

and where there is a second torque range where only the
second fueling system is used;

where when the torque is higher than the highest value of
torque in the second torque range the engine is operated
in the first torque range:

and where the second torque range extends from zero
torque to the highest torqttc in the second torque range

I]. l'he fuel management system of claim 12 where the
fraction offucl provided by the first fueling system increases
with increasing torque in at least part of the first torque
range.

14 The fuel management system ofclaim 12 where the
fraction effttel provided by the first fueling system increases
with increasing torque in at least part of the first torqttc
range;

and where spark retard is used to reduce the fraction of
fuel that is provided by the first fueling system.

15. The fuel management system of claim 12 where the
fraction offuel provided by the first fueling system increases
with increasing torque in at least part of the lirst torque
range;

attd where spark retard is used to reduce the fraction of
fuel provided by the first fueling system to zero.
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16. The fuel management system ofelaim 12 where spark
retard is used to reduce the fraction of fuel that is provided
by the first fueling system.

17. The fuel management system ofclaim 12 where spark
retard is used to reduce the fraction of fttel that is provided
by the first fueling system:

and where the fuel management system uses information
from a knock detector and a sensed parameter.

18. The fuel management system ofclaim 12 where spark
retard is used to reduce the fraction of fuel that is provided
by the first fueling system to zero.

19. The fuel management system ofclaim 12 where spark
retard is used to reduce the fraction offuel that is provided
by the first fueling system to zero;

aitd where the fuel management system uses information
from a knock detector and a sensed parameter.

20. The fuel management system ofclaim 12 where the
fraction of fuel provided by the first fueling system in the
first torque range increases with increasing torque:

and where spark retard is used to reduce the fraction of
fuel that would otherwise be used.

21. A fuel management system for a spark ignition engine
where a fuel is provided by a first fueling system using direct
injection and by a second fueling system using port fuel
injection;

and where there is a torque range throughout which both
fueling systems are used:

and wherein as torque decreases the fraction of fueling
provided by the first fueling system decreases;

and where there is secortd torque range where only the
second fueling system is used.

22. The fuel management system ofclaim 21 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range.

23. The fuel management system ofclaim 22 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range;

and where the second fueling system is used from zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range:

and where the highest torque in the first torque range is the
highest torque at which the engine is operated with the
use of both the first and second fueling systems:

and where in at least part ofthe first torque as torque is
increased, the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system is such that it is substantially equal
to that needed to prevent knock as torque is increased

24. The fuel management system ol'claini 22 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range;

and where the second fueling system is used from zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range:

and where the highest torque in the first torque range is the
highest torque at which the engine is operated with the
use of both the first and second fueling systems;

and where throughout the first torque range as torque is
increased, the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system is such that it is substantially equal
to that needed to prevent knock as torque is increased.

25. The fuel management system o fclaiin 22 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range;

and where the second fueling system is used from zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range:

and where the highest torque in the first torque range is the
highest torque at which the engine is operated with the
Lise of both the first and second fueling systems:

10
and where throughout the first torque range as torque is

increased. the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system is such that it is substantially equal
to that needed to prevent knock as torque is increased:

5 and where the highest torque in the first torque range is the
highest torque at which the engine can be operated
without the necessity of operating with Lise of the first
fueling system alone.

26. The fuel management system of'elaini 22 where spark
retard is employed so as to reduce the fraction of fuel that is
provided by first fueling system

27 The fuel management system of'claim 22 where spark
retard is employed so as to enable operation with the second
fueling system alone where it would not otherwise be
employed.

28. The fuel management system ofelaim 21 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range:

and where the second torque range extends from zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range.

29. The fuel management system ofclaim 21 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range;

and where the second torque range extends from zero
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range;

and wherein at least part ofthe first torque range as torque
is increased. the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system is such that it is substantially equal
to that needed to prevent luaick as torque is increased.

30 The fuel management system o fclaim 29 where when
the torque is higher than the highest torque in the second
torque range the engine is operated in the first torque range:

and where the second fueling system is used from rem
torque to the highest torque in the first torque range:

and where throughout the first torque range as torque is
increased. the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system is such that it is substantially equal
to that needed to prevent knock as torque is increased.

31 A fuel management system fora spark ignition engine
where a fuel is provided by a first fueling system using direct
injection and by a second fueling system using port fuel
liUCCllOIl;

and where there is a first torque range through which both
fueling systems are used; and

wherein as torque decreases the fraction of fueling provided
by the first fueling system decreases:

and where there is second torque range where only the
second fueling system is used:

and where the second torque range extends from zero
torqtie to the lowest torque in the first torque range:

and where spark retard is employed so as to reduce the
fraction of fuel is provided by the first fueling system.

32. The fuel management system of claim 31 where in at
least part of the first torque range the fraction of fuel that is
provided by the first fueling system is substantially equal to
that needed to prevent knock:

and where the fueling management system uses a knock
sensor to control the fraction of fuel that is provided by
the first fueling system:

and where spark retard is used to rcdtiee the fraction of
fuel provided by the first fueling system to zero.

33. The fuel management system of claim 31 where
throughout the first torque range the fraction of fuel that is
provided by the first fueling system is substantially equal to
that needed to prevent knock:
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and where the fueling management system uses a knock
sensor and also open loop control using a lookup table
to control the fraction of fuel that is provided by the
first fueling system;

and where spark retard is used to reduce the fraction of 5
fuel provided by the first fueling system to zero;

and where the fuel management system uses inlbnnation
from a knock detector and from u sensed parameter in
the control of spark retard;

and where the highest torque in the second torque range to
is the highest torque at which the engine can be
operation with the second fueling system alone without
producing knock.

* * Ii 1* ¥
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maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of3
PTOL-SS (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/31/2007.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form. together with applicable fee(s). to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEECommissioner for Parents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450
or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should bcluscdltor transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (:I' required. Blocks l through 5 should be completed wheretip Iropnatc. All further eorrespondenee li‘tClLLllng the Patent. advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will c mailed to the current cones ondtnce uddmss as

in IICIJlL‘d unlilfss eulrrleeted below or titreututi utherwne tn Block I. by {ti} spectl’yillg ii new eunespuntleiice address. and/or (b) indicating ii separate " -EE ADDRESS" l'or
riiaritteniiiice or: no i tenlinns.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: UI: Block I for any change orudtlicst)     
._otc: A ecrti rate a mat trip, can on y mastic ma: "1in o t el-cc(s) Transmittal. This cert: icatc cannot be used For any other accomuanytng

upers. Each additional paper. littl'h as an assignment or formal drawing. must
itiiri: its own certificate of mailing or irutismtsaitiri.24280 7590 OWN/2007

Certificate of Mailing ur 'I'niiisniissimi

CHOATE. HALL & STEWART LLP ijlriclreb eIt-rpl' that this 1Feels Transmittal EEEFIIJIE depositcdllwilh the UrilitedTwo INTERNATIONAL pLAcE [I C5 05 ll crvtttl.‘ S‘ll'll I 5U Iclt’rlt_ptilstttgu 0" ”El C Elsi I'l'lill It! all (‘an UPC
add :55 d I lh M.l St ISSUE. FEE Did . :b . ‘ 1' I

BOSTON. MA 021 IO lffll'lrflfl'ltflcd l'o Ill: US‘T‘TO :9? i) 2384335. 2" triffilaitetiiifliealeflgfiiwlmml c

 

APPLICATION No, FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET No. CONFIRMATION NO.

l0l99l .774 HHS/2004 Daniel R. Cohn 049261 [-0598 8282
TITLE OF INVENTION: FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE ENHANCEHMENT 0F GASOLINE ENGINES -

 
  

APPLN.TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE
$0nonprovisional YES $700 $300 SIOOO I III 6/2007

ALI. HYDER 3747 IZJ-I9800A

     
 
  

 

I. Change ofcon'espondcncc address or indication of"Fcc Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page, list
CFR l‘ 63) (I) the names of up to 3 rcgistercd patent attomcys l—___—

Cl Chan e oI'corres onderice address (or Change ofCorrespondence or agents OR. alternatively.
Address omi PTO] B/l22) ulthd‘ (I) the nitrnt: oi'u single iiri-n (having us It member I! 1

registered attorney or agent) and the trainer: ol' up to
2_ registered patent attorneys or agents. II no name is ”I
listed, on iiul’tti: Will be pnlilud. '

Cl "Fee Address" indication (or"Fcc Address" Indication FormPTO-'5 LII-IT; Rev 03-92 or more recent] iitlaehed. Use ol'ii Customer
Number is required.  

3 ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assi inee is Identified below. no assignec data will appear on the patent, If an assigncc is identified below. the document has been filed for
rccordation as set forth in 37 CF 3.I I. Completion ot'this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the apprOpriotc nssigncc category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Cl Individual D Corporation or other private group entity Cl Government 

4a. The Following icc(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment oFFcc(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid Issue tee shown above)
El Issue Fee Cl A check is enclosed.

D Publication Fee (No small entity discount pennitted) Cl Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

I] Advance Order - it oi'Copies CI The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required feeEs). any defieiency. or credit. alilyoverpayment. to Deposit Account Number encloite an extra eapy otthis orm). 

5. Change In Entity Status (from status indicated above)

E] a Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27. D b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. Sec 37 CFR |.27(g)(2).
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (ii‘rcquired) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent: or the nssignce or other party in
intcrcst as shown by the records ot'thc United States Patent and Trademark Oiiice.

 

Authorized Signature Date  

Typed or printed name Registration No.

This cutleulicti ul' iiiioritiutinri is required by J? CFR 1.]ll The irtl'urrnatiiari tit ll.‘ till-eel tt‘i n'i'itiiiil or retain it benefit. I) the [minim which is to tilt: (and by the USPTU lo procesiidan application. Confidentialin is governed by 35 U 5.0. l2: and 3'? CHI. I i4 T is collection is estimated to lake I minutes Io complete. including gathering. prcpfit‘lltg. an

submitting the completed application lUI'Tn to the USPTO Time will \i'LtrE' défiendin - upon the Iiidivrdttal case. Airy commean on the iirnounl ui'time you mqutre to corn late
this form andior su Igestions for reducmgaliiis burden. should be sent to the leilii emotion Officer. US. Patent and Trademark Office. U_.S. Department of Commerce, .0.
Bill! 1450. Alexun nuéyiragiltiiiéulllll-i SCI. DO NOT SEND FEES DR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Parents. PO. Box I-ISO.a‘\ cxtiiidria. Virginia 2 | -.-1
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of I995. no persons are required to respond to a collection oi'int‘ormation unless it displays Ii valid OMB control number 

PTOL-IIS (Rev. 08/07) Approved I'or use through 08/3 I/‘2007. OMB 065L003] US. Patent and Trudcniurk OlTiee; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED S‘I'A‘I‘ES D EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United Slum Pale-1|: and Trndemark Cll‘t‘lte
Minus: CGM M lSSlONER FOR PATENTS m Hut-:55

Mes-mini. '.'Iru||lm11]ll-|450www U-fIID 31n-

lO/99|,774 ”HE/2004 Daniel R, Cohn 0492M l-0598 8282

m we W200,

CHOATE HALL & STEWART LLP AL" HYDER
TWOINTERNATIONALPLACE

BOSTON. MA 02110 1747
DATE MAILED: 08/161‘2007

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 25 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 25 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date ofthe most recent CPA,

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)-786-0101 or

(571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOL-BS (Rev. 03107) Approved for use through 08/3 ”2007
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Application No. Applicant(s)

, , , 10/991,774 COHN ET AL.
Notice ofAllowabiltty Examiner Art Unit

HYPER ALI l 3747 

-- The MAILING DATE of thls communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address—
All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed). a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-BS) or other appropriate communication will be mailed In due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOTA GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. E This communication is responsive to Arguments/Remarks tried on 07/27/2007.

2. X The allowed claim(s) Is/are fi7-Q0.

3. C] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).
a) [I Ali 1)) C] Some‘ 0) C] None of the:

1. 1:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. [:1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __

3. [:1 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received In this national stage application from the
Intemationel Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

' Certified copies not received: __

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. E A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. E] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets“) must be submitted.

(a) CI including changes required by the Notice of Draitsperson's Patent Drawing Revlew( PTO-948) attached

1) D hereto or 2) E] to Paper No./Mail Date .

(b) E] including changes required by the attached Examiners Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mai| Date .

Identifying lndlcte such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84M) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(e) should be labeled as such In the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [:1 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the

 

 
 

attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(a)
1. D Notice of References Cited (PTO—392) 5. CI Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. E] Notice of Draflperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. [:1 Interview Summary (PTO—413),
Paper No./Mai| Date .

3. E] lniorrnation Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/OB). 7. IZI Examiner's Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date __

4. C] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. D Examiner’s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. CI Other .

U5. Pelee: nnr: Truucrrmro Dmce '
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Fart oi Paper No./Mai| Date 20070813
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‘a

Application/Control Number: 10/991,774 Page 2

Art Unit: 3747

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT

An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or additions be

unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of

such an amendment. it MUST be submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee.

The application has been amended as follows:

Oath/Declaration Objection

Oath/Declaration is objected to because the oath/declaration duty to disclose
statement is improper

The oath or declaration is defective. A new oath or declaration in compliance
with 37 CFR 1.67(a) identifying this application by application number and filing date is
required. See MPEP §§ 602.01 and 602.02.

The oath or declaration is defective because:

it does not state that the person making the oath or declaration acknowledges
the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to the person to be
material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should be directed

to HYDER ALI whose telephone number is (571) 272-4836. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F (8:30-

5:00).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful. the examiner's supervisor. Stephen Kirk

Cronin can be reached on (571) 272-4536. The fax phone number for the organization where this application or

proceeding Is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application infon'natlon

Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or

Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications ls available through Private PAIR only. For more

information about the PAIR system, see http:/Ipair-direct.usplo.gov. Should you have questions on access to the

Private PAIR system. contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). if you would like

aesistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information system. call

800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

‘ljgcit... .qr
STEPHEN K. CRONIN

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINFR
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AppllcatlonIConlrol No. Appllcant(s)lPatem under
Reexamlnatlon

 
Application Number

Hlll II I ll lllH ll
Document Code - DISQ Internal Document — DO NOT MAIL

TERMINAL

DISCLAIMER E APPROVED El DISAPPROVED
REASONS:

 

  10/991174 I COHN ET AL.                              

 

This patent is subject
Date Filed : 07/27/07 to a Terminal

Disclaimer

Approved/Disapproved by:

[:J Sharon Greene E] Patricia Martin
Paralegal Specialist Paralegal Specialist
Technology Center 3700 Technology Center 3700

E Jan Hurley E] Andre Robinson
Paralegal Specialist Paralegal Speclalist

Technology Center 3700 Technology Center 3700

U.S. Pelenl and Trademark Office
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 0492611-0598

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Conn, et at.

Serial N0.: 10/991,774 Examiner: ALI, HYDER

Filed: November 18, 2004 Art Unit: 1714

For: FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE

ENHANCEMENT OF GASOLINE ENGINES

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION

In response to the office action mailed May 25, 2007 please consider the following
remarks:

4235440vl
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REMARKS

Reexamination and reconsideration of the rejections are hereby requested.

Claims 57-60 are pending in this application. Claims 57 and 58 stand rejected on the

ground of non—statutory obviousness-type double patentee. Claim 59 and 60 stand allowed.

Included herewith is a terminal disclaimer with respect to co-pending and co-owned

application serial number 1 1/ 100,026 (now US Patent No. 7,225,787) It is submitted that this

terminal disclaimer overcomes the obviousness-type double patenting rejection.

It is submitted that this application is in condition for allowance and early favorable
action is requested.

Respectfully submitted.
CHOATE, HALL & STEWART LLP

/SamPasternaclc’

Sam Pasternack

Date: July 27, 2007

Patent Department
CHOATE, HALL & STEWART, LLP
Two International Place

Boston, MA 02110

Tel: (617) 248-5000

Fax: (617) 248-4000

4235440vl
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PTO/$8125 (04-07)
Approved for use through 09/30/2007 OMB 0651-0031

U.S Patent and Trademark Otlica; US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the F‘a-erworfl Reduction Act or 1.095 no Drama are re-uirod to rest one to a collection of intorn‘iallcn unless It dis la 3 a valid OMB control number

TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A PROVISIONAL DOUBLE PATENTING DOCKGI Nunibel‘ (Optional)
REJECTION OVER A PENDING "REFERENCE" APPLICATION

In re Application of: FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE ENHANCEMENT OF GASOLINE ENGINES

Application No : 1o/991.774

Filed: November 16. 2004

For: Daniel Fl. Cohn

The owner”, Manmdiuntalnmtutyn' warning; . of 100 percent interest in the instant application hereby disclaims,
except as provided below. the terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond
the expiration date of the full statutory term of any patent granted on pending reference Application Number ”#100025 . filed
on 0.1109209; . as such term is defined in 35 U.S.C. 154 and 173. and as the term oi any patent granted on said reference
application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the grant of any patent on the pending reference application. The owner
hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and any patent
granted on the reference application are commonly owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is
binding upon the grantee. its successors or assigns.

In making the above disclaimer. the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of any patent granted on the instant application that would
extend to the expiration date of the lull statutory term as deiinod in 35 U.S.C. 154 and 173 ct any patent granted on said reference
application. "as the term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the
grant of any patent on the pending reference application,” in the event that any such patent: granted on the pending reference application
expires ior failure to pay a maintenance fee. is held unenforceable. is found invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction. is statutorily disclaimed
in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1 321. has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate. is reissued. or is in any manner
terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to its grant

Check either box 1 or 2 below. if appropriate

1 i:i For submissions on behalf of a business/organization (e g.. corporation. partnership, university. government agency.
etc), the undersigned is empowered to act on behalf of the business/organization

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willlul false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

2. The undersigned is an attorney or agent of record. Reg. No. 29576

lSam Pasternack/ 07/27/2007
Signature Date

  

Sam Pasternack
Typed or printed name

  

617-248-5143
Telephone Number

 

Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1 20(d) is included

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card Information should not
be Included on this form. Provide credit card Information and authorization on PTO-2038.

 
'Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required it terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner)
Form PTO/SB/QB me be used for makin- this statement. See MPEP 324.
'i'th. miiflfiilnn a! ininrnL-ninn is inquired by :‘..t CFH 1 321 The inrnrriration is i'ni1mmd to obtain or rntain n Imnnl'rl tl', Ihr: plilllir. which is In Ii1o [rum by tho IISP'FO
to processi un iiurilicmlun Confidentiality it: gmurriotl by 35 LIE C. t22 and 3? (FR 1 11 and 1 1-1 This L‘lliiulliiull iii eulimated to illi'l.‘ 12 minute-J In complete
Including gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application term to IIIEr List-170. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments on
[no amount at time you reciiira to complete this form andl'or suggestions for reducing this burden should iJEI sum to tho Cilia! Information Ollicar. U.S. Patent and
Irademark Ultice. U.5. Department at commerce. Pt). Hex ‘t-ibill. Alexandria. VA 22313—1tlb0 LIL} NLJI SENL'J FEES UH COMPLEIELJ FORMS I'U IHIEi
ADDRESS SEND TD: Commissioner for Falnnts. PD. Elm 145D. Alexandria. Wt 223134450.

If you need assistance in completing the form. call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly.
pursuant to the requirements of the Act. please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary;
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information. the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.
The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. in the course of
presenting evidence to a court. magistrate, or administrative tribunal. including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an individual. to whom the record pertains. when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974. as
amended. pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to the International Bureau ofthe
World Intellectual Property Organization. pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to anotherfederal
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to the Administrator.
General Services. or his/her designee. during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs. under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose. and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to the public after
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C 151. Further. a record may be disclosed. subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14. as a routine use. to the public if the record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application. an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent
A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a Federal. State.
or local law enforcement agency. if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DE M RTMENT I]? COMMERCE
Unllcd States Palm! and Trndemurk Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

l‘ O Box I450
Alexandria. VlrglnIl 12! I3-I450WW ulpIn.gav

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO CONFIRMATION N0.

|0/99l,774 ll/l8/2004 Daniel R. Cohn 0492611-0598 8282

24280 7590 05/25/2007

CHOATE, HALL & STEWART LLP
TWO INTERNATIONAL PLACE ALI, HYDER

BOSTON, MA 02110 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3747

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

05/25/2007 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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(‘1!

Application No. I Applicantis) j

 

 10/991.774 COHN ET AL. '

Office Action Summary Examlner M Uni, -
HYDER ALI 3747   

— The MAILING DA TE of this communlcatlon appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYSI
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(5). In no event. however, may a reply be timely filed
after But {it} MONTHS Iron-i the mailing date of this communication.

- ll N0 period for reply ls specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS trom the mailing date of this communication
- Failure to reply withln the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. §133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even Ii timely tiled may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. Sea 37 CFR 1.704(b)

Status -

HE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 09 March 2007.

2ajCj This action is FINAL. 2mg! This action is non—final.

3N] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/e. 1935 CD. 11. 453 0.6.213.

Disposition of Claims

ME] Claim(s) .57-_60 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above Claim(s)_ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

SE Claim(s) 59 and 60 is/are allowed.

5m Claim(s) 57 and 58 is/are rejected.

7)[:I Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8):] Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)|:] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10m The drawing(s) filed on 18 November 2004 isiare: EOE accepted or b)[] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheetjs) Including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)IZ The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12):] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)[:j All b)Ej Some ' c)[:j None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received ln Application No._

J 3.I:j Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

  
 

Attachmenua)

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) [j Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper Natal-Mall Date. _-
3) I] information Disclosure Statementts] (PTO/SB/OB) 5) CI Nance of Informal Patent Appllcallon

Paper No(s)/Mail Dale . 6) C] Other:
CI 3.75me and tractor-19m Uilim

PTOL-326 (Rev. 03-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20070516
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Application/Control Number: 10/991,774 Page 2

Art Unit: 3747

DETAILED ACTION

Inventorship

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a). the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(0) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e). (f) or (9)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

Oath/Declaration Objection

Oath/Declaration is objected to because the oath/declaration duty to disclose

statement is improper.

The oath or declaration is defective. A new oath or declaration in compliance

with 37 CFR 1.67(a) identifying this application by application number and filing date is

required. See MPEP §§ 602.01 and 602.02.

The oath or declaration is defective because:

it does not state that the person making the oath or declaration acknowledges

the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to the person to be

material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

Double Patenting

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent
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Application/Control Number: 10/991,774 Page 3

Art Unit: 3747

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical. but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by. or would have been obvious over. the reference claim(s). See. e.g.. In re Berg, 140
F.3d 1428. 46 USPQ2d 1226,(Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman. 11 F.3d 1046. 29

USPQZd 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Long/.759 F.2d 887. 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); In re Van Ornum. 686 F.2d 937. 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel. 422

F.2d 438. 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thor/'ngton. 418 F.2d 528. 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(0) or 1.321(d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application. or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1. 1994. a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

Claims 57 and 58 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 77-85 of

copending Application No. 11/100026. Although the conflicting claims are not identical.

they are not patentably distinct from each other because they have the same structure

and scope.

This is a provisional obviousness-type double patenting rejection because the

conflicting claims have not in fact been patented.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 59 and 60 are allowed.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to HYDER ALI whose telephone number is (571) 272-

4836. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F (8:30-5:00).
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Application/Control Number: 10/991,774 Page 4

Art Unit: 3747

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephbne are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Stephen Kirk Cronin can be reached on (571) 272-4536. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http2/lpair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786i9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

that“ AC-

7:“

Tuiiyn . Araenbright
Pfimafl ExaminerArt hit 3747
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Application No.

10/991. 774

Examiner

HYDER ALI

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 30 November 2006 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
1. E The reply was filed after a final rejection. but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of

this application. applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment. affidavit, or other evidence, which
places the application in condition for allowance: (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3)
a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following
time periods:

a) D The period for reply expires _months from tho matting date of the final rejection.
b) E The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action. or (2) the date set forth In the final rejection. whichever to later. In

no event. however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked. check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN
TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(3) and the appropriate extension fee
have been filed Is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date ofthe shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action: or (2) as
set forth in (b) above. it checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even If timely filed.
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
W
2. CI The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief In compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of

filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)). to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since
a Notice of Appeal has been filed. any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37(a).

AMENDMENTS

3. XI The proposed amendmenfis) filed after a final rejection. but prior to the date offiling a brief. will n_ot be entered because
ME] They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)[:j They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c) [I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the Issues for

appeal; and/or
(d)I:] They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE: Claims 52—60 constitute newissgg. (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41 .33(a)).

4. l] The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).
5. E] Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. E] Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted In a separate. timely filed amendment canceling the
n0n-allowable claim(s).

7. [X For purposes of appeal. the proposed amendment(s): a) X] will not be entered. orb) C] will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to: .
Claim(s) rejected: (~16. 18-20 and 2455.
Clalm(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR THER EVIDENCE

8. [j The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action. but beiore or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will n_ot be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence Is necessary and
was not eariler presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(9).

9. CI The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal. but prior to the date of filing a brief. will n_ot be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_ll rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why It Is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1 ).

10. D The affidavit or other evidence ls entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATIONiOTHEB

11. [:I The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:

Applicant(s)

COHN ET AL.
   

 
  
 

Advisory Action

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief

 

 

 
 

12. E] Note the attached Information Disclosure Statemenfis). (PTO/SB/OB) Paper No(s).
13. E Other: PTO-413 [Integiew Sun-Imam. fr-

PHEN K. CFlONIN .

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
 

 
  US. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-06) Advisory Actlon Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20061212
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Application No. Applicantts)

  . 10/991.774 COHN ET AL.

Interwew Summary Examiner A” Unit ———.
HYDER ALI 3747  

All participants (applicant. applicant's representative. PTO personnel):

(1) HYDER A Li. (3)Dr. Daniel Conn.

(2) Sam Pasternacir. (4) .

Date of Interview: 27 November 2006.

Type: a)[E Telephonic b)l:] Video Conference
c)l:] Personal [copy given to: 1):] applicant 2)D applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)D Yes am No.
If Yes. brief description:

Claim(s) discussed: Progosed amendments claims 5?-_6C_t.

 
Identification of prior art discussed: An‘ ofrecord Jessel {US 4 541 3833 and Watanabe at at [US 6,513,505).

Agreement with respect to the claims f)|:! was reached. (”E was not reached. h)l:l N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was
reached. or any other comments: Examiner Ail indicated that there couid be 35 USC 112. 2"" paragraph issues raised
Q1»; the grogosed ari'ienn'rnents claims 57-60.

 
(A fuller description. if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable. if available, must be attached. Also. where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available. a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed. APPLICANT IS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE. OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER. TO
FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet. -

M-Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless It Is an

  
 Attachment to a signed Office action. Examiner‘s signature. If required
U.S. 71.11am Ilnu Tiannmik {Jilin}
PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20061212
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Summary ofRecord of Interview Requirements

Manual oi Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04. Substance 0' inland“! MUM be Made 0' Record
A complete written statement as to the substance olany [scold-lace. video conlerence. or telephone Interview with regard to an application must be made of record In the
apptication whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)§1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every Instance where reconsideration ls requested in view of an Interview with en exemlner. a complete written statement of the masons presented at the Interview as
wan-enllng favorable action must be filed by the applicant An Interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office salon as specified in 55 1 111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 1:12)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted In writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted In writing. The personal attendance ofapplicante or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Ollica is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Oflice will be based exclusively on the written record In the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise. stipuIann. or understanding In relation to which there Is disagreement or doubt. 

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record In the Office ii that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of Interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an Interview of record In the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It Is the examiner‘s responsibility to see that such a record ls made and to correct materiel Inaccuracles
which bear directly on the question of patentablllty.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form tor each Interview held where a matter ofsubstanca has been discussed during the
Interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling In the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters. directed solely to restriction
requirements for which Interview racordatlon ls cthenulse provided for In Section 812.01 of the Manual oi Patent Examining Procedure. or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script In Office actions or the like, are excluded from the Interview racordatlon procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview Is completely recorded In an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record Is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No.. placed In the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section oi the file wrapper. in a personal Interview. a duplicate of the Form to given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion ol the Interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy Is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. lfaddltlonal correspondence from the examiner Is not likely before an allowance or If other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the Interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordatlon of the following Information:
— Application Number lSertes Code and Serial Number)
— Name at applicant
— Name ofexamlnar
— Date of interview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference. or personal)
- Name oi partldpant(s) (applicant, attomay or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
— An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted
- An Identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and If so. a descriptionloithe general nature at the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowablllty ls tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

- The signature ofthe examiner who conducted the Interview (ii Form Is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however. that the Interview Summary Fon'n will not normally be considered a complete and proper rscordation of the Interview
unless It includes, or Is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to Include, all of the applicable Items required below concomlng the
substance of the Interview.

A complete and proper racordatlon of the substance of any interview should Include at least the following applicable Items:
1) A brletdescription of the nature ofany exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an Identification of the claims discussed.
3) an Identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification oi the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner!
5) a brlel Identification of the general thnist of the principal arguments presented to the examiner.

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments Is not
required. The Identification of the arguments ls sufficient It the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood In the context of the application file. or course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those argumenB which he or she tools were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general Indication oi any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) ”appropriate, the general results or outcome at the Interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed bythe examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. lithe record Is not complete and
accurate. the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

II' the claims are allowable for other reasons of record. the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiners version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record Is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the Indication. “Interview Record OK“ on the
paper recording the substance of the Interview along with the date and the examinefs initials.
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Attorney Docket No: 0492611-0598 NOV 3 0 2005

IN THE mum STATES PATENT 532 maggmx OFFICE I

Applicant: Calm, et a]. Examiner: Hyde: All

Serial N04. 10/991,174 An Unit: 3747
Filing Date: November 18. 2004

Tltle' FUEL MANKGEMENT SYSTEM FOR VARIABLE ETHANOL
' OCTANE ENHANCEMENT OF GASOLINE ENGINES

Commlssloner for 1’3ij Duane-(e dihulmlle Trlnlmluleu

P'O' BOX, 1450 [MW Ihnl IMI wnuymdence II helm: unnamed vi: mum“: to (mil nap Happuubh
Alexandna. VA 223 ”'14” comedy»: nu Puma, no. Bex1450.A|mnflM VA 21313-1450. m mmne no.

Sir: . 571-273-0300 - ‘ ' -

Dale 5 SW":nan-mm

Typed or Printed Name of person Ilsnlng amlflcme 
AMEHQMIENT AFTER FINAL ACTION

In response to the Office Action mailed Sleptember 27. 2006 finally rejecting the pending

claims, it is zequested that this amendment be entered and the application allowed:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims that begins on page 2 of

this paper. I

Remarks begin on page 7 ofthls paper.

’1? fl V1 0’6 aka
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Page 1 of8
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CENTRAL FAX CENTERHOAT & STEWART LLP

C E HALL NOV 3 o 2006

Fax

Recipient Company Fax Phone

Commissioner for Patents USPTO 571-273-8300 571-272-2600

From Sam Pastemack Number of Pages 9 (including fax cover sheet)

Date November 30, 2006 Client Number 0492611-0598
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this paper.
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amendment to the Claigge

Claims 1-56 cancelled.

Claim 57. (New) A turbocharged, spark ignition engine which uses port fuel injection of gasoline
from a first source in addition to direct fuel injection of liquid denatured ethanol from a second
source comprising:

a spark ignition engine;

a turbocharger;

means for port fuel injection of gasoline from the first source;

means for direct fuel injection of liquid denatured ethanol from the second source;

wherein during part of engine operating time, the engine is powered both by gasoline that is
port fuel injected and ethanol that is directly injected; and

wherein during part of the operating time the instantaneous ethanol energy fraction is at
least 20%; and

Wherein the ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the evaporative cooling of
the fuel/air charge by the directly injected ethanol combined with the higher octane number
of the ethanol enhances the octane number by at least 20 octane numbers; and

a fuel management system including a microprocessor which increases the ethanol energy
fi'action with increasing torque so that it is sufficient to prevent knock; and

wherein the fuel management system uses closed loop control with information from a

knock detector to vary the ethanol energy fraction when the instantaneous ethanol fraction
is at least 20%; and

wherein the fuel management system minimizes the ethanol use by using information from
the knock detector; and

wherein the turbocharged direct injection spark ignition engine is operated at a
substantially stoichiometric air/fuel ratio; and

wherein the fuel management microprocessor uses information about the ethanol level in
the second source to control the turbocharger; and

wherein the turbocharging is eliminated or reduced when there is no ethanol in the second
source; and
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wherein a vehicle with this spark ignition engine can be operated on port fuel injected
gasoline alone without knock.

Claim 58‘ {New} A turbocharged, spark ignition engine which uses port fuel injection of gasoline
from a first soin‘ce in addition to direct fuel injection of liquid denatured ethanol from a second

source comprising:

a spark ignition enm'ne;

a turbocharger;

means for port the] injection of gasoline from the first source;

means for direct the] injection of liquid denatured ethanol from the second source;

wherein during part of the engine operating time, the engine is powered both by gasoline
that is port fuel injected and ethanol that is directly injected; and

wherein during part of the operating time the instantaneous ethanol energy fraction is at
least 20%; and

wherein the ethanol is directly injected in such an amount that the evaporative cooling of
the fuel/air charge by the directly injected ethanol combined with the higher octane number
of the ethanol enhances the octane number by at least 20 octane numbers; and

a fuel management system including a microprocessor which increases the ethanol energy
fraction with increasing torque so that it is sufficient to prevent knock; and

wherein the fuel management system uses the combination of open loop control using a
look up table and closed loop control using a knock detector to vary the ethanol energy
fraction; and

wherein the file] management system minimizes the ethanol use by using information from
the knock detector; and '

wherein the turbo charged direct injection spark ignition engine is operated at a
substantially stoichiometric air/fuel ratio: and

wherein the fuel management microprocessor uses information about the level of ethanol in
the second source to control the turbocharger: and ‘

and further wherein the turbocharging is eliminated or reduced when there is no ethanol in
the second source; and
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wherein a vehicle using this engine can be operated on port fireicd gasoline alone without
knock; and

further wherein liquid ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the turbocharged
spark ignition engine is operated without knock at a horsepower level WhiCh is at less:
twice the horsepower level without knock as is the case when it is when operated with port
fuel injected gasoline clone.

Claim 59. (New) A turbocharged, spark ignition engine which uses port fuel injection ofgasoline
from a first source in addition to direct fuel injection of liquid denatured ethanol from s seGOnd
source comprising:

a spark ignition engine;

a turbocharger;

means for port fuel injection of gasoline from the first source;

means for direct injection of liquid denatured ethanol from the second source;

wherein during part of the engine operating time. the engine is powered both by gasoline
that is port fuel injected and ethanol that is directly injected; and

wherein during part of the operating time the instantaneous ethanol energy fraction is at
1enst209’n; and

wherein the ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the eveporative cooling of

the fuel/air charge by the directly injected ethanol combined with the higher octane number
of the ethanol enhances the octane number by at least 20 octane numbers; and

a fuel management system including a microprocessor which increases the ethanol energy
fraction with increasing torque so that it is sufficient to prevent knock; and

wherein the fuel management system uses the combination of open loop control using a
look up table and closed loop control using a knock deteolor to vary the ethanol energy
fraction; and

wherein the fuel management system minimizes ethanol use by using information from the
knock detector; and

wherein the turbocharged direct injection spark ignition engine is operated at a
substantially stoichiometric air/fuel ratio; and

wherein the fuel management system microprocessor uses information about the level of
ethanol in the second source to control the turbocharger;
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and further wherein the turbocharging is eliminated or reduced when there is no ethanol in
the second source; and

wherein a vehicle using this engine can be operated on port fueled gasoline alone without
knock; and

wherein the fuel management microprocessor uses information about the level of the
ethanol in the second source to control spark retard; and

where the spark retard is increased when there is no ethanol in the second source; and

further wherein liquid ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the turbocharged
spark ignition engine is operated witho ut knock at a horsepower level which is at least
twice the horsepower level without knock than is the case when it is when operated with
port fuel injected gasoline alone.

Claim 60. (New) A turbocharged spark ignition engine which uses port fuel injection of gasoline
from a first source in addition to direct injection of liquid denatured ethanol from a second
source comprising:

a spark ignition engine;

a turbocharger;

means for port fuel injection of gasoline from the first source;

means for direct injection of liquid denatured ethanol from the second source:

wherein during part of the engine operating time, the engine is powered by a fuel that
consists of both gasoline that is port fuel injected and ethanol that is directly injected; and

wherein under some operating conditions the instantaneous ethanol energy fit-action is at
least 20%; and

wherein the ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the evaporative cooling of
the fuel/air charge by the directly injected ethanol combined with the higher octane number
of the ethanol enhances the octane number by at least 20 octane numbers: and

a thel management system including a microprocessor which increases the ethanol energy
fraction with increasing torque so that it is sufficient to prevent knock; and

wherein the fuel management system uses a combination of open loop control with a look
up table and closed loop control using a knock sensor to control the ethanol energy
fraction; and
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wherein the: open loop control uses a predetermined correlation between a required octane
enhancement and the fraction ofthe fuel provided by ethanol:

wherein the fuel management system minimizes the ethanol use by using information from
the knock sensor; and

wherein the turbocharged direct injection spark ignition engine is operated at a
substantially stoichiometric air lfuel ratio;

wherein the fuel management microprocessor uses information about the level of ethanol in
the second source to control the turbocharger;

and fin-ther wherein the turbocharging is eliminated or reduced when there is no ethanol in
the second source; and

wherein a vehicle using this spark ignition engine can be operated on port fueled gasoline
alone without knock; and

wherein the fuel management microprocessor uses information about the level of the
ethanol in the second source to control spark retard; and '

wherein the spark retard is increased when there is no ethanol in the Second source; and

wherein the fuel management system includes a measure of the ethanol in the second
source to control turbocharging when the amount of ethanol is low; and

wherein the fuel management system includes a measure of the ethanol in the second
source to control spark retard when the amount of ethanol is low;

further wherein liquid ethanol is directly injected in an amount such that the turbocharged
spark ignition engine operates without knock at a horsepower law! which is at least twice

the horsepower level without knock which is the case when operated with port fuel injected
gasoline alone; and

wherein the engine can be operated on the denatured ethanol alone; and

wherein the ethanol fraction needed to prevent knock is reduced by couceutrating the
ethanol in rog’ons that make up the end -gas and are prone to auto-ignition;

wherein the ethanol is injected so as to place the ethanol near the walls of the engine
cylinder; and

wherein swirl is used to create a ring of ethanol near the walls of the cylinder: and

wherein the ethanol is mixed with a lubricant.
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gemarks

It is requested that the foregoing Amendment be entered and considered.

The undersigned attorney and one of the inventors, Dr. Daniel Cohn, wish to thank

examiner Ali for according them a telephone interview of sufficient length to discuss this

application and a related application. The undersigned also wishes to thank examiner Cronin for

a short telephone interview to address a potential 35 USC §112, 2nd paragraph issue. It is

submitted that the foregoing Amendments place this application into condition for allowance.

During the interview with examiner All. applicants discussed Claims 57-60 forming this

Amendment in relation to the cited prior art. The applicants pointed out that many of the

limitations in the newly presented claims distinguish over the prior art. For example, applicants

pointed out that the claims now require “means for port fuel injection of gasoline from the first

source" and “means for direct fuel injection of liquid denatured alcohol from the second source."

The applicants pointed out that none of the prior art references, alone or in combination, teach or

suggest the combination of port fuel injection of gasoline along with direct fuel injection of

liquid denatured ethanol. Other limitations that distinguish these claims fiom the prior art were

also mentioned.

After examiner Ali asked questions concerning the teachings in the prior art, be indicated

that these claims distinguish over the references. At this point, examiner Ali indicated that there

could be 35 USC §112. 2nd paragraph issues raised by the claims. Examiner Ali suggested that

we discuss any potential 1 12, 2nd paragraph, issues with his supervisor, Mr. Cronin.

During a telephone interview with Mr. Cronin, Applicant agreed that the preamble was

-not as clear as it could be. The undersigned suggested changing the beginning of the preamble to

recite “a turbocharged spark ignition engine.” The undersigned proposed making the first

limitation consistent with the preamble by reciting a spark ignition engine. Examiner Cronin

stated that those changes would eliminate the 35 USC §112, 2"d paragraph issues.

In response to the telephone interviews. pending Claims 1-56 have been cancelled herein

and replaced with new claims 57-60. Based on the telephone interviews with examiners Ali and

Cronin. it is submitted that these claims are in condition for allowance and early favorable action

is requested.
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Respectfully submitted.

CHOATB, HALL & STEWART LL?

w
Sam Paatemack

Registration No. 29,576

Patent Department
CHOATE, HALL & STEWART. LLP
Two International Place

Boston. MA 02110
Tel: (617) 248-5000
Fax: (617) 248-4000

Dated: November 30, 2006
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Application No. Applicant(s) b

  10/991,774 COHN ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examlna, M Un"
HYDER ALI 3747     

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address —
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS.
WHICHEVER IS LONGER. FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions oI time may no available under lhe provisions oi 37 CFR 1 136(a). In no event. however. may a reply be timely filedalter SIX (8) MONTHS Item the mailing dam ni this communication
- If No period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and vviil expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Fallure to reply within the set or extended pence In: reply will. by ste1ute. cause the epplrcetinn to become ABHNDDNED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any {£1in received by the Cir-co later than three rnomtts after the mailing date of this communication. even ll timely tilt-ti, may reduce anyi earned patent term adjustment. See 3? CFR 1.3mm].

Status

HE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 10 Juiym.

2a)XI This action is FINAL. 2b)l] This action is non-final.

3)C] Since this application Is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

MEI .Claim(s) 1-16 18-20 and 2-1-56 is/are pending in the application.
43) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5):] Claim(s) __ is/are allowed.

6). Claim(s) 1-16 18—20 and 24-56 is/are rejected.
(

(

 

7)L__I Claim is/are objected to.

8)E] Claim are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

5)—
s
)—

Application Papers

9):] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10). The drawing(s) filed on 1‘5 November 2004 is/are: a)® accepted or MC] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction ls required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d)..

11):] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

I Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)I:J All b)C] Some ' c)[:I None of:

1:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received

2E] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3E] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 172(8)).

‘ See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.
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1) E] Notice of References Cited (PTO-592) 4) C] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) E] Notice of Draflsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N°(5I/M3II 0319- _.
3) IE Information Disclosure Statementis) (PTO/SB/OE) 5) I3 Notice of Informal Patent Applicatlon

Paper No(s)iMaiI Date 7(1flQ6. 6) D Other: .
ti 5.9.11mand decrmflt Ellie: _" _

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-05) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20060914
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Art Unit: 3747

DETAILED ACTION

Inventorship

This application currently names joint inventors. in considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of

the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein

were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation

under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was

not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the examiner to

consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(0) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e). (f) or (g)

prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

Claim Objections

The subject matter of independent claim 30 such as “engine torque is above a selected

fraction of maximum torque" must be shown or cancelled.

The subject matter of claim 2. such as "the injectors deposit the anti-knock agent to

provide non-uniform deposition within a cylinder" must be shown or cancelled.

The subject matter of claim 3. such as “the anti-knock agent is deposited near the walls

of the cylinder” must be shown or cancelled.

The subject matter of claim 9. such as “ethanol is mixed with water" must be shown or

canceHed.

The subject matter of claim 10, such as "ethanol is mixed with a lubricant" must be

shown or cancelled.
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The subject matter of claim 11, such as “the engine has substantial organized motion

such as swirl" should read "the engine has substantial organized motion".

The subject matter of claim 15, such as "the gasoline is directly injected into the

cylinder" must be shown or cancelled.

The subject matter of dependent claims 12,19,45,50,55,56 such as "turbocharging and

/or supercharging” is not clear because independent claims 1 and 30 are not a

turbocharged and/or supercharged engine.

The subject matter of claim 20, such as “swirl creates a ring of ethanol" must be shown

or cancelled.

The subject matter of claim 53,54, such as "torque and/or horsepower" must be shown

or cancelled.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to whlch said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the Invention was made.

1. Claims 1-3,5,7,B,12-16,18,19,24-36,38-40,45-56 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Watanabe et al (US 6,513,505) in view of Jessel

(US 4,541,383).

Watanabe et al discloses fuel management system for operation of a spark ignition

gasoline engine comprising: a gasoline engine; a source of a liquid fuel anti-knock agent
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9; an injector 2 for direct injection of the liquid fuel anti-knock agent into a cylinder of the

engine for vaporization in the cylinder to provide charge cooling; and a fuel

management control system 30 including a microprocessor for controlling injection of

the liquid fuel anti-knock agent into the cylinder; wherein the fuel management control

system microprocessor substantially minimizes (See Fig. 4 for the control of the duty

ratio D of the control valve 15when 0:00 which is maximum 100% alcohol; when

D=D1 which is smaller than 100% alcohol; when D=D2 which is also smaller than

100% alcohol. See Fig. 5 for a routine for calculating the duty ratio D of the

control valve 15. This routine is executed every predetermined time by

interruption. Col. 5, lines 45-66 and col. 6, lines 1-27) the amount of anti-knock agent

used over a drive cycle.

Assuming it is not inherent in the Watanabe et al patent that injecting anti-knock agent

into the engine is for controlling engine knock during heavy load and/or during low rpm

and/or when engine torque is above a selected fraction of maximum torque to control

knock.

Also assuming control of the duty ratio D in the Watanabe et al patent is not for

minimizing anti-knock agent. \

Jessel discloses operating engines by injecting small, but effective. quantities of anti-

knock agent into the engine in response both to detected knock and engine load

conditions. When knock is detected. such small quantities of anti-knock agent are

injected at rates and for time periods dependent upon the engine load condition, as

measured by a quantity representative of mass airflow to the engine. See col. 1. lines
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12-18. Jessel discloses a system for modulating or regulating the amount of anti-knock

additive in relation to actual engine load condition causing engine knock. See col. 2,

lines 27-30. Jessel discloses alcohol injector 48; controller 32; manifold pressure

sensor 37; knock detector 30. Jessel also discloses a fuel management control system

for controlling injection of the liquid ethanol into the cylinder when engine torque is

above a selected fraction of maximum torque to control knock.

It would have been obvious to a person having an ordinary skill in the art to modify

Watanabe et al by employing operating engines by injecting small. but effective,

quantities of anti-knock agent into the engine in response both to detected knock and

engine load conditions as taught by Jessel. Motivation to do so would have been to

minimize anti-knock agent during the drive cycle while preventing engine knocking.

With regard to claim 2, Watanabe et al discloses the injectors will deposit the anti~knock

agent to provide non-uniform deposition within cylinders.

With regard to claim 3, Watanabe et al discloses the anti-knock agent is deposited near

the walls of the cylinders.

With regard to claim 5, Watanabe et al discloses anti-knock agent is alcohol.

With regard to claim 7. Jessel discloses wherein the gasoline engine includes a knock

sensor 30 providing a feedback signal to a fuel management microprocessor to

minimize the amount of the anti-knock agent added to prevent knock in a closed loop

fashion.

With regard to claim 8, Watanabe et al discloses anti-knock agent is alcohol such as

ethanol.
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With regard to claims 12.19,45.50.55.56 wherein turbocharging or supercharging are

reduced or eliminated and/or spark retard is increased when the anti-knock agent is not

available (inherently and necessary present in Watanabe et al patent and/or Jessel

patent and/or obvious matter of design choice and/or turbocharging or

supercharging 'should be cancelled because independents claims 1,30 are not

turbocharged and/or supercharged engine).

With regard to claim 13. Jessel discloses the high octane fuel is added only during

portions of a drive cycle requiring knock resistance.

With regard to claim 14. Jessel discloses wherein gasoline is port injected into the

engine.

With regard to claim 15. Watanabe et al discloses wherein the gasoline is directly

injected into the cylinder.

With regard to claims 16 and 47. wherein the direct injection of ethanol provides

substantially a 13 degrees Celsius drop in temperature for every 10% of fuel energy

provided by the ethanol (optional design choice if it is not inherently and necessary

present in Watanabe et al patent).

With regard to claim 48. Jessel discloses wherein the fuel management system

substantially minimizes the amount of anti-knock agent used over a drive cycle.

With regard to claims 18 and 49. wherein an octane enhancement of at least 4 octane

numbers is obtained when 20% of the fuel energy in a cylinder comes from ethanol

(optional design choice if it is not inherently and necessary present in Jessel patent

and/or Watanabe et al patent).
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With regard to claims 24.51, Watanabe et ai and Jessel both discloses wherein the

engine is operated with substantially a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio.

With regard to claim 25. Jessei discloses wherein the alcohol such as ethanol is added

only during portions of the drive cycle requiring knock resistance and its use is

minimized during those times.

With regard to claims 26,52. Watanabe et ai discloses wherein the ethanol is separated

from a gasoline/alcohol (ethanol) mixture.

With regard to claim 27, wherein torque of the engine at which knock occurs can be

increased by at least a factor of two by the direct injection of ethanol (optional design

choice it It is not inherently and necessary present in Watanabe et ai patent).

With regard to claim 28, wherein horsepower of a given size engine can be at least

doubled by using alcohol (ethanol) octane enhancement (optional design choice if it is

not inherently and necessary present in Watanabe et ai patent).

With regard to claim 29. wherein gasoline consumption is reduced by at least 20% due

to higher efficiency engine operation (optional design choice if it is not inherently and

necessary present in Watanabe et al patent).

With regard to claim 30, as discussed above. Jessel discloses injecting ethanol into

the engine when engine torque is above a selected fraction of maximum torque to

control knock and Watanabe et al discloses direct injection of the ethanol into the

cylinder of an engine.

With regard to claim 31. Jessel discloses wherein torque levels at which the ethanol is

directly injected are those where knock would occur absent the ethanol injection.
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With regard to claim 32. combining the teaching of Watanabe et al and Jessel discloses

wherein the fraction of total fuel provided by the directly injected ethanol increases with

increasing torque.

With regard to claim 33, Jessel discloses wherein gasoline is port fuel injected.

With regard to claim 34, both Watanabe et al and Jessel discloses wherein up to and

including substantially 100% of the fuel can be (intended use and/or functional

language) provided by the ethanol.

With regard to claim 35. both Watanabe et al and Jessel discloses wherein octane

number is enhanced with increasing torque.

With regard to claim 36, wherein an octane enhancement of more than 20 octane

numbers is achieved (optional design choice if it is not disclose by Watanabe et al

patent and/or Jessel patent).

With regard to claim 38. Jessel wherein the gasoline engine includes a knock sensor 30

providing a feedback signal to a fuel management microprocessor to minimize the

amount of the anti-knock agent added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion.

With regard to claim 39, Watanabe et al discloses wherein the injectors 2 provide non-

uniform deposition of the ethanol within a cylinder.

With regard to claim 40, Watanabe et al discloses wherein the ethanol is deposited near

the'walls .of the cylinder.

With regard to claim 46. Watanabe et al discloses wherein the gasoline is directly

injected into the cylinder.
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With regard to claim 53, Watanabe et al discloses wherein the engine can be operated

with only gasoline and knock can be avoided by reducing the maximum torque and

horsepower relative to values when alcohol (ethanol) is directly injected into the

cylinder.

With regard to claim 54, both Watanabe et al and Jessel discloses wherein the

horsepower is reduced by at least a factor of two.

2. Claims 4,11,20,41 ,44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Watanabe et al (US 6,513,505) in view of Jessel (US 4,541,383)

as applied to claims 1-3,5,7,8,12-16,18,19,24-36,38-4U,45-56 above, and further in

view of Nakakita et al (US 6,799,551).

Watanabe et al in view of Jessel does not disclose swirl in the combustion chamber.

Nakakita et al discloses as shown in FIG. 2 a state of the vertically stratified intake gas

charge consisting of the swirl flows of the first and second intake gases 11,12 of

different compositions. See col. 5, lines 5-10.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to further modify the invention of Watanabe et at by employing swirl in the

combustion chamber as taught by Nakakita et al in order to provide Watanabe et al

engine combustion chamber with non-uniform depositon of fuel.

3. Claims 6,37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Watanabe et at (US 6,513,505) in view of Jessel (US 4,541,383) as applied to
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claims 1-3,5,7,8.12-16,18,19,24-36,38-40,45-56 above, and further in view of Uhl et

al (US 6,892,691).

Watanabe et al in view ofJessel does not disclose control apparatus with a

microprocessor which has a program stored in a storage medium. which program is

suited to carry out the entire control (open loop) of the engine.

Uhl et al discloses control apparatus 16 with a microprocessor which has a program

stored in a storage medium, which program is suited to carry out the entire control

(open loop) of the engine 1. See col. 3. lines 31-55.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to further modify the invention ofWatanabe et al by employing open loop

control as taught by Uhl et al in order to provide Watanabe et al engine control

apparatus with a microprocessor which has a program stored in a storage medium,

which program is suited to carry out the entire control (open loop) of the engine.

4. Claims 9,10,42,43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Watanabe et al (US 6,513,505) in view of Jessel (US 4.541.383) as applied to

claims 1-3,5,7.12-16,18.19,24-36,38-40.45-56 above, and further in view of Fosseen

(US 4.958.598).

Watanabe et al in view of Jessel does not disclose ethanol is mixed with water as

claimed in claims 9 and/or 42 and/or ethanol is mixed with lubricant as claimed in claims

10 and/or 43.

Fosseen discloses a mixture of water and ethanol. in the ratio to provide approximately
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an eighty proof mixture. and a small amount of water-soluble oil, is held in a reservoir or

fuel tank.. See col. 2. lines 34-37.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to further modify the invention of Watanabe et al by employing ethanol is

mixed with water and/or oil as taught by Fosseen 'in order to replace the ethanol of

Watanabe et ai patent with a mixture of ethanol and water and/or mixture of ethanol,

water and oil.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-16.18—20.24-56 have been

considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. in the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of
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the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to HYDER ALI whose telephone number is (571) 272-

4836. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F (8:30-5:00). The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -

273-8300.Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status Information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system. see httpzllpair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

W
STEPHEN K. CRONIN

SUPERVISOHY PATENT EXAMINER
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id“ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Colin, et al.

Serial No: 10/991,774 : Examiner: Ali, Hyder

Filed: November 18, 2004 2 Art Unit: 3747

For: FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR Atty. Docket: 0492611-0598
VARIABLE ETHANOL OCTANE ‘

ENHANCEMENT OF GASOLINE

ENGINES

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

l hereby certify that the foregoing document is being dcp iled with the United States Postal Service,
postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to Mail Stn Amen ent, Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 on July 6, 2006.  

 
  Name: Ma ityn tur y

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO OFFlCE ACTION

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed April 25, 2006, please amend the application as
follows:

Amendments to the Clalms are reflected in the listing of claims which begin on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 7 of this paper.

It is not believed that extensions of time or fees for net addition ofclaims are required,

beyond those which may otherwise be provided for in documents accompanying this paper.

However, in the event that additional extensions oftime are necessary, then such extensions of

time are hereby petitioned under 37 CPR. § 1.136(a), and any fees required for consideration of

this paper (including fees for net addition of claims) are authorized to be charged in the

Amendment Transmittal Letter filed herewith.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listing of claims in the above-

referenced application.

Listing of Claims:

1. (currently amended) Fuel management system for operation ofa spark ignition gasoline

engine comprising:

a gasoline engine;

a source of an a liquid fuel anti-knock agent;

an injector for direct injection ofthe liguid fuel anti-knock agent into a cylinder ofthe

engine for vaporization in the cylinder to provide charge cooling; and

a fuel management control system ineludine a microprocessor for controlling injection of

the liguid fuel anti-knock agent into the cylinder to control knock wherein the fuel management

control system microprocessor substantiaiiy mininliggs the amountol‘anti-knock flEcnt used over

a drive cycle.

  

2. (previously presented) The system of claim 1 wherein the injectors deposit the anti-knock

agent to provide non-uniform deposition within a cylinder.

3. (original) The system ofclaim 2 wherein the anti-knock agent is deposited near the walls

ofthe cylinder.

4. (previously presented) The system of claim 2 wherein the non-uniform deposition is

obtained through direct injection and charge swirl.

5. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein the anti-knock agent is selected from the group

consisting of ethanol, methanol, tertiary butyl alcohol, MTBE, ETBE and TAME.

6. (previously presented) The system of claim 1 wherein the fuel management system

includes a microprocessor that operates in an open lOOp fashion on a predetermined correlation

between required octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by the anti-knock
agent
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7. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein the gasoline engine includes a knock sensor

providing a feedback signal to a fuel management microprocessor to minimize the amount of the

anti-knock agent added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion.

8. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein the anti-knock agent is ethanol.

9. (original) The system of claim 8 wherein the ethanol is mixed with water.

10. (original) The system of claim 8 wherein the ethanol is mixed with a lubricant.

1 1. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein the engine has substantial organized motion

such as swirl.

12. (original) The system of claim I wherein the system includes a measure of the amount of

anti-knock agent in the source to control turbocharging, supercharging or spark retard when the

amount ofanti-knock agent is low.

13. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein the anti-knock agent is added only during

portions ofa drive cycle requiring knock resistance.

14. (original) The system of claim 1 wherein gasoline is port injected into the engine.

15. (original) The system ofclaim 1 wherein the gasoline is directly injected into the

cylinder.

16. (original) The system of claim 8 wherein the direct injection of ethanol provides

substantially a 13°C drop in temperature for every 10% of fuel energy provided by the ethanol.

17. (canceled)

18. (original) The system ofclaim 8 wherein an octane enhancement of at least 4 octane

numbers is obtained when 20% of the fuel energy in a cylinder comes from ethanol.

19. (original) The system ofclaim 1 wherein turbocharging or supercharging are reduced or

eliminated and/or spark retard is increased when the anti-knock agent is not available.
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20. (original) The system of claim 8 wherein ethanol is injected proximate to a cylinder wall

and swirl creates a ring of ethanol.

21-23. (cancelled)

24. (previously presented) The system of claim 8 wherein the engine is operated with

substantially a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio.

25. (previously presented) The system of claim 8 wherein the ethanol is added only during

portions ofthe drive cycle requiring knock resistance and its use is minimized during those

times.

26. (previously presented) The system of claim 8 wherein the ethanol is separated from a

gasoline/ethanol mixture.

27. (previously presented) The system of claim 8 wherein torque of the engine at which

knock occurs can be increased by at least a factor oftwo by the direct injection of ethanol.

28. (previously presented) The system ofclaim 8 wherein horsepower ofa given size engine

can be at least doubled by using ethanol octane enhancement.

29. (previously presented) The system of claim 8 wherein gasoline consumption is reduced

by at least 20% due to higher efficiency engine operation.

30. (currently amended) Fuel management system for operation of a spark ignition gasoline

engine comprising:

a gasoline engine;

a source MM ethanol;

an injector for direct injection of the M ethanol into a cylinder of the engine @

vaporization in thggylinder to wide charge cooling; and

a fuel management control system for controlling injection of the M ethanol into the

cylinder when engine torque is above a selected fraction of maximum torque to control knock.

31. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein torque levels at which the

ethanol is directly injected are those where knock would occur absent the ethanol injection.
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32. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the fraction oftotal fuel provided

by the directly injected ethanol increases with increasing torque.

33. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein gasoline is port fuel injected.

34. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein up to and including substantially

100% ofthe fuel can be provided by the ethanol.

35. (previously presented) The system ofclaim 30 wherein octane number is enhanced with

increasing torque.

36. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein an octane enhancement of more

than 20 octane numbers is achieved.

37. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the fuel management system

includes a microprocessor that operates in an open loop fashion on a predetermined correlation

between the required octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by the ethanol.

38. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the gasoline engine includes a

knock sensor providing a feedback signal to a fuel management microprocessor to minimize the

amount of the ethanol added to prevent knock in a closed loop fashion.

39. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the injector provides non-

uniform deposition ofthe ethanol within a cylinder.

40. (previously presented) The system of claim 39 wherein the ethanol is deposited near the

walls of the cylinder.

41. (previously presented) The system of claim 39 wherein the non-uniform deposition is

obtained through direct injection and charge swirl.

42. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the ethanol is mixed with water.

43. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the ethanol is mixed with a

lubricant.

44. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the engine has substantial

organized motion such as swirl.

45. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the system includes a measure of

the amount of ethanol available to control turbocharging, supercharging or spark retard when the

amount ofethanol is low.
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46. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the gasoline is directly injected

into the cylinder.

47. (previously presented) The system ofclaim 30 wherein the direct injection ofethanol

provides substantially a 13°C drop in temperature for every 10% of the fuel energy provided by

the ethanol.

48. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the fuel management system

substantially minimizes the amount of ethanol used over a drive cycle.

49. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein an octane enhancement of at

least four octane numbers is obtained when 20% ofthe fuel energy in a cylinder comes from

ethanol.

50. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein turbocharging or supercharging

are reduced or eliminated and/or spark retard is increased when ethanol is not available.

Sl. (previously presented) The system ofclaim 30 wherein the engine is operated with

substantially a stoichiometric fuel/air ratio.

52. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the ethanol is separated from a

gasoline/ethanol mixture.

53. (previously presented) The system of claim 30 wherein the engine can be operated with

only gasoline and knock can be avoided by reducing the maximum torque and horsepower

relative to values when ethanol is directly injected into the cylinder.

54. (previously presented) The system of claim 53 wherein the horsepower is reduced by at
least a factor of two.

55. (previously presented) The system ofelaim 30 wherein the fuel management

microprocessor control system uses ethanol level in the ethanol tank as an input to control a

turbocharger, supercharger or spark retard.

56. (previously presented) The system of claim 55 wherein the turbocharger, supercharger or

spark retard is adjusted to prevent knock.
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REMARKS

Re-examination and reconsideration of the rejections are hereby requested.

First of all, the inventors, Daniel Cohn, Leslie Bromberg, and John Heywood, and the

undersigned attorney wish to thank Examiner Ali for according them a telephone interview of

sufficient length to discuss fully the issues in this prosecution. At the beginning ofthe interview,

Dr. Cohn briefly described the present technology. Dr. Cohn explained that the knock limit in a

gasoline engine can be greatly extended by the direct injection of an appropriate liquid fuel anti-

knock agent such as ethanol into a cylinder ofthe engine. The liquid fuel anti-knock agent

vaporizes in the cylinder providing a substantial charge cooling effect. The cooling effect along

with a higher octane number of an anti-knock agent such as ethanol extends the knock limit so

that more aggressive turbo charging can be used and/or the engine can operate at a higher

compression ratio without knock. In this way, substantial fuel can be saved because smaller

engines can be used, Dr. Cohn explained that the change ofstate of the liquid fuel anti-knock

agent from liquid to gas provides the predominant effect for extending the knock limit. Dr. Cohn

also pointed out that in order to achieve commercial attractiveness it is important to obtain a

large knock suppression effect in order to justify the inconvenience of using two tanks and two

fuels. He further explained that for the same reason it was important to minimize the amount of

the liquid fuel anti-knock agent, such as ethanol, that is used over the drive cycle.

At this point in the interview the rejections and references were discuSSed. The

applicants proposed amending claim 1 to recite a liquid fuel anti-knock agent for vaporization in

the cylinder to emphasize the importance of direct injection ofa liquid fuel anti-knock agent. As

to US. Patent No. 4,480,616 to Takeda, applicants pointed out that this patent teaches

introducing liquid alcohol into the intake manifold ofan engine. Professor Heywood eXplained

that the alcohol would vaporize before entering the combustion chamber so could not provide the

evaporative cooling as set forth in the claims as amended herein. Thus, Takeda teaches neither

direct injection nor the introduction ofa liquid fuel into the combustion chamber.
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U.S. Patent No. 3,106,194 to Cantwell was discussed next. It was pointed out to the

Examiner that alkali metal compounds are vaporized and then introduced into the engine. These

alkali metal compounds are not a fuel and are not introduced in the liquid state. The Examiner

pointed to Cantwell at column 1 at line 32 suggesting that water is “an auxiliary fuel." Professor

Heywood explained that water cannot be considered a fuel notwithstanding Cantwell’s

characterization. In any event, Cantwell teaches nothing beyond introducing a vaporized

material into the combustion chamber rather than a liquid that would not provide the change-of-

state cooling effect. Next, the applicant discussed the Krauja et a1. reference, U.S. Patent No.

4,721,081. This patent teaches a modified compression ignition engine for use either with 100%

ethanol or with gasoline. This reference does not teach the introduction ofany anti-knock agent,

but rather is designed to operate on 100% ethanol.

The Examiner maintained his position that the references in combination meet the

limitations in claim 1. The applicant disagreed suggesting that the examiner was making an

impermissible hindsight reconstruction based on the teachings in the present application. No

agreement was reached.

The applicant then addressed many ofthe dependent claims pointing out that the

Examiner had no basis for the rejections. At this point, the Examiner indicated that he should

have made a restriction requirement when he issued the office action because of a large number

of embodiments. The Examiner stated that he would likely give a restriction requirement in the

next office action. The undersigned attorney urged the Examiner not to issue a restriction

requirement at this time suggesting that the attendant substantial delays could have a serious

adverse effect upon the applicant. The undersigned attorney suggested that it would be unfair to

penalize the applicant by a post office action reversal in the Examiner’s decision as to which

claims he would consider. Applicants urged that ifthe independent claims were not allowable,

that the Examiner should consider allowing the dependent claims that are clearly not met by the
prior art.

During the interview, the examiner cited two new references, U.S. Patent No. 3,089,470

to Payne, and U.S. Patent No. 4,182,278 to Coakwell. The undersigned attorney has now had an
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opportunity to review these references carefully and it is quite clear that the Payne reference does

not suggest introducing a liquid fuel into an engine. The Examiner’s attention is directed to

column 3 beginning at line 15 wherein Payne states that the liquid auto-ignition suppressant “is

preferably water” but that it is “to be clearly understood that any other liquid preparation suitable

to suppress auto-ignition” is contemplated. The Examiner asserted that this section suggests

injecting a liquid fuel. Applicants respectfully disagree. The Examiner has not shown that “any

other liquid preparation to suppress auto-ignition” includes any liquid fuel.

As to the Coakwell patent, this reference teaches the addition of hydrogen peroxide to

provide additional oxygen. The Examiner’s attention is directed to Coakwell at column 9

beginning at line 7 where it is stated that the additional oxygen from the hydrogen peroxide

“makes it possible to achieve combustion with leaner mixtures, to save fuel and to reduce air

pollution by achieving more complete combustion." Thus, it is quite clear that the hydrogen

peroxide is being introduced to provide free oxygen. Hydrogen peroxide is not itselfa fuel.

Although Applicants and the Examiner continue to disagree about the patentability of the

independent claims, claim 1 has been amended herein to incorporate the limitation of originally

filed claim 17 and claim 17 has been cancelled. Thus claim 1 now includes the limitation

“wherein the fuel management control system microprocessor substantially minimizes the

amount of anti-knock agent used over a drive cycle.” This amendment is being introduced in an

effort to move prosecution forward. The specification speaks to the importance of minimizing

the amount of anti-knock agent used over a drive cycle. For example, the specification

beginning 0n the last line of page 2 states “An object ofthe present invention is to minimize the

amount of ethanol or other anti-knock agent that is used to achieve a given level of engine

efficiency increase. By restricting the use ofethanol to the relatively small fraction oftime in an

opcrating cycle when it is needed to prevent knock in a high load regime and by minimizing its

use at these times, the amount of ethanol that is required can be limited to a relatively small
H

fraction ofthe fuel used by the spark ignition gasoline engine. Moreover, page 3,beginning on

line 23 ofthe specification states “Alternatively, the gasoline engine may include a knock sensor

that provides a feedback signal to the fuel management microprocessor system to minimize the

amount of ethanol added to prevent knock in a close loop fashion.”
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Claim 1 as amended herein (with the limitation oforiginally filed claim 17) has been

examined and the Examiner rejected claim 17 as being unpatentable over Takeda in view of

Cantwell. The Examiner states on page 5 of the Office Action “With regard to claim 17, Takeda

discloses wherein the fuel management systems substantially minimizes the amount of anti-

knock agent used over a drive cycle.” The undersigned attorney and the inventors herein have

reviewed Takeda carefully and can find no teaching whatsoever that the fuel management system

substantially minimizes the amount of anti-knock agent used over a drive cycle. The Applicant

remains puzzled at this assertion by the Examiner since Takeda is totally silent in this regard.

Further, the undersigned attorney has reviewed all ofthe references of record including Payne

and Coakwell and can find no teaching of a fuel management system that substantially

minimizes the amount ofanti-knock agent used over a drive cycle. It is urged that claim 1, as

amended herein, is clearly in condition for allowance and reconsideration is requested. Claims

2-16, 18-20 and 24-29 ultimately depend from amended claim 1 and are therefore also allowable.

independent claim 30 has been amended herein to recite a source ofliquid ethanol for

vaporization in the cylinder to provide charge cooling and to control knock. Claim 30 as

originally filed included the limitation ofa fuel management control system for controlling

injection ofthe ethanol “when engine torque is above a selected fraction of maximum torque.”

During the interview, Applicant pointed out that this limitation is not present in the prior an. In

the Office Action, the Examiner asserts that this limitation is disclosed by Takeda. Again, the

undersigned attorney and the inventors have reviewed Takeda carefully and can find no teaching

that injection is controlled “when engine torque is above a selected fraction ofmaximum

torque.” Such a teaching, in fact, is totally lacking in Takeda. It is urged that the Examiner

review Takeda again and remove this rejection or describe with specificity where and how

Takeda provides such a teaching.

During the interview, many ofthe dependent claims were discussed. For example, claim

4 states that non—uniform deposition is obtained through direct injection and charge swirl. The

Examiner states, without support, that Cantwell meets this limitation. In fact, a careful review of

Cantwell reveals no teaching whatsoever concerning charge swirl. The Examiner is asked to
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remove the rejection of claim 4 or to explain with specificity where and how Cantwell discloses

charge swirl.

Dependent claim 6 includes the limitation “wherein the firel management system includes

a microprocessor that operates in an open-loop fashion on a predetermined correlation between

required octane number enhancement and fraction of fuel provided by the anti-knock agent.”

The Examiner asserts, again without support, that Takeda discloses such a limitation. The

Examiner is asked to remove the rejection of claim 6 or provide, with specificity, those portions

of Takeda that support the Examiner’s position.

Claim 7 requires that the gasoline engine include a knock sensor to provide a feedback

signal to minimize the amount of anti-knock agent added to prevent knock in a closed-loop

fashion. The Examiner rejects this claim as “optional design choice”. Reconsideration is

requested. Claim 10 recites that the ethanol is mixed with a lubricant. As to this important

limitation the Examiner again asserts that it is just an optional design choice. A careful review of

the references of record shows no teaching or suggestion of adding a lubricant to the ethanol.

Reconsideration is requested. Claim 11 adds the limitation “wherein the engine has substantial

organized motion such as swirl.” The Examiner asserts, without specifics, that “Takeda

discloses engine has substantial organized swirl motion” and a careful review of Takeda shows

that it is lacking in any such teaching. The Examiner is asked to remove this rejection of claim

1 1 or explain with specificity how and where Takeda discloses the organized swirl motion

limitation.

Claim 12 includes the limitation “wherein the system includes a measure of the amount

of anti-knock agent in the source to control turbocharging, supercharging or spark retard when

the amount of anti-knock agent is low.” The Examiner asserts that Takeda discloses this

limitation. A careful review of Takeda indicates no teaching of such limitation. The Examiner is

asked lo point out where in Takeda this limitation is taught or suggested.
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Claim 19 states that the turbocharging or supercharging are reduced or eliminated and/or

spark retard is increased when the anti-knock agent is not available. The Examiner appears to

conclude that Takeda includes this limitation. It is submitted that such limitation is not disclosed

in Takeda. Claim 20 states that the ethanol is injected so that swirl creates a ring of ethanol. The

Examiner, without support, states that Takeda discloses that swirl creates a ring of alcohol.

Takeda provides no such teaching. Reconsideration is requested.

As another example of an unfounded rejection, Claim 26 states that the ethanol is

separated from a gasoline/ethanol mixture. The Examiner, without support, states that Takeda

discloses this limitation. It is submitted that Takeda clearly does not teach or suggest this

limitation. With regard to claim 27, the Examiner asserts that Takeda teaches that the torque at

which knock occurs can be increased by at least a factor oftwo by the direct injection of ethanol.

It is submitted that such a teaching is lacking in Takeda. The Examiner also, without support,

contends that Takeda teaches that horsepower of a given size engine can be at least doubled by

using alcohol octane enhancement. It is submitted that Takeda provides no such teaching. The

Examiner also states that the limitation in claim 29 concerning the gasoline consumption being

reduced by at least 20% is also taught in Takeda. There is no such teaching in Takeda.

The Examiner has rejected the dependent claims depending from claim 30 with similarly

sweeping, and unsupported, assertions about the prior art. The Examiner is asked either to

remove the rejections ofthese dependent claims or provide a detailed set of specifics as to how

the references meet the limitations in the claims depending claim 30.

In summary, in order to advance prosecution, the limitation of claim 17 has been

introduced into claim 1. Claim 30 has been amended to provide more specificity. For the

reasons discussed in detail above, it is submitted that the pending claims, as amended herein, are

in condition for allowance. Early favorable action is requested.
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Respectfully submitted,
CHOA’ ‘E, HALL & STEWART LLP

  
Sam Pastemack

Registration No. 29,576

Date: July 6, 2006

Patent Department

CHOATE, HALL & STEWART
Two International Place

Boston, MA 02110

Tel: (617) 248-5000

Fax: (617)248-4000
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request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject tuattcr of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to pcrfortn a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552atm).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organi7ation, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a rottline use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, dttring an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency‘s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 arid 2906. Such disclosure shall be tirade in accordance with the GSA regulations
governing inspection of records for this purpose. and any other televattt (i.e., GSA or Conunerce) directive.
Such disclosure. shall not be. used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. [22(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. IS I. Further, a
record may be disclosed. subject to the limitations of 37 CPR 1.14. as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated
attd which application is referenced by either a published applicatiott, an application open to public
inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State. or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED In this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-BS) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
oi the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

D A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2. [:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been Incorporated Into this action.

3. E The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-30. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
interim-aw usgio gcgrpggflgfllnit evantgflqhflnclezx. :35; or send an Inquiry to EEHti-p-g; Ian-ziggmio L391.

4. I] Acknowledgment Is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

  
Certified copies:

a) [I All b) [I Some *c) [I None of the:
1. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the I
International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

' Certified copies not received: _. |
I

 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.

THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. I
5. I] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets") must be submitted. l

[I including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No./Mal| Date .

Identifying Indlcia such as the application number (see 37 CFR1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings In the from (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheel(s) should be labeled as such In the header according to 37 CFR1.121(d).

6. El DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

 
Attachment(s)
1. [I Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [:1 Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment

2. E Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/OB). 6. E] Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No/Mail Date

3. D Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. [Z Other resmnse to TD.
of Biological Material

4. El Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date

/HA| HUYNH/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3747
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Application/Control Number: 15/463,425 Page 2
Art Unit: 3747

1. The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent

provisions.

2. Applicant's arguments, see page 1, filed on August 8, 2017, with respect to

claims 1-30 have been fully considered and are persuasive.

3. Claims 1-30 are allowed.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to HAI HUYNH whose telephone number is (571 )272—

4844. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday through Friday from 7:30 am

to 6:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Lindsay M. Low can be reached on (571) 272—1196. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direot.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/HAI HUYNH/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3747
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. ' PCT/IBZOOT ;‘03004 09.07.2008

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHINGVAUTHORITY

  
To:
SAM PASTERNACK
CHOATE, HALL & STEWART
TWO i'NTERNATiONAL PLACE
BOSTON. MA 02i 10

PCT'
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

(PCT Rule 44.1)

Dt f 'I'

{di§;§.oflii.12§.. 09 JUL 2008
A l' t' raent'afile 'i" - I
2:0P6l7c3n:.0%82 g FL ”mm FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

| international application No international filing date
PCT/iBO7/03004 (mammoth/year) 06 March 2007 (06.03200?)
Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC '

 
  

  
 

 
 

 
  

  
   

t. The applicant is hereby notified that the intemalionai search report and the written opinion ofthe international Searching Authorityhave been established and tre transmitted herewith. '

Filing ofamendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled. ifhe so wishes, to amend the claims ofthe International application (see Rule 46):

When? The time iirnit for filing such amendments is nonmlly two months from the date oftransmittai ofthe international
search report.

Where? Directly to the international Bureau nf‘Wan, '14 chi-min rial: Colomhcttcs
i211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No.: (41-22) 3138.82.70.

For more detailed instructions. see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

2. D The applicant is hereby notified thatno international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article i7(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion oflhe international Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. D With regard to the protest against payment of(an) additional fer-:(s) under Rule 40.2. the applicant is notified that:

D the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the intemationai Bureau together with the applicant's
request to forward the texts oi‘boti-t the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices. .

D no decision has been made yet on the prflesa: the applicant will be hotifled as soon as a decision is made.

  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date. the international application will be published by the international
Bureau. if the applicant wishes to ayoid or postpone publication. a notice oi‘withdrawai of the international application. or of the
priority claim. must reach the intemational Bureau as provided in Rules 90blr.l and 90bls.3, respectively. before the completion ofthe
technical preparations forintemntionai publication.

The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion of the international Searching Authority to the
Intematlonal Bureau. The international Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an lntcmational
preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also be made available to the public but not
bcforc the expiration of30 months item the priority date. '

Within 19 months from the priority date. but only in respect of some designated Offices. a demand for international preliminary
examination must be filed ifthe applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority date
(in some Offices even later); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, perform the prescribed acts l'or
entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.
in respect of other designated Offices. the time limit oi30 months (or later) will apply even ifne demand is filed within i9 months.

See the Annex to Form PCf/iB/IiOi and. for details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office. see the PCTApp/lcanl'r Gulde,Volume ii, National Chapters and the WIPO lntemet site.
Name and mailing address ofthe lSA/ US

Mail Stop PCT. Attn: lSA/US
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. Virginia 223134450

Facsimile No. 571 273-3201
Form FC'I'FISAJZZG (J anuttry 2004) (See note: an accompanying sheet)

  
Authorized officer

Stephen K CroninfiM‘W/
Telephone No. (57l) 272-4383   
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PCTII-BZOOT 03004 09.07.2008

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article I8 and Rules 43 and 44)

 Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCTnsA/zzo .
2006734-0002 ACTION as well u, where applicable, item 5 below

international application No. . intemationai filing date (day/mcnrh/yaar) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/manrh/year)
- PCT/lBO7/03004 06 March 2007 (06.03.2007) 08 March 2006 (08.03.2006) 

Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC ‘ 

  This international search report has' been prepared by this intematlonal Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the international Bureau.  

 This international search report consists ofa total offitheets.
D it is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

 
 

 
 

1. Basis ofthe Report
a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried cut on the basis of:

 
E the intemationai application in the language in which it was filed.
I: a translation oi'the intemationai application into , which is the language

ofa translation furnished for the purposes ofintematicnai search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b))

b. C, This intemationai search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 Rule 43.6‘bl.r(a)

c. |:' With regard to'any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequencedisclosed in the intemationai application, see Box No. l.
2. Ci Certain claims were found unsearehable(See Box No.11) '

3. Cl Unity oflnvention is iacking(See Box NO. iii)
4. With regard to the title,

VA the text is approved as submittedby the applicant.

El the text has been-established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

m the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

I: the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. iV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of‘ mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regnrti lo the drawings,
a. the figure of the drawings to be published With the abstract is Figure No. l

D as suggested by lite applicant.
VA as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

I: as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.
b. D none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.

 
 

Farm PCTIISAFEIO (first sheet} {April 2007)
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. PCT/IBZOOI 03004 09.07.2008

International application No.INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
PCT/TBO7/03 004

A. CLASSIFICATION OF'SUBJECT MATTER
iPC: FOZM l7/00( 2006.0i)

USPC: 123/447

According to lntemational Patent Classification (iPC) or to bout-national classification and lPC

Bl FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (clusifieatlon system followed by classification symbols)0.3.: 123/447
 

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

 

Electronic data base consulted during the lntemational search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)EAST

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category ‘ Citation of document, with indication, where an to riateI ofthe relevant assages Relevant to claim No.P P P

A US 2005/0056264 A1. (WEISSMAN et ul) 17 March 2005, Figure 2, claim I1. ' H 5

A US 5.560.344 A'(CHAN) i, October [996 (01 i0_1996)_ whnir. document |-|5
 

E] Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C. E] See patent family annex.
' Special categories oi'citcd documents: “'1'" liner document |'l'.'.hli!|i‘iEd ttficr d1: international filing date or prioritydate tutti nut in cutniiti with the application but mind to undersusntl the
"A" document defining the general state ofthe art which is not considered to be of principle or theory underlying the invention 'particular relevance

"X" document oi'paru'cuiar relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
"E" earlier applieatienor patent published on or ailer the intemational filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive stepwhen lhe documentis taken alone
"L." document which may throw doubts on priority claitn(e) or which is cited to

. establish the publication date ui’anothcr citation or other special reason (as ”Y" document ofparticular relevance: the claimed invention cannot be'
specified) considered to involve an inventive s:ep when Ute docuutcnl is combined

‘ will! one ormorc other such documents. such combination being
“0" document referring D an oral disclosureI use, exhibition or other means obvious it: a parent: skilled In the on

"P" document published prior to the international filing date but Inter titan the "tit" document member oithe same patent familypriority dntc elnlmcd

Date ofthe actual completion ofthe intemntionul search Date oi‘maiiing of the intemational search report

08 June 2003 (08.06.2008) | '- J U L 2008
Name and mailing address ofthe lSA/US Authorized officer

Mail Stop PCT, Ann: iSA/US Stephen K CroninWWCommissioner for Patents

Telephone No. (571) 272-433]  P O. Box I450
Alexandria. Virginia 223l3—l450

Facsimile No. (57l) 273-320!
Form FCTFISNZIO {second sheet} (April 2001'}
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" PCTIIBZOO7/i 3004 09.07.2008

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

FIDLE (COPY

PCT
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMI'I‘TAL OF

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SEARCHING AUTHORITY. OR THE DECLARATION

(PCT Rule 44.1)

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

 
  

  
  
 
 

 
 
 
  

  
 

 To:
SAM PASTERNACK
CHOATE. HALL & STEWART

.TWO INTERNATIONAL PLACE
BOSTON. MA 02110

 

 

Date ofmailing
 (day/manlh/fyear)

' t' l' I f
9ggfih7c3a2-osogaagen s n e re erence FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs I and 4 below
International application No. lntemational filing date
PCT/IE07/03004

Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC

(day/mahrh/year) 06 March 2007 (06.03.2007) 

  
  

 

l. ’1‘ The applicant is hereby notified Utat the lntemational search report and the written opinion ofthe lntemational Searching Authority
have been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing ofumendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled. ifhe so wishes, to amend the claims ofthe international application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the lntemational
search report.

Where? Directly to the lntemational Bureau ofWIFO, 34 ehemin des Colombettes
I2l| Geneva 20. Switzerland. Facsimile No.: (4l-22) 338.82.70.

For more detailed instructions, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

2. E] The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the decimation under
Article l7(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion oi'the lntemational Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. [:1 With regard to the protest against payment of(an) additional facts) under Rule 40.2. the applicant is notified that:

i] the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the lntemational Bureau together with the applicant's
request to fonvard the texts ofboth the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

C] no decision has been made yet onthc protest: the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made.
4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the lntemationul application will be published by the international
Bureau. ii‘ the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication. a notice of withdrawal of the international application. or ofthe
priority claim, must reach the lntemational Bureau as provided in Rules 90bls.l and 9061s.]. respectively. before the completion ofthe
technical preparations for international publication.
The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Authority to the
lntemational Bureau. The lntemational Bureau will send a copy ofsuch comments to all designated Offices unless an intcmational
preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also be made available to the public but not
before the expiration of3ti months from the priority date.
Within 19 months from the priority date. but only in respect of some designated Ofl‘ices. a demand for intematienal preliminary
examination must be filed ifthe applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority date
(in some Offices even later): otherwise. the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, perform the prescribed acts for
entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.
in respect of other designated Offices, the time limit ofliti months (or later) will apply even ifno demand is filed within 19 months.
See the Annex to Form PCT/lB/SOI and, for details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office. see the PCTAppl/ean/‘s Guide,
Volume liI National Chapters and the WIFO lntemet site.

Authorized officer

Stephen K Cronin W
Name and mailing address ofthe iSA/ US

Telephone No. (571)272-4383

  
 
  

    

  
  

 

Mail Stop PCT. Attn: lSA/USCommissioner for Patents
PO. Box I450
Alexandria. Virginia 223l3-l 450

Facsimile No. (57l 273-320l
Form PCTHSMED {January 2004] (See note: on aceampmuring shear}
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PCT/IBZOO7Ii '3004 09.07.2008

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY FlllLlE CQPY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Anicie iii and Rules 43 and 44)

     
 Applicant's or agent's file refmncc FOR FURTHER see Form PCT/ISAmo

2006734-0002 ACTlON as well as, where applicable. item 5 below.

international application No. lntemationai filing date (day/month/ycar) (Earliest) Priority Data (day/month/year)
PCT/IBO7/03004 06 March 2007 (06.03.2007) 08 March 2006 (08.03.2006)
Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC

This international search repon has been prepared by this Intcmatlonai Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the lntemationai Bureau.

  
 
 

 
  

  
 

 

 
  

This international search report consists ofa total of sheets.

D it is also accompanied by a copy ofeaeh prior art document cited in this report.

  
Basis ol'tlte Report

a. Withfiard to the language, the lntemationai search was carried out on the basis of:the international application in the language in which it was filed.

E] a translation ofthe lntemationai application into , which is the language
ol'a translation fiarnishari for the purposes r-t'irm-rruilinnal search (Rules l2.3(fl) and 23.l(b))

b. D This intematianai search report has been established taking into account the rectification afan obvious mistake
authorised by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 Rule 43.6 bls(a)

c. El With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the intemationai application. see Box No. l.
2. D Certain claims were found unsearehable (Set: Box No. ll)
3. El Unity ot'lnvention is lacking (See Box No. ill)
4. With regard to the title,

E the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
D the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

E the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

El the text has been established. according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as It appears in Box No. W. The applicant
may. within one month born the date ot‘mailing ofthis international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regard to the drawings.
a. the figure ot‘the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No.1

D as suggesed by the applicant.

K4 as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.
D as selected by this Authority, bemuse this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. D none oi'tha figures is to be published with the abstract.

Form act‘asmm (am sheet) (April 2&7)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
PCT/1B07/03004

  
A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

ii’C: F01M17/Oil(2006.01)

 
  
  

 

USFC: l23/447
According to International Patent Classification (lPC) or to both national classification and iPC

 
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
U.S.: 123/447

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the intemationai search (name ofdata base and. where practicable. search terms used)
EAST

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category ‘ Citoltinn oi'documenl. with indication. where appropriate. ol'the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
A US 2005/0056264 Al. (WEISSMAN et al) l7 March 2005. Figure 2. claim ll. Ms

A US 5.560.344 A (CHAN) l, October 1996 WHO. i996). whole document. Ms

D Further documents are listed in the continuation ofBox C. D See patent family annex.  
 
 

 

 
  
 

' Special categories orclted documents: "T“ tater document published alter the International filing due or prionrydate and not In conflict with the application but cited to understand the
“A" document defining the general state ol'me art which is not considered to be of principle or theory underlying the invention

particular relevance . ”X“ document ofparricular relevance: the claimed invention control he
“E“ enriler application or patent published on or alter the international filing date considered novel or csnnot he considered to involve an inventive stepwhen the document is taken alone
"L" doecrnertt which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which Is cited to

establish the publication date oranother citation or other special reason (as "Y" document oi'nnnlculer relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
specified) considered to involve en inventive step when Ute document is combinedwith one or more other such documents. such combination being

'0" docurnent referring to an oral disclosure. use. exhibition or other means obvious to a person skilled in the an

"i" document published prior to the international filing date but later titan the “dc" document member ai'lhc some patent familypriority dste claimed

Date ofthc actual completion ofthc international search
OiiJune 2008 08.06.2008)

Name and mailing address ofthp [SA/US
Mail Stop PCT, Attn: [SA/US
Commissioner for Patents
FD. Box MSG .
Alexandria. Virginia 223 t 34450

Facsimile No. (57]) 273-3201
Form PCTflSA/Ziti (second sheet) (April 1007)

 
Date ofmalling of the international search report

Authorized officer .

Stephen K Cronin

Telephone No. (57l) 272-4383
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

FILE COPY

PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

 
To:
SAM PASTERNACK
CHOATE, HALL & STEWART
TWO INTERNATIONAL PLACE
BOSTON, MA 02l IO

  

  
 

  
  

 

(PCT Rule 43bis. l)

 
 

 

Date ofmalilng
o‘ timer"! Mt-

FOR FURTHER ACTION
See paragraph 2 below 

 

Applicant‘s or agent's file reference
2006734-0002

international application No. international filing date {doyr'nronrielymr}

PCT/i307/03004 06 March 2007 (06.03.2001)
international Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
IPC:
USPC:

Applicant

E'l’imNpL. BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC

Priority date (dayfmonrMeari

08 March 2006 (03.03.2006)   
Please See Continuation Sheet
l23I-I4I.lA,300,304.4JI,4?E,5T5,S77.lDSCJ'JSAfiOl/llil    

  

   

l.Thls opinion contains indications relating to the following items:  '3 Box No. I Basis ol‘the opinion

D Box No. II Priority

D Box No, Ill Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty. inventive step and industrial applicability
El Box No. IV Lack of unity oflnventlon

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43b/r. |(a)(l) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability: citations and explanations supporting such statement

I: Box No. Vi Certain documents cited

D Box No. Vii Certain defects in the international application

i] Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

II‘ a demand l‘or intemationai preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
lntemallonal Preliminary Examining Authority ("IPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an
Authority other than this one to be the II‘EA and the chosen IPEA has notified the Intemationai Bureau under Rule 66.lbl.r(b)
that written opinions of this International Searching Authority will not be so considered.

ifthls opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the lPEA, the applicant ls invited to submit to the
lPEA a written reply together, where appropriate. with amendments, before the expiration oi'3 months from the date of mailing
or Form PCTIISA/ZZO or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date, whichever explrs later.
For further options, see Form PCT/iSA/ZZO.

J. For further details, see notes to Form PCT/iSA/ZZO.

 

 

Name and mailing address ofthe ISA/ US
Mail Stop PCT, All". ISA/US
Commissioner for Parents
P.0, Box i450
Alexandria, Virginia 223l3-l 450

Facsimile No. (57l) 273-3201

Form i‘C‘I'r'lSAIIS'I (cover sheet) inprii 200?}

 

 

 
 

Dateoi'eompletionoi'this opinion Au onze 0 mar

Stephen K Cronin/fl
Telephone No. (57]) 272-4383

 
  08 June 2008 (08.06.2008)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
 

Box No.1 Basis ofthis opinion

l. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis oi‘:

53 the international application in the language in which it was filed

[:1 a translation ofthe international application into . which is the language ofa translation furnished for the purposes of
international search (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.l(b)). 0.

2. D This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification ofan obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this
Authority under Rule 9i (Rule 43bis.l(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the intemationai application. this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

a. type of rmterlal

D a sequence listing

[:1 table(s) related to the sequence listing

b. Formatoi'mnterial

D onpaper

E] in electronic form

0. time of filing/Furnishing

E] contained in the international application as filed.

D filed together with the intemational application in electronic form.

[3 fitmished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes oi‘search.

4. E] in addition, in the case that more than one version or copy ofasequence listing and/or table(s) relating thereto has been filed
or fitmished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application as filed or does notgo beyond the application as filed1 as appropriate, were fumished.

5. Additional comments:  
Form PCTflSNZJHBox No. i) (April 2007)
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WRITTEN OPlNION OF THE inglgiiiiiiiiifiimfl C(QPYINTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY 
Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43 bis.l(a)(i) with regard to novelty. inventive step or industrial

applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

1, Statement

Novelty (N) Claims l-ls YE?

Claims NONE—__—N0

Inventive step (is) Claims i-tg YES
Claims HOME NO

industrial applicability '(IA) Claims l-IS YES
Claims HQEE_________ND
 

2. Citations and explanations:

Claims i-l5 meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(2)-(3). because the lxior art does not teach or fairly suggest claimed invention.

Ciaimi-iS meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4). and thus have industrial applicability because the subject matter claimed can
be made or used in industry. '

  
 

 

Form ansnlzar (Box Na in [April zeal}
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

   

Supplemental Box
In case the space In any orlhe precedlng boxes is not sufficient.
 
  

Continuation ol'lPC:
FOIM 63/00( 2006,0l),43/00( 2006.01);F023 47/00( 2006.0l).47/04( 2006.01).13/00( 2006.0l).l3/10( 2006.0l)

  

Form PCT/lSA/237 (Supplemental Box) (April 2007)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREA. I

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

. Sam Pasternack
' Choate. Hall & Stewart

Two lntematlonal Place
Boston. Massachusetts 02110

   
 

 

To

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND

THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(PCT Rule 44.1)

  
 

 

 

Date ofinailing
(day/momh/yenr)  

I Applicant's or agent‘s file reference
2006734-0003PC

International application No. International filing date
PCT/US 07/05777 (day/month/J'W) 08 March 2007 (08.03.2007)

FOR Fill" .< ACTION See paragraphs l and 4 below  
 

Applicant Ethanol Boosting Systems, LLC

  
l The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion ot the International Searching

Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.
Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled. if he so wishes. to amend the claims ol‘ the international application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
international search report.

Where? Directly to the International Bureau ofWIPO. 34 chemin des Colombettes
lle Geneva 20, Switzerland. Facsimile No.1 +4l 22 740 I4 35

For more detailed Instructions, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

 
 2 I: The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under

Article l7(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3 [:1 With regard to the protest against payment of (an) additional fce(s) under Rule 40.2. the applicant is notified that:
E] the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the lntemational Bureau together with the

applicant's request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

C] no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made.
4 Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of III months from the priority date. the international application will he published by the
International Bureau. Ii' the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication. :1 notice ol‘ withdrawal of the international
application. or of the priority claim, must reach the international Bureau as provnled in ltulus 90M: l and Dubai. respectively.
before the completion ril'tha technical preparations For international pliliiicalion.
The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis an ilic WTiltcn opinion ofthc Inten'iational Searching Authority to the
Intemfltiunnl Bureau. The Irtlc'moliomii Bureau will send a copy of such ammneitls Lu IIII designated Ol’fices unless an
iuteii‘intioual preliminary exnitiinnlion report bits been G!‘ In to be established These comments would also he intuit: available to
the public but not before the expiration ot'lt} months from the priority date.

Within I9 rnniitlts From the priorityr date, but only in respect of some designated Offices. a demand for international pi'ulitrltnury
examination must he filed ii‘ilic applicant wishes to pnfitpflne the entry into the nallonnl phase until 30 months From the priority
date {in some Ot'i'iccs even later}; otherwise. the applicant must. withln 1t] months truth the priority date. perform the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phniit: before those designated Offices.

In respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply even if no demand is filed within 19months.

See the Annex to Fnrm PCT/IB/BOI and. for details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office. see the PCTApp/icanr 'sGuide. Volume II. National Chapters and the WIPO lntemet site.

 
 

 
 

Name and mailing address ofthe ISA/US Authorized officer:

Mall Stop PCT. Ann: ISNUS Lee W YoungCommissioner tor Patents I

P.O. box. 1450. Alexandria. Virglnla 22313-1450 PCT Hnlpduk: 5714124300FaCSimile No. 571-273-3201 PCT osP: 571-272-7774

Form PCT/ISA/220 (January 2004) (See notes an accompanying sheet)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREA - Y

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

To
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2.
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Na

 
Applicant's or agent’s file reference

International application No.
PCT/US 07/05777

. Sam Pastemack PCT
I Choate, Hall & Stewart

Two lntemational Place

Boston. Massachusetts 02110 NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND

THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

(PCT Rule 44.1)

2 41 MAR 2008

FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

 
 
 
  

Duh: of mailing
(dayr'morith/yaar)   

06734-0003PC
 

  
 

 

International filing date
(day/MOIflh/yeflr) 08 March 2007 (03.03.2007) 

plicunt Ethanol Boosting Systems. LLC

 

The applicant is hereby notifietl that the international sear-uh report and the written opinion ofthe International Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith

Filing ufurnendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled. if he so wishes, to amend the claims of the international application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
ilttenrutiurral search report. I 4%. .a: I . .

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WIPE). 34 eliemin ties Culotrillggéié‘ifltl ;fl<@t@d
l'ztt Geneva 20. Switzerland. Facsimile No.: +4! 22'140 14 35 ' b"

For more detuiied instructions. ace. the notes on the accompanying sheet. £5} [Lil 1w / 7 Hare? a . 43 21/
The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established an that no dée and. ion '7: ,nAPLr
Article l7(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion ofthc Intemntional Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

 
. D With regard to the protest against payment of (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40.2, the applicant is notified that:

D the protest toguLhcr with the decision thereon has been trlli'ltttnltLCL'i to the lntemational Bureau together with the
applicant's request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

D no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will be notified us soon as a decision is made.
Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date. the international application will be publishEd by the
International Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, 3 notice of withdrawal of the international
application. or of' the priority claim, must reach the International. Bureau as provided in Rules 90bis I and 90bis.3. respectively,
before the completion of the technical preparations for international publication.
The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion of the International Searching Authority to the
International Bureau. The International Bureau will send a cepy of such comments to all designated Oifices unless an
international preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also he made available to
the public but not before the expiration of 30 months from the priority date.
Within 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices. a demand for international preliminary
examination must be filed rFthe applicant wishes to postpone the ttntn,r into the national phase until 30 months from the priority
dult:(1tt some Offices even later); otherwise. the applicant must. within 21} Itttmlhs From the priority date, perform the prescribed
acts for eIIli-yI into the national phase before those dcsignutetl Offices.
In respect of other designated Offices. the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply even if no demand is filed within 19months. ‘

See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/30l and, for details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office, see the PCTApp/r'canl ‘s
Guide. Volume II. National Chapters and the WIPO internet site. 

me and mailing address of the ISA/US Authorized officer:
Mall Stop PCT. Attn: ISA/USCommlssloner for Patents
P.O.ch1450.Aloxandrle.V|rglnla 22313-1460
Facsimile No. 571-273-8201 PCT osp: 511-272—7774

Form PCT/lSA/ZZO (January 2004)

PCT Helpdask.‘ 571—272-4300
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PATENT COOPERATION TREnn'Y

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant's or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER sec Form PCT/ISAIZZO
2006734-0003PC ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.  

lntemational application No. International filing date (day/manl/i/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/yaar)
PCT/US 07/05777 08 March 2007 (08.03.2007) 10 March 2006 (10.03.2006)  

Applicant
Ethanol Boosting Systems. LLC 
 

This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists ofu total of 9'\ sheets.
E it is also accompanied by a copy ol‘each prior art document cited in this report.   

1. Basis ofthe report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it was filed.

[:1 a translation of the international application into ,, , , 7__ _» 7 _________ ___ which is the language of
a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.l(b)).

b. E] This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 9] (Rule 43.6b!s(a)).

 
c. l: With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, 500 Box No.1.

2. El Certain claims were found unsearehable (see Box No. ll).

3 Ci Unity oflnventlon is lacking (see Box No ill).

4. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

i: the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows: 

5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

i_i the text has been established. according to Rule 33.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. W. The applicant
may. within one month from the date ofmaillng ofthis International search report, submit comments to this Authority.

 
 
  

6. With regard to the drawings.

tt. the figure ofthe drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 1

D as suggested by the applicanL
as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

MAR 26. 2008

PATENT DEPARTME

 L__i as selected by this Authority. because this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. Ci none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.   

Form PCT/ISA/Zl 0 (first sheet) (April 2007)
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INTERNA a LONAL SEARCH REPORT

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

iPC(B) - FOZB 77/04 (2007.10)
USPC - 123/198A

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both n
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by
USPCI123/198A 

 

lntemational application No.
PCT/US 07/05777

 ational classification and IFC

classification symbols)

 

 

 
 
 

 

USPC: 123/198R. 406.29, 406.47 (text search - see terms below)
 

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name 0
PubWEST(USFT.PGPB.EPAB.JPAB): Googie Patents: Google Sch

Inlectlon. motor
 

C DOCI iMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

 

fdata base and, where practicable, Search terms used)
oler

Search Terms: gasoline engine. ethanol. direct Injection. engine knock. emissions. restart. control system. shut down. deceleration. port

 

 
 

  

 
Categoryt Citation of document. with indication. where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

Y Calculations of Knock Suppression In Highly Turbocharged Gasolin/Ethanol Engines Using 1-18 ‘
Direct Ethanol Injection (L. Bromberg et el.) 23 February 2008 (23.02.2006). entire document
especially Abstract. Section I. para [0003]. Section II. para [0001]. [0003]. [0006]

Y US 4.312.310 A (Chlvllo' at El.) 25 January 1982 (26.01.1982). col 2. In 20-26 and In 36-54 1-18

Y US 6.353.180 B1 (Kurodo et at.) 19 March 2002 (19.03.2002). Fig 4. col 3. In 65-67 to col 4. In 1 2.9.10.13-18
-15. col 8. In 8-27coi 12. In 54-56

Y us 4.974.416 A (Taylor) 04 December 1990 (04.12.1990). col 4. In 15-21 5

Y US 6.260.525 B1 (Moyer) 17 July 2001 (17.07.2001). col 3. In 5-8 6. B. 13-18

Y Us 4.967.714 A (lnoue) 06 November 1990 (06.11.1990). col 3. in 27-30 and In 66-67 11 
 

D Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C.
‘ Special categories ol'citect documents: 
"A" document defining the general state oftlie tirt which is not considered

to be of particular relevance
"E" earlier implication or patent but published on or afier the inlemationalfiling date
“L" document which may Ihltiltul'é doubts on priority claim(a)l or which is

cited, to estubiisil the publication date ot‘ another citation or otherspecial reason in: specified}
"0" document referring to an oral disclosure, use. exhibition or othermeans

“P“ document publishedlprior to the international filing date but later thanthe priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion ofthe international search

03 December 2007 (03.12.2007)

 [j
“T“ later document puiiltqlicti alter the international filing tlnla or :nority

date and not In conflict with the application but Cited to un .erstimdthe principle or theory underlying a invention

“X“ doeuinenl of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
constdcrcd novel or cannot be considered to Involve an Inventive
step when the document is taken alone

"Y" document ul‘iirinieular relevance. the claimed invention cannot be
considered to involve an inventive step when the document is
curniilnud Iw llh (me or more titllur aiiuli tluuuliiulib. a'uLtII L'Iitrlllirintion
being obvious to a nelson a'I-tilled in the art

“:54" document member ofthe same patent family

  

  

Date of mailing of the international search report

2 4 MAR 2008 
Name and mailing address oflhc ISA/US

Mall Stop PCT. Attn: ISA/US. Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450. Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Facsimile 'Nn. 571-273.3201

Fomi PCT/lSA/ZIO [second sheet) (April 2007)

Authorized officer:
  

 
 
 

Lee W. Young

 
PCT Halprtnsk: 571-277-4300
PCT OSF’: 671-272-7774
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PATENT COOPERATION TREh t‘Y

From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING A UTHORJTY

To: Sam Pasterneck PCT
Choate. Hall & Stewart
Two international Place

Boston, Massachusetts 02110 WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

(PCT Rule 43bi's.l)   D 'f 'l'

(dramatist, 2 4 MAR 2009
FOR FURTHER ACTION

Sec paragraph 2 below

 

  Applicant's or agent's file reference
2006734-0003F’C

International application No.
PCT/US 07/05777

International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and [PC
|PC(8) - F028 77/04 (2007.10)
USPC- 123/198A

I This tlpininn I-nnltiinu inrlil'ulimw ri‘lming [u thy: fulluwing items; 'D -. ooketed
Box No. l Basis of the opinion D
B°x N°' H Priority UQ $Miiulflg démrol'i
Box No. ill Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty. inventive step and industrial applicability gfi/OCS

 
 

 

  

International filing date (day/manl/Mymr) Priority date (day/manIthr)

08 March 2007 (08.03.2007) 10 March 2005 (10.03.2006)   

 

\.

Box No. lV Lack ofunity ofinvention NFL
Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bit: l (a)(i) with regard to novelty. inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement
 

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

 
Box No. Vll Certain defects in the international application

Box No. Vlll Certain observations on the intemational application

l:ll:li:lEDDEM
2. FUR'I'HER ACTION

if a demand for international preliminary examination is made. this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
international Preliminary Examining Authority (“lPEA”) except that this does not apply Where the applicant chum-12" un Authority
other than this one to be the IF EA and the chosen [PEA has notified the lntemational Bureau under Rule 66.1bis(b) that written
opinions of this lntemational Searching Authority will not be so considered.

Ifthis opinion is. as provided nhuvu. considered to be u written opinion oftln: IPEA. thv. nppiicunl Is ll'IVlll'tl Io submit to the lPEA
a written reply together, where appropriate. with amendments, before the expiration: oi‘3 months from the delta ofmailing of Form
PCT/ISA/ZZO or before the expiration 01'22 months from the priority date. whichever expires latter.
For further options, see Form PCT/ls A1220.

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

3. For further details. see notes to Form PCT/[SN220.
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US 07/05777

Box No. I Basis ofthis opinion   

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it Was filed.

D a translation ofthe international application into which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes oi‘ international search (Rules l2.3(a.) and 23.](b)).

2. E] This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification ofan obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.l(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide :Ind/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the inlernational applicationI this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

a. type of‘material

D a sequence listing

Ci table(s) related to the sequence listing

b. format of material

[:1 on paper

D in electronic form

c. time of filing/furnishing

i:i contained in the intematlonal application as filed

Ci filed together with the international application in electronic form

i: furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. I: in addition. in the case that more than one version or copy ofa sequence listing and/or table(s) relating thereto has been
filed or furnished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that
in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were i’umlshed.

5. Additional comments:  
I—
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US 07/057." 
Bux Nu. V Rensoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty. inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement 

l . Statement

 
 

 
 

 

Novelty (N) Claims 1'15 __ _‘ YES
Claims None ND

inventive step (IS) Claims ”me _ YES
Claims 1'}? _ _ __ no

Industrial applicability (1A) Claims 1'18 YES
Claims None NO 

 

2. Citations and explanations:
Claims 1. 3—4. 7 and 12 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over the article entitled “Calculations oi Knock
Suppression In Highly Turbocharged Gasoline/Ethanol Engines Using Direct Ethanol Injection" by L. Bromberg et al. (hereinafter
'Elromberg') in view of US 4.312.310 A to Chivilo et al (hereinafter 'Chlvilo').

As per claim 1. Bromberg discloses a luel management system for operation of a spark ignition gasoline engine in a vehicle comprising: a
gasoline engine powering the vehicle (see Abstract); 3 source of gasoline tor introduction Into the engine (see Section II. para [0003]); a
separate source of ethanol (see Section III para (0003]); an Injector tor direct Injection of the ethanol Into a cylinder of the engine (see
Section ll. para [0001]). Brombcrg does not disclose a control system for shutting down the engine by stopping gasoline and ethanol flow
into the engine dun‘ng vehicle deceleration and idling and restarting the engine upon driver demand. Chivilo discloses a control system for
shutting down the engine by stopping oasollne flow Into the engine during vehicle deceleration and Idling and restarting the engine npnn
driver dornund (col 2, In 20-26 and In 30-54). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary'skill in the art to modify the fuel management
system as disclosed by Bromberg WIIh the control system as taught by Chivilo since a major development In the system disclosed by
Bromberg Is iuel conservation and an obvious way to consume fuel Is to shut down the engine during Idle or deceleration.

AS 931‘ Claim 3. Bromberg further discloses the system wherein the engine uses direct ethanol injection during a range of engine operating
conditions to prevent engine knock (see Section I, [Jam [0003]). Brornberg does not specifically disclose LIIIL-ot ethanol injection during
engine restinl to prevent engine knock. However, It Would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art to Include ethanol Injection
during engine raslorir as one of the operating conditions since engine knock often occurs during restart and one ofthe objects of Brombergis to prevent engine knock.

As per claim 4. Bromberg discloses the system wherein the engine uses direct ethanol Injection to minimize hydrocarbon emissions (see
Section II. para 100061). Brombcrg does not specifically disclose direct ethanol Injection during engine restart to minimize hydrocarbon
emissions. l'towavor. it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art to Include ethanol Injection during engine restart to
minimize hydrocarbon emissions sitter» hydrocarbon emissions can be high during restart and one of the objects of Brnmberg Is tominimize hyrdrocarbon emissions.

 
As per claim 7. Brornberg fu rlher discloses the system wherein the engine is turbocharged or supercharged (see Section II. para [0001]).

As per claim 12. Bromberg further disclose the system wherein gasoline is not used and ethanol, E85. methanol. other alcohols or a blend
thereof are used as the only fuel (sen Abstract). Bromberg states direct ethanol Injection could be he used to displace gasoline.

Claims 2, 9 and 10 lack an Inventive slop under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Bromberg In view of Chivilo. further In view of US
0.353.180 B1 to Kuroda et at. (hcrclnelter 'Kurodn‘).

As per claim 2. Chivilo discloses a control system for shutting down the engine by stopping gasoline Ilow Into the engine during vehicle
deceleration and idling and restarting the engine upon driver demand (col 2. In 20-26 and in 36-54). Chivilo does not specifically disclose
wherein the control system disables the shulilng dowr'l oi the engine during deceleration and Idling when an auxiliary power orenergy
requirement exceeds a selected level I<eroda discloses wherein the control system disables the strutting down oi the engine during
deceleration and idling when on auxrliory power or energy requrremanl exceeds :1 selected love! (col 3. In (55—5? to col :1. In 1-15). It would
have been obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art to modiiy the control system as disclosed by Chivilo with the system as taught by
Klimtiel. since llnlh relate to line technology ni'alluttlng engines down to conserve fuel and since such would avoid having the engine shut
doWn when the batteries are unable to periorrn Important iunctlons such as restarting.

As per claim 9. Kuroda further discloses the system further Including a 12V motor to restart the engine after shutdown during deceleration
andior Idle (Fig 4; col 12. In 54-56).

— Please See Continuation Sheet —-
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE tntcmationnl application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US 07/05777

Supplemental Box

in case the space in any ofthe preceding boxes Is not sufficient.
Continuation of: .

Box V. 2. Citations and explanations:

As per claim 10, Kurode further discloses the system Including a restart motor (Fig 4; col 12. In 54-56). wherein the low voltage motor Is a
low voltage motor (Fig 4 - the motor used for restarting the engine Is a low voltage motor operating on 12 V).

Claim 5 lacks an Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Bromberg In view of CthIIo. further In view of us 4.974.416
A (Taylor).

As per claim 5. Brombarg discloses the system wherein the engine uses direct injection (see Section II. para [0001]). Elromberg does not
specifically disclose tho system wherein the engine uses direct injection during engine restart to supplement port fuel injection while a fuel
film that feeds the engine is established so as to minimize energy. emissions and time required for engine restart. Taylor discloses a
system wherein the engine Includes port luol Injection while a tuel film that feeds the engine Is established (col 4. In 15-21). It would have
been obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art to modily the system as disclosed by Bromberg with the port luel injection and fuel film as
taught by Taylor. since it is well known In the art to supplement pod Injection with direct injection and since luel films are well known and
the use of soul: would have nllnirnized stringy. emissions and time required lot engine restart.

Claims 6 and Black an Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious cvsr Bromberg In View of Chivllo. further In View of US
6.260.525 B1 (Moyer).

As per claim 5. Chivlto discloses a control system tor shutting down the engine by stopping gasoline iiovv Into the engine (col 2. In 20—25
and In 3364). Chlvllo does not specifically disclose the system lurthcr including a valve dieebIer for all engine valves. Meyer discloses the
system further including a valve dis-actor for all engine valves [col 3. In 5—8). It would have been obvious; to one ril ordinary skill in the art to
modify the system as disclosed by Chlvtlo and Elrornberg with the valve disabiar as taught by Meyer. slnca all relate lo the technology oi
shutting engines down to conserve fuel and since such would have cnagldd tho engine.I to be a variable displacement engine so that when
less than maximum power is required some cylinders can be shut down and powor increased in the remaining cylinders which will then
operate at greater efficiency.

As per claim 3, Bromberg lorlher discloses the system wherein maximum manifold pressure ls Increased by at least a factor of two over a
non-pressure-boosted engine (see Abstract).

Claims 11 lacks an Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Brornberg in view of Chivilo. further in view oi US
4.967.714 A (tnoue).

As per claim 11. Bromberg further discloses the system wherein the ethanol Is Injected through a tool injector (see Section II, para [0001]).
Bromber does not specifically disclose wherein the gasoline and the ethanol are Injected through the some tuct injector. tnoue discloses
the system wherein lite gasoline and the ethanol are inieclod through the some fuel Injector (col 3. In 27-30 and In lid—d?) It would have
boon obvious to one oi ordinary skill in the an to modify the system as disclosed by Bromborg to enable the system to inject ethanol and
gasollne through the same fuel Injector as taught by inouc. since both relate to the technology of ethanol burning systems and slnc: such
would have enabled the system to operate using only one fuel Injector per cylinder which Is a well known design to one of ordinary skill Inthe art.

Claims 13-18 lack an Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Bromberg In view oi Chlvllo, further In view of Kuroda,
further In View oi Moyer.

As per claim 13. Elrombarg discloses a turbocharged spark ignition engine which uses separately controlled dlrect Injection oraihanoi Elli!
port luel injection ol gasoline (see Abstract). Eromberg does not specifically disclose where the engine is shutdown during periods oi
deceleration and Idle. Ituroda discloses where the engine to shut down during periods of deceleration and Idlc (col 8. In 3—2?) Bromberg
further discloses the engine comprising a first source of gasoline (see Section II, oere [DOUGDI a second source oi ethanol (see Section ll,
pare [0003]); a gasoline engine {see Abstract). Bromberg does. not specifically disclose a means to engine cylinder deactivation through
valve disabling during engine deceleration and Idling. Meyer discloses a means to engine cylinder deactivation through valve disabling
(col 3. In 5.3). It would have been obvious to one oi ordinary skill In the art to modlty the engine as disclosed by Brcmberg with the rihut
down during deceleration and idle as taught by l<uroda and the disabling of the valves as taught by Meyer. since all relate to the
technology of improving fuel economy and since the disabling of the valves to well known in the art as on uiiectlve way to shut down the
engine and since Ethui'ling down the engine during deceleration and Idle is an obvious means to conserving Fuel.

 
As per claim 14. Brombarg Iul‘tl‘tur discloses the Irtrlidul'iorgarl spark Ignition engine (sea Srzulitllt II. para [0001]) wherein the engine uses
direct ethanol injection during a range of engine operating conditions to prevent engine knock (see Section I. para [0003]). Elromtierg does
not specifically disclose direct ethanol injection during engine restart to prevent engine linoclt. However. it would have been obvious to
ulna Lil ordinary skill in the art to include ethanol injection during engine restart as one of the operating conditions since engine knock bitan
occurs during restart and one at the objects at Bromberg Is to prevent engine knock.

 
-- Please See Continuation Sheet —--
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Supplemental Box
 

In case the space in any ofthe preceding boxes Is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

Suplernental Box 1:

As per claim 15, Bromberg discloses the turbocharged spark ignition engine (see Section Ii. para [0001]) wherein the engine uses direct
ethanol injection to minimize hydrocarbon emissions (see Section II. para [0006]). Bromberg does not specifically disclose direct ethanol
Injection during engine restart to minimize hydrocarbon emissions. However. it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art
to Include ethanol injection during engine restart to minimize hydrocarbon emissions since hydrocarbon emissions can be high during
restart and one of the objects of Bromberg is to minimize hyrdrocarbon emissions.

As per claim tit. Etr'rnnlmrg Ilisttlnses Ihn Iurbochnrgad snark ignition engine [see Section II. para [0001]). Brombarg does not specifically
disclose the turbocharged spark Ignition engine where a low voltage motor re used to restart the engine. Kurodo discloses the system
wherein the low voltage motorls a low voltage motor (Fig 4:col12.|r1.54-53). Furthermore, it would have been obvious to one olordlnary
skill in the art to modily the engine as disclosed by Brombarg and Cltlvllo with the low voltage motor for restart since most vehicles
currently operate with e 12 V battery and using a low voltage motor for restart would not require an additional battery for operating therestart motor. '

As per claim 1?. Bromeerg discloses a turbocharged spark ignition engine which uses separately controlled direct Injection oi ethanol and
non fuel injection of gasoline (sea Abstract). Bromberg does not specifically disclose where the engine Is shut down during periods of
deceleration and Idls. t<urods discloses where the engine ls shut down during periods oldeceleration and Idle [col 5. ln 3-2?)l Etromberg
lurthcr discloses the engine comprising a lll'fll source of gasolit'ta [see Section II' pure [0003]); a second source oi ethanol (see Section II.
para [0003]); a gasoline engine [see Abstract}. Brombsrg does not specifically dlsctoss a means to disable the engine cylinders and
where direct ethanol injection is used during engine restart and further where a low voltage motor Is tlcod tor onginc restart. Meyer
discloses a means to engine cylinder deactivation through valve disabling {col 3. In 5-0). i(ureda further discloses where a low voltage
motor Is used for engine restart {Fig 4.- col 12. In 54-56). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill In the art to modify the engine
as disclosed by Brcmbarg with the shut down during deceleration and idle and low voltage restart motor as taught by Kuroda end the
disabling oi the valves as taught by Mayor. since all relate to the technology oi improving fuel economy and since the disabling of the
valves is well known in the art as an attractive way to shut down the engine and since shutting down the engine during deceleration and ldln
Is an obvious; ritual-ts to conserving luci.

As per claim 13. Brornborg discloses o turbocharged sperlt ignition engine which uses direct Injection ofeihanol [see Abstract). Brotnberg
{1065 ml Specifically disclose where the engine Is shut down during periods nl deceleration and Irlle comprising a turbocharged sprint
Ignition engine; and a means to shutdown the engine cylinders and where direct ethanol Injection is used during engine restart and further
when: :2 low voltage motor Is uaod tor onglna restart. Kureda discloses where the engine Is shut down during periods oldccolcralion and
idle (col 3, In 3-2T}. Meyer discloses a means to engine cylinder deactivation through valve disabling {col 3‘ In 5—5:. Kurorla runner
discloses where a low voltage motorls used tor engine restart (th 4-. col 12. In 54-56). It would have been obvious to one oi ordinary skill
In the an to modify the engine as disclosed by Bromberg with the shut down during deceleration and Idle and low voltage rcelort motor as
taught by Kuroda and the disabling of the valves as taught by Mayor. since all relate to the technology of Improving fuel economy and
since the disabling ol the valves is well Itncwn in the arias an effective way to shut down the engine and since shutting down the engine
during deceleration and Idle is an obvious means to conserving fuel.

Claims 1-18 have industrial applicability as defined by PCT Article 33(4) because the subject matter can be made or used In Industry.
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[Jute ol'nluiling ' —"
”I {dajw’manrfr/year) 2 5 F EB 2003

A licant's or a t’s file refe enoe __
255634-005 %: r FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below
lntemational application No. Lntemational filing date
PCT/USO7/74227 (day/maHIh/year) 24 July 2007 (24.07.2007)

Applicant I“-
ETI-IANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS, LLC  

l g The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion ofthe lntematinnnl Searching Authorityhave been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled, if‘he so wishes, to amend the claims ul'the interrtatiunal application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date oftransmittal ofthc international
search report.

Where? Directly to the lntemational Bureau oleFO. 34 chemin des Colombettes
ill] Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No : (Ill-7.2) 338.82.70.

For more detailed Instructions, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

2. I: The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article l7(2)(a) to thatefi'ect and the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

 
3 El With regard to the protest against payment oi'(an) additional i’ee(s) under Rule 40.2. the applicant is notified that:

D the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International Bureau together with the applicant's
request to forward the texts ofboth the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Otfices

C] no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicantwill be notified as soon as a decision is made.
4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months Ii'om the priority date, the intemutional application will be published by the lntemntionnl
Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the international application, or of the
priority claim. must reach the lntemational Bureau as provided In Rules 90bis.l and 901513.}, respectively. before the completion ofthc
technical preparations for international publication.
The applicant may submit comments on an infomral basis on the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Audrority to the
International Bureau. The lntematlonal Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an international
preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also be made available to the public but not
before the expiration of30 months from the priority date.
Within 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Ofi'tces, a demand for intematlonal preliminary
examination must be filed if the applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority date
(in some Offices even later); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, perfomt the prescribed acts for
entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.
In respect ofother designated Offices. the time limit of30 months (or later) will apply even if no demand is filed within l9 months.
See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 and, for details about the applicable time limits. OFfice by Office, see the PCTApp/icant'r Gulde,
Volume ll, National Chapters and the WIPO Internet site.
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Commissioner for Patents
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Alexandria, Virginia 223 l 34450
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

 

 

Applicant's or agent's file reference
2006734-0015

intemational application No.
PCT/USO7/74227

Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS, LLC

  
FOR FURTHER see Form PCT/iSA/ZZO

ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

International filing date (day/month/yaar) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)
24 July 2007 (24.07.2007) 24 July 2006 (24.07.2006)

  

 

  

 
  
 
 

 

 

   
This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the Intemalional Bureau.

This international search report consists ofa total of L sheets.
I: It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.  

1. Basis nt‘the Report
a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

 

 

E the International application in the language in which it. was filed.
El a translation ofthe international application into . which is the language

’_ oi'a translation filmished for the purposes ofintemational search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.l(b))

b. __ With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acitl sequence disclosed in the intematinnal application, see Box No. l
2. __ Certain claims were found urrsearchable (See Box No. II)

3 Unity oi'inventinn is lacking (See Box No. III)
 

4. With regard to the title,

Z the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
:1 the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

   
5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

D the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b). by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one monm from the date of mailing oi‘this intemationnl search report, submit comments to this Authority

6. With regard to the drawings,
a. the figure ofthe drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No.1

X] as suggested by the applicant.
[3 as selected by dris Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.
El as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. I: none ofthc figures is to be published with the abstract.
Form PCT/ISA/ZIO (firstsheel) (April 2005)
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

IPC: FDZD 41/30( 2006.01);F028 1/08( 2006.01)

USPC: 123/1A.431,447,575
According '0 Intemational Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and [PC

 
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
11.5. 1 123/1A,300.304,431.447.478.575.577,i98C,l9BA

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name ofdata base and, where practicable, search terms used)
Please See Continuation Sheet
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--- paragraphs [0066], [01071-[0117], [0284]-[0318], claims 3, 5. ii, 15. ...........

P. Y 24,25,27-41,49-55

X US 2002/01393321 Al (Weissrnau cl 3].) 3 October 2002 (03.10.2002), Figure 2, paragraphs 24-25, 27-56
--- [0022]-[OD46]. ........
Y [-23, 26

 
  

Ci Further documents are listed in the continuation oi'Box C. E] See patent family annex.
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"E" earlier application or patent published on or after the totem-donut filing date considered novel or cannot be wandered to Involve an inventive 51!“when the document is taken alone
"14" dl:'.'tlllicr1t which may Lluuw doubts on priority eiaim(§) or which in cited to

emhiiih the publication date oi'another citation or other special reason (n5 "Y‘ document ni'partiaular reievanoe: the elah-ned invention cannot be
specified) considered to involve an inventiw step when the document iscombined with one or more other such documents, such combination

"0" document refen’lng to an oral disclosure. use. exhibition or other means being obvious to a person skilled in the art
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Applicwtt‘s or agent's file refetence FOR FURTHER ACTION
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International application No. International filing date (day/monthlyear) _ "Priority date (day/manrh/year) I

_ PCT/USO7/74227 24 July 2007 (24.07.2007) 24 July 2006 (24.07.2006)
International Patent Classification (PC) or both national classification and IPC
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ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS. LLC

1 This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No.l Basis ofthc opinion

Box No. II Priority

Box No. IIl Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. lV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bit. l(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. V1 Certain documents cited

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application
EDD[EUGENE

Box No. VII] Certain observations on the intemational application

2. FURTHER ACTION

lFa demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
lntemational Preliminary Examining Aumority ("EPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an
Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen II’EA has notified the international Bureau under Rule 66.]bls(b)
thatwritten opinions ol'this lntemalional Searching Authority will not be so considered.

If this opinion is. as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the I'I'EA, the applicant is Invited to submit to the
IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration 0” months born the date ot'mailing
of‘ Form PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of22 months from the priority date, whichever expires later.
For fithher options, see Form PCT/ISA/ZZO.

 
3. For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

 
 

  
Authorized officer

Stephen K QMWW)
Telephone No. (5?!) 272-4383

Name and mailing addres of the lSA/ US
Mail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA/US
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Facsimile No. (571) 273-3201
Form PCTIISAQB? (cover sheet) (April 2007)

  
 

Date of completion ol'this opinion
 

  

 

 
 

18 Febmary 2008 (l8.02.2008)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE temanonalappllcatJonNo
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY pc’nuso7/74227 

Box No. I anis of this opinion 

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

X the international application in the language in which it was filed

D a translation ofthe international application into , which is the language of a translation fumished for the purposes of
international search (Rules 12.301) and 23.l(b)).

2. D This opinion has been established takinginto account the rectificationof an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this
Authority under Rule 9| (Rule 43bis.1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

a. type of material

C] a sequence listing

I: table(s) related to the sequence listing

b. format of material

D on paper

E] in electronic form

 
c. time of filing/fitmishing

I: contained in the international application as filed.

El filed together with the international application in electronic form.

[1 fitmished subsequently to Ihis Authority for the purposes ofsearch.

4. I: In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy ot'a sequence listlng and/or table(s) relating thereto has been filed
or furnished. the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application a filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5 Additional comments:  
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AU 'I‘HORITY

 
International application No.
PCT/USO7/74227  
  

1. Statement

Novelty (N)

Inventive step (IS)

Industrial applicability (lA)

2. Citations and explanations:

invention.

be made or used in industry.  
l__

 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43 b!s.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or ind ustrlal
nppLicability; citations and explanations supporting sucli statement

Claims
Claims

Claims
Claims

Claims

Claims

Claims i-56 meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(2)-(3), because the prior art does not touch or fairly suggest the claimed

Claiml—SG meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4), and thus have industrial applicability because the subject matter claimed can

 
 

 

 

i-Sfi YES

NON g NO

_i,._5_6 YES
NONE NO

1.55 YES

NONE N0
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 PCT

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAI. OF
l-IE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND

THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE IN'I‘ERNA I IONAL
SEARCHING AUTHORITY. OR THE DECLARATION

r- ‘

DUB J“ — .____ .. 5'} to l Oct (PCT Rule 44.1)
Final Duo LWHfia—iélggfm f .1.

wait-yam?) 3- U C T 20 []8Docket Administrator N“ Date:

FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs | and 1-I below

T0: SAM PASTERNACK
Choate. Hall & Stewart LLP
Two International Place

 

 
  
 

 
 

 

  

Applicant's I

2006734—0021

International application No. International filing date

PCT/U82008/069'l71 Mama/"him” 03 July 2008 

Applicant
ETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS LLC

 
 

t The applicant is hereby notified that the lntemationai Search report and the written opinion ci'the International Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.
Filing ofumendments and staternettt under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled. ifhe so wishes. to amend the claims ofthe intcmutional application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments Is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
international search rcpon. -

Where? Directly to the Intematlonal Bureau olei'O. 34 chcmin dcs Colombettes
12l 1 Geneva 20. Switzerland, Facsimile No. +41 22 740 I4 35

For more detailed instructions. see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

2. CI The applicant is hereby notified that no international 5L‘HFCh report will be established and that the declaration under
Article I7(2)(n) to thatel'i‘cet and the written opinion oftlte International Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. C] With regard to the protest against payment of(an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40 2, the Applicant is notified that:
E] the protest together With the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International Bureau together with the

applicant’s request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

D no decision has been made yet on the protest: the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made
4. Reminders

Shot-ll}r afler the expiration of 18 months from the priority date. the international applicnllun will he puhiished by the
International Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication. a notice ol‘ withdrawal at the interrinnnnnl
application. or oi'tlac priority claim, must reach the lntemational Bureau as provided in Ruins got-rial and 90bi‘s.3. respectively.
before the completion ofthe technical preparations for international publication.
The applicant may submit comments on an Informal basis on the written opinion ofthe lntcmational Searching Authority to theInternational Bureau. The International Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all desngnated Offices unless an
intemational preliminary examination report has been or is to he established. 'I hose comments would also be made available to
the public but not before the expiration of30 months from the priority date
Within 19 months from the priority data. but only in respect ”fauna: designated Offices. in deriiitnd for internutioiml prultittlt‘lll'y
examination must be filed il'dti'. applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phnat: until 30 months iron-I the priority
date (in some Offices even later); otherwise. the applicant must. within 2i} rnnnths front the priority date. perform the prescribed
acts: litr entry Irttu 1hr. national [than heron: than: designated Offices.
In respect ofother designated Offices. the time limit ofJO months (or later) will apply even iI'no demand is filed within 1‘)months

Set: the Annex to Form PCT/IB/JOI and, for details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office. see the PCT.-1ppli'canl .r
Gil/(la. Volume II. National Chapters and the WIPO lntemet she.

 
L 

Name and mailing address ofthe ISA/US Authorized officer:
Mail Stop PCT. Altn: ISNUS
Commlaaionar tar Palonla Blalne R. Copanhaaver
P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Facsimile No, 571-273-3201 Telephone No. 571-272-7774

  
Form PCT/ISA/ZZO (January 2004) (See miles an accompanying sheet)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)
 

Applicant‘s or agent's file reference
2005734-0021  

 
  

 

FOR FURTHER sec Form PCT/lSA/ZZO
ACTION as well as. where applicable. item 5 below. 

intemaliunu] application No.

PCT/USZOOB/06917‘l

ApplicantETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS LLC

 international filing date (day/momh/ycar) Tmariiest) Priority Date (dqv/mont/I/yeur)03 July 2008 10 July 2007 

  
 

This international search report has been prepared by this lntemational Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article iii. A copy is being transmitted to the international Bureau.

This intcmational search rcpon consists oi‘a total of 5— sheets.
D it is also accompanied by a copy ol'each prior art document cited in this report, 

l. Basis ol'the report
a. With regard to the language. the international search was carried out on the basis of:

[Z] the international application in the language in which it was filed

I: a translation ofthe intemational application into H__ . which is the language
ofa Lranslation fumished for the purposes ofintemational search (Rules 12.3(u) and 21103))

b. El With regard to any nucleotide and/or ttmino acid sequence disclosed in the intcmalional application. see Box No. l.

2 [Z] Certain claims were found unsenrehable (see Box No.11)

3. [:I Unity ol'invention ls laeklng (sec Box No. Ill)

4. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

[:1 the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to Lhe abstract.

[Xi the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
l: the text has been established. according to Rule 38 2th). by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant

may. within one month from the date ofmaiiing ot'this intemationai search report, submit comments to this Authority

 
6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure ofthe drawings to' be published with the abstract is Figure No. _1_

I: as suggested by the applicant

’3 as selected by this Authority. because the applicant Failed to suggest a figure

[:l as selected by this Authority. because this figure better characterizes the invention

b. '3 none ofthe figures is to be published with the abstracr
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lNTERNATlONAL SEARCH REPORT international application No,
PCT/USZOOB/089171
 

l Box No.11 Observations where curtain claims were found unsenrchabla (Continuation ofltem 2 of firstslieet) 

This international search report has not been established in respect ot‘certain claims under Article l7(2)(a) for the following reasons:

| D ClaimsNos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2 E] ClaimsNos.:
because they relate to parts ofthe intematinnal application that do not comply with the prescribed requiremean to such an
extent that no meaningful intcmational search can be can-ted out. specifically:

3. lZl Cluimans.: 15-17. 31-33
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordnnce with the second and third sentences oiRule b.4(a).
 

Box No. iii Observations where unity oi'tnvcntion ls inciting (Continuation ol'itam 3 ol‘firstshect) 

This tntemutional Searching Authon'ty found multiple inventions in this international application. as follows:  
|. B As all required additional search than were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searcllableclaims

2. l:l As all searehable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees. this Authority did not invite payment ofadditional fees

1. D As only some oftlte required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Mus:

it E] No required additional Search fees were timely putt: by the flppliLi'dllL Consequently. this international search report isrestricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos:

Remark nn Protest I: The additional Search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and. where applicable. the
payment ofa protest fee.

l:l The additional Search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the uppit'enble protest
the was not paid within the time limit specified in the anllullOn.

 
[:1 No protest accompanied the payment ofadditional search fees.
  

Form PCT/lSA/ZIO (continuation of first sheet (2)) (April 2005)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT lntemntionui npplicution No.

PCT/USZOOB/069171

IA. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER 4IPC

 

(8) - F023 THEM (2008.04)
USPC - 123“ 98A

According to lnlemutionni Pntcnt Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by Clossifieation symbols)|PC(B) - F02B 77/04 (2008.04)
USPC —123/198A.406,29.435

 
 

Documentation searched other than minimum documentution to the extent dint such documents are included in the fields seuruiiud

  
[T _

:lcctrunic dtttn bnsr‘. consulted during the iiiteniational Search (name ofdato base tind, where practicable, senrch terms used)
MlcroPatont. DielogPro. IP.com

 

 
C DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT  

  
 

 

 
  

  
 

 

|—— . . -

Category" Citation ofdocument. with indication. where appropriate, oi'tho relevant passages Relevant to claim No

V US 7.225.787 82 (BROMBERG et al) 05 June 2007 (05.06.2007) entire document 1-14. 18-30, 34-35

Y US 2005/0102145 A1 (COHN at al) 18 May 2006 (18.05.2006) elilirB document 1-14. 18-30, 34-35

Y US 6,561,157 E12 (ZUR LOYE ct al) 13 May 2003 (13 05.2003) entire document 0. 23. 35

A US 3,557,763 A (PROBST) 26 January 1971 (26.01.1971) entire document 1-35

A US 4.056.087 A (BOYCE) 01 November 1977 (01.11.1977) entire document _ 1-35
A US 4.230.072 A (NOGUCHI at al) 28 October 1980 (25.10.1980) entire document 1-35

A US 4,504,201 A (FHILLIPS at at) 10 June 1986 (10.06.1986) entire document 1-35

A US 5.179.923 A (TSURUTANI el al) 19 January 1993 (19.01.1993) entire document 1-35

A US 7.156.070 BZ (STROM etal) 02 January 2007 (02.01.2007) entire document 1—36

A US 2007/0119421 A1 (LEWIS at al) 31 May 2007 (31.05.2007) entire document 1-35

A US 2007/012532I A1 (RITTER) 07 June 2007 (07.06.2007) entire document 1-35

1:] Further documean are listed in the continuation of Box C. I: J
T Ffii‘m'” ”Wm“ ”r‘il‘d ducumcms" " | : tiilcrtiticuniantpubiinlietlgiro: tin: iiiteinutiuiiiii filingdatc or rlority

HA" l1:algI'ni-iti‘hcigiimgrlc'lggfrigal state oi‘tl-ie on which is notconsidered 01::upagli‘iilrsli;misf‘iicigl'isifztilmigirlgi;gri inllzfilrcliitiifri cited in III'IL erstniid

 
"E' earliurnpplicfllion or patent but published on or after the intemniionnt "x" document at” nttnicuiiir relevance: title clnimed invention ennnut bet'ilini; date crinsitierad novel or cannot he considered to involve an inventive
“L" document \u'hich may ttiiow duubts on priority ciuim(5)lor which is mi‘ “'an “*1 document it “mu" “'0'“:

Eng ‘Iorfifitzfihtflé .Ihfo-ibélfa'm" date of nnother “mm" or am” "Y" document of particulal IEIGU'JIIIIL‘I tlii: i'lniiiiud irlt'untiriii t:_tti|iitil lieI“: u 'L" , ‘p t . . U considered to involve tin Inventive 'ulflji wiiun II‘II: LIIIJLLIII'IH‘II' lit
'0" document referrinl,I to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other criiiihiiiuu wiiiiuuutii tutu: fllhtl'fllllfihlIflKllmmlIfiJutltclllltl‘lrnullonmeuns helm-g thious to a person ikiilcd It't thi.‘ rtl't
"P' document [rubliElicdpi'itn lo the international filing date but later than "3“-

the Plinth)" due,- ulmiiiutl dDCUanI member oi'the same patent fnmiiy

 

 

Date ofthc nctunl completion othc intcmetionni senreh
  

  
Dntc ofmailing of the international search repon

it} 3 OCT 2008
Autlioiizcd olTicer:

Blaine R Copenheaver

25 September 2000

“Nome until iiiniliiig oddress of Lhe ISA/US
Mail Stop PCT. Attn: [SA/US. Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450. Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450
Facstmile No 571-273-3201

Form T’C'I'HSNZIO (second sheet) (April 2005)

 

  
 

PCT HniuiJunh: 571-272-4300
PCT 05F: 571-272-7774
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

T°= SAM PASTERNACK PCT
Choate. Hall 8. Stewart LLP
Two International Place

Boston. Massachusetts 02110 WRITTEN OPINION 01: '1 H5INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING A UTl-IORITY

 

(PCT Rule 43bi.r.l)

Date ofmeiling

_ (dmt/nionIh/ysar) 9 3‘ Gillan—GE _ —
  
 
Applicant‘s or agent's file reference FOR FURTHER ACTION
2006734-0021 See paragraph 2 below

latemational application No - I Intemntinnnl Filing date (day. man/hymn Priority date (day. main/i year)
PCT/USZOOB/069171

—l 03 July 2008 ’10 July 2007  
International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
IPC(B) - F025 77/04 (2008.04)
USPC - 123/198A

l Applicant _ 'IETHANOL BOOSTING SYSTEMS LLC  
  

. . . . i . _' 'l
I "Ihis opinion contains Indications reltiting lo the Following items.

Box No. I Basis ofthe Opinion -

Box No. I] Priority

v Box No. III Non-establishment ol‘opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV Lack ofunity ofinvcntlon

Box No. V Reasoned statomenlunder Rule 43er. I (a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability:
citations and explanations supporting such statement

 
Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international applicationDEM:REESE
Box No. VIII Certain observations on the intcmnlional applicntion

2. FURTHER ACTION

Il'u demand for international preliminary examination is made. this opinion will be considered LLt be a written opinion oi the
International I‘i'elininiiu y Examining Authority {“IPEA"I uxoepl that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other [him this ant: to ht: lite IPEA and the chosen ”’53“. hits; notified the International Bureau under Rule 66.17.75th that written
opinions ofthts International Searching Authority will not be so considered.
It‘ihjg opinion is, as pruujdud above. considered IU bu ii written opinion ul'llio IFEA. the applicant ls invited to submit to the II’EA
rt written repiy together, where appraipriute, with “monuments, before tin: expiration rI F3 months hunt the date at mailing or I-orir-
I‘CTHSAJ’IEG or before the expiration (:le months from the priority date. whichever expires later
For further options, sec Form PCT/ISAIZZO.

3 For further details, see. notes to Form PCT/ISA/ZZDA

 
   

Name and mailing address of the ISA/US Date orcomplction ol'this opinion Authorized officer;
Mall Stop F'CT‘ Altn: ISA/US .
Commissianartor Patent: 25 September 2003 Blaine CopenheaverPD link 1450, Alnxandria. Virginia 22313-1450 PCT Hnlpdallti 5714724300
Facsnnile No. 571-273-3201 Per 05?: 571-272-7774 I
  

Form PCT/lSA/237 (cover sheet) (Apiil 2007)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/U520081059171

i Box Nu.l Basls ot'thls oplnlan
l. With regard to the language. this opinion has been established on the basis of:

 
 

 

the international application in the language in which it was filed.

I: a translation of the tntemational application into _ ___d which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.J(a) and 23.](b)).

2. I: This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification: ul'nn ubviuus mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 9l (Rule 43bis.l(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application. this opinion has beenestablished on the basis of:

a. type al'muterinl

l:l a sequence listing

a table(s) related to the sequence listing

b ['01 mat ofmatcrial

D on paper

CI in electronic Form

C. time ci‘l‘tling/lumishing

l_l contained in the international npplieution ns filed
[3 tiled together with the international application in electronic form

El fitrnished subsequently to this Authority For the purposes of search

4. [:1 In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of'a sequence listing and/or lab'le(s) relating thereto has been
filed or furnished, the required statements that the in formation in the subsequentot additional copies is identical to that
in the application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate. were furnished.

5. Additional comments:
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International application No.

PCT/U52008/059171
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
 

Box No. III Non-establishment ofopininn with regard to novelty. inventive step and Industrial applicability  

The questions whether the claimed invention appears to be novel. to involve an inventive step (to be non obvious). or to be industrially
applicable have not been examined ln respect of

I: the entire international application

'5] claims Nos. _15-17. 3_1_-33

because:

D the said intemntionnl application. or the said claims Nos. relate to the followingsubject matter which does not require an international search firprmifii»).

the description, ciamis or drawings (indicuru particular elumentr tin/ow) or said claims Nos. 15.12 31-33

CE 
1:]

D

are so unclear that no meaningful opinion eouid be formed (type-2mg}:
Claims 15-17. 31-33 are multiple dependent claims not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences at Rule 6.4(5)

the claims. or said claims Nos. _ are so inadequately supported
by the description that no meaningful opinion could he formed {.t‘paltlfy):

no intemational search report has been established for said claims Nos. _15-17. 31-33

a meaningful opinion could notbc formed without the sequence listing; the applicant did not. within the prescribed time limit:

l:i furnish a sequence listing on paper complying with the standard provided for in Annex C of the Administrative
Instructions. and such listing was not available to the tntemational Searching Authority in a form and manner acceptableto it.

l:l furnish a sequence listing in electronic form complying with the standard provided for in Annex C ol'the Administrative
Instructions, and such listing was not available to the Iatemational Searching Authority in a him: and manner acceptable

__ to it.

i I pay the required late furnishing the for the funiishing of a sequence listing in responSe to an invitation underRule tiller t(a) or(b).

a meaningful opinion couldnot be formed without the tables related to the sequence listings; the applicant did not. within the
prescribed time limit, furnish such tables in electronic form complying with the technical requirements provrded for in
Annex C-bis ofthe Administrative tnstnrctions. and such tables were not available to the Intemational Searching Authority in
a form and manner acceptable to it.

the tnbles related to the nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence listing. il' in electronic Form only. do not comply with the
technical requirements provided for in Annex C—bis of‘the Administrative lnstmclions.

See Supplemental Box for further details.
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lntemational application No.WRITTEN OPINIO I" THE
N 0 I PCT/USZOOB/069171INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
 

Box No. V Rcasoncd statement under Rule 43bls.l(n)(i) with regard to novelty, invantivestcp or industrial upplicnbllity: —|citations and explanations supporting such statement 

 
 

 
 

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Claims 1-14. 13-30. 34-35 _ YES

Claims N0”8 __ NO

inventivcstcp (t5) Claims ”0'18 _ _ m... _ YES
Claims 1-14. 18-30. 34-35 __ _ _ NO

Industrial applicability (lA) Claims 1-14.15-30.34-35 YES
Claims £43119 _ __ _____ NO 

2. Citations and explanations:

Claims 1-5, 7-14. 18-22. 24-30. and 34 lack an Inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Bromberg at at. In view ofCohn et at.

Regarding claim 1. Bromberg at at. disclose a mat management system for a spark Ignition gasoline engine (Abstract) comprising; a
gasoline engine {iii}: a source or gasoline {Flg rte); a source of a llucnnrt tinulrl tun! (Fig. an); .1 moan): tor Introriudnn gnnnllne (Fig. 4b)
into Illa cytlnrjorn oi the nnglne t‘iBl; intuclors tor direct iniuctton ut the second liquid tLll.-l (Col. 11, itnnlz m-fim into 1hr: cylinders of the
engine (16:; at [not monugcrnont control system (Col. 1. lines 455-50; for controlling injection of the second lust Into Ina cyilndor so Ina! It Is
provided In on amount needed to prevent llnoclt (Fig. 3] as other conditions require: and 11 means [or providing tact Home speed (Col. ti],
lines 45-55). Bromberg at at. do not show controlling injection of the second fuel into the cylinder so that it is provided 'In an amount
nut-Mud to prevent knock as torque increases. and :1 Insane [or providing last both. II I: doomed obvious that a fact fies-no spaud produces
a lust lllJltl. Ctittil ul ul. tilIOW a tool rnilnagol'nurit control system {14] tor controlling Injection Di a tumour! lual Into n cytlridnr no that It Is
pluuntcrl Il'l .1n amount needed to warrant turuck as tuluuo increases {paragraph 32]. it would tum-J been obvious at the time the Invurlliun
was made to a person having ordinary skill in tile art to employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn et at. in the device of
Bromberg et at. in order to provide Improved engine performance.

 
Regarding claim 2, Bromberg et at. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. do not show where the 10% - 90%
burn occurs In 15-20 crank angle degrees. it is obvious tron-l Bromberg et at. (Figs. ZA-ZB) that e slgnttlcant portion oithe energy traction(burn) occurs in a small oronk angle range including that cialmed.

Regarding claim 3, Bromberg at at. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg at at. show where the last burn (Col. 10.
lines 45-55) in the engine is provided by charge motion (Col. 10. llnos 15-20).

Regarding claim 4. Bromberg el al. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. show where the last burn (Col. 10.
lines 45-55) In the engine is provided by increased temperature (Col. 4. lines 1-10) In the unburned zone ofalrliuel mixture zone that burns
early in the cycle after the firing of the spark (Col. 4. lines 30-45).

Regarding claim 5, Bromberg at at and Cohn at at. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. do not show where there are dual
ignition sites on either side oi the cylinder but show Iwrl ignition sources (Col. 1. lines 13-15, Col. 6. lines 23-50). It is obvious that the dual
sites can be on opposite cylinder sides to promote complete combustion.

Regarding claim 7. Bromberg et al. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. do not show where the spray of the
second fuel Is aimed toward the and gas on the exhaust valve side of the cylinder and the injector Is located near the periphery. Cohn at
at. show where spray of the second fuel ls aimed toward an end gas on an exhaust valve side ot the cylinder and an anBCtOI’ Ill located
near the puriphery toaragraph 7). It would have been obvious at the 1tmotlariinvuntlon wits tirade to a person having ordinary skill rn the
art to employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn et at. in Lilo dovlcu otBrorl-lllelg at at. in order to provide lmprawiid enginepertormance.

Regarding claim 8. Bromberg el al. and Cohn et Ell. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. show where the time of the direct
injection oi the second fuel is adjusted to minimize the ethanol consumonn (Col. 6. lines 48-52. Oct. 10. llnes 25-35).

Regarding claim 9. Bromberg et at. and Cohn at at. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg at at. do not show where turbulence is
created at or near the Intake port. Cohn et at. show where turbulence is created at or near an Intake port (paragraph 25). it would have
been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the an to mrlruluy the structures and processes as
taught by Cohn et at. in the device of Bromberg at at. in order to provide improved angina performance.

 
Regarding claim 10. Bromberg at al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. show where combustion Is retarded
by means of spark retard relative to what it would be if fest burn were not employed (Col. 8. lines 20-25).

Regarding claim 11, Bromberg at at. enr‘ Cohn et al. disclose limt as applied above. Bromberg at at. do not show where combustion. as
measured by tile 50% burn crank angle. is rounded using appropriate spark retold by an en'luunt between 5 and 10 degrees but show
spark retard (Col 8. lines Eli-9.3}. It is duenlutl obvious lti'dt spark retard is a small but significant amount including that claimed.

 
(Continued in Supplemental Box)|—_
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LSupplcm cntnl Box
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Continuation of:

Box V

Regarding claim 12. Bromberg et at. and Cohn at at disclose that as applied above. Bromberg at al. show where the amount oi second
fuel that Is used is reduced when the test burn is provided (Col. 3, lines 25-30).

Regarding claim 13. Bromberg et al. and Cohn et at. disclose that as applied above. Brornberg el al. show where the amount oi
combustion retard ls varied as a function of load (Col. 1. lines 20-25) and speed by means oi appropriate spark retard (Col. 8. lines 20-25).

Regarding claim M. Brot'nburg et at and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. do not show where the degree 01
combustion retard is chosen so us to optimize the combination 0! efficiency gain and minimization of the recurred amount of the second
fluid fuel Gnnn n! at. show where a degree of combustion retard l5 chosen so as to optimize the combination of otficinncy gain andminimization of the required amount oithe second fluid fuel (Fig. 5. paragraphs 14 and 35). Itwoutd have bnun obvloua at the time the
Invention was made to a person having ordinary skill In the art to employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn at at. In the
device of Bromberg et at. In order to provide improved engine padormsnca.

Regarding claim 18. Bromborg at at. disclose a fuel management system tor a spark ignition gasoline engine (Abstract) comprising: a
gasoline engine (18) of compression ratio between 13 and 14 (Col. 7. lines 55-80); a source of a second liquid luel (Fig. 4a); a means ior
Introducing gasoline (Fig. 4b} into lho cylinders oi the engine ('IB}; Injectors tord'zrect inlectlan ol' the second liquid fuel (Got. 11. lines
23—50) into the cylinder of the engine {15); a fuel monogamonl centroi system (Col. 1. lines 45—50} tor controlling Intaction oi the second
iuel Into the cyiindnr so that It Is provided in an amount needed to prevent knock (Fig. 3] as torque Increases or other conditions rortulre:
and a means for fast [lathe spec-d (Col. 10. lines 45-55]. Eirornberg at al. do not show cuntmillng injection at the second iuel into the
cylinder so that It is provided in an amount needed to prevent knock as torque increases; and a means for providing last burn It is deemed
obvious that a fast flame speed produces a fast burn. Cohn at al. show a fuel rrmrianument control system (141} for controlling Injection oia
second iual Into a cylinder an that it Is provided In an amount needed to prevent knock as torque lndrouaas (paragraph 32). it Would have
been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill In the art to employ the structures and processes as
taught by Cohn et at. In the device of Eromberg et at. In order to provide Improved engine performance.

Regarding claim 19. Bromborg at al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. do not show where the 10% - 90%
butn occurs In 15-20 crank angle degrees. It is obvious from Bromberg at at (Figs. ZA-ZB) that a significant portion at the energy traction
(burn) occurs In a small crank angle range Including that claimed.

Regarding claim 20. Brombarg et al. and Cohn et el. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg at at show where the fast burn (Col. 10.
lines 45-55) In the engine Is provided by charge motion (Col. 10, lines 15-20).

Regarding claim 21. Bromberg at al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. show where the last burn (Col. 10.
lines 45-55) in the engine Is provided by increased temperature (Col. 4. lines 1-10) In the unburned zone of air/fuel mixture zone that burns
early In the cycle afterthe tiring of the spark (Col 4, lines 30-45).

 
Regarding claim 22. Bromberg at al. and Cohn et at. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg el al. do not show where there are dual
Ignition sites on either side of the cylinder but show two Ignition sources (Col 1. lines 13—15. Col. 6. lines 23-30). It Is obvious that the dual
sites can be on opposite cylinder sides to promote complete combustion.

Regarding claim 24. Brombarg et at. and Cohn et at. disclose that as applied above. Brombarg et al. do not show where the spray oi the
second iuel ls aimed toward the and gas on the exhaust valve side of the cylinder. Cohn et at. show where spray oi the second fuel is
aimed toward an and gas on the exhaust valve side of the cylinder (paragraph 7). It would have been obvious at the time the Invention was
made to a person having ordinary skill In the an to employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn at at in the device at Bromherg
et al. In order to provide Improved engine performance.

Regarding claim 25. Eromberg at at. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above Bromberg et at. do not show where turbulence Is
created at or nearthe Intake port, Cohn et al. show where turbulence ls created etor near an Intake port (paragraph 28). It would have
been obvious at the time the Invention was made to a person having ordinary skill In the art to employ the structures and processes as
taught by Cohn at at. in the device of Erombarg at at. In order to provide ImprOVad engine performance.

Regarding claim 25. Bromberg at al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above Bromberg at al. show where combustion is retardod
by means at spark retard relative to what it would be It feat burn were not employed (Col. 5. lines 20-25).

Regarding claim 27. Bromberg at at. and Cohn at al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. do not show where combustion. as
measured by the 50% burn crank angle. Is retarded using appropriate spark retard by an amount batWeen 5 and 15 degrees but show
spark retard (Col. 8. lines 20-25). It Is deemed obvious that spark retard is a small but significant amount Including that claimed..a-

Regarding claim 28. Bromberg at al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et at. show where the amount ot second
fuel that is used is reduced when the fast burn Is provided (Col. 3. lines 25-30).

Regarding claim 29. Bromborg et al. and Cohn et at. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. show where the amount oi
combustion retard Is varied as a function of load (Col. 1. lines 20-25) and speed by means ofappropriate spark retard (Col. 8. lines 20-25).

(Continued In next Supplemental Box)
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Regarding claim 30, Eromberg et al. and Cohn etal. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. do not show where the degree oi
combustion retard Is chosen so as to optimize the combination oi efficiency gain and minimization of the required amount or the second
fluid fuel. Cohn et al. show where o dogroo ofcombuation rotord la choson so as to optimize the combination of aii'rcioncy gain and
minimization of the required amount oithe second fluid iuel (Fig. 5. paragraphs 14 and 35). itwouid have bccn obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn et al. In the
device of Bromberg et al. in order to provide Improved engine performance.

Regarding claim 34. Biontberg at al. disclose a spark ignition gasoline engine (18) where alcohol and gasoline are both directly injected
(Col. 1. lines 55-60) and where the alcohol/gasoline ratio needed to prevent kuuuk uses fast burn. Brontbarg at al. do not show where the
alcohol/gasoline ratio needed to prevent knock is reduced by using fast flame speed. It is deemed obvious that a last flame speed
(Bromberg - Col. 10. lines 45-55) produces a last bum. Cohn et al show where an alcohol/gasoline ratio needed in prevent knock is
reduced (paragraph 19). it would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to
employ the structures and processes as taught by Cohn et al. In the device of Bromberg at al. In order to provide improved engine
performance.

Claims 6. 23, 35 lack an inventive stop under PCT Adlcie 33(3) as being obvious over Bromberg at al. in view of Cohn at al. and zur Loye
et al.

Regarding claim 6. Bromberg et al. and Cohn et al. disclose that as applied above. Bromberg et al. do not show where the direct injector is
located in the center of the cylinder. zur Loye et al. show where a direct injector (62) Is located In a center of a cylinder (Fig. 1). it would
have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to employ the structures and processes
as taught by Cohn at al. and zur Loye at al. In the device oi Bromberg et al. in order to provide Improved engine performance.

Regarding claim 23. Bromberg at al. and Cohn el al. disclose that as applied above. Etrornberg at al. do not show where the direct injector
is located in the center oithe cylinder. zur Loye at al. show where a direct injector (62) is located in a center or a cylinder (Fig. 1) it would
have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill In the art to employ the structures and processes
as taught by Cohn at al. and zur Loye at al. in the device of Bromberg et al. In order to provide improved engine pertormance.

Regardinn claim 35. Bromuerg at at. and Cohn at al. disclose that an applied above. Bromherg at al. do not show where a high energy
spark plug is used to provide last burn. zur Lays: at al. show where a high energy spark plug (52) Is Used to provtde fast burn. It would have
been envious at the time the invention wan made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to employ the structures and lift-101355“ 55
taught by Cohn at al. and zur Loye et al. In the device oi Bromberg el al. In order to provide Improved engine periormance.

 
Claims 1-14, 18-30. and 34-35 meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4). and thus have industrial applicability because the subject
mattar claimed can be made or used in industry
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/ZZO (continued)

The letter must indicate the differences between the claims as filed and the claims as amended. It must. in
particular indicateJ in connection With each claim appearing in the international application (it being understoodthat identical inclinations concerning several claims may be grouped), whether

(i) the claim is unchanged;
(ii) the claim is cancelled;

(iii) the claim is new;
(iv) the claim replaces one or more claims as filed;
(v) the claim is the result ofthe division ofa claim as filed.

The following examples illustrate the manner in which amendments must be explained in the accompanyingletter:

1. [Where originally there were 48 claims and afier amendment of'some claims there are 51]:
"Claims 1 to 29. 31, 32I 34. 35. 37 to 48 replaced by amended claims bearing the same numbers;
claims 30, 33 and 36 unchanged; new claims 49 to 51 added."

2. [Where originally there were 15 claims and afler amendment oi‘all claims there are 11]:
“Claims 1 to is replaced by amended claims 1 to l 1 ." -

3. [Where ori nally there were 14 claims and the amendments consist in cancelling some claims and in addingnew claims :
“Claims 1 to 6 and 14 unchanged; claims 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added." or
“Claims 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added; all other claims unchanged."

4. [Where various kinds of amendments are made]: -
“Claims l—iiJ unchanged; claims 11 to 13, iii and 19 cancelled; claims 14. 15 and 16 replaced by amendedclaim I’l'. claim 1'? subtllvirled into amended claims 15.16 and 17; now claims 20 and 21 added."

“Statement under Article 19(1)” (Rule 46.4)

The urnendmnnls may be net‘olnpeniud by a statement explaining the amendments and indicating any impact that
such amendments might have on the description and the drawings (which cannot be amended under Article 19(1)).
The statement will be published with the intamationnl application and the amended claims.
It must be in the language in which the international application is to be published.
It must be brief, not exceeding 500 words ifin English or ift‘ranslatcd into English.
It should not be confiised with and does not replace the letter indicating the differences between the claims as filed
and as amended. It must be filed on a separate sheet and must be identified as such by a headingl preferably by
using tin: words "Statement under Article 19(1)."
It me not contain any diSparaging comments on the international search report or the relevance of citations
conia nad in that report. Reference to citallnnth relevant to a given claim, cortmined in the international search
report may be made only in contraction with an. amendment of that claim.

Consequence If a demand for international preliminary examination has already been filed I
If, at the time of filing any amendments and any accompanying statement, under Article 19, a demand For
international 1'n'elirrn'rnn1,I examination has: already been submitted, the applicant must plufelnbly, at the time 111
liling the amendments {and any sluicmcnl) With the international Bureau. also file with the international
Preliminary Examining Authority is copy of such amendments (and of any statement) and. where required, a
translation of such mcnchnents for the procedure before that Authority (sec Rules 55.3(a) and 62.2, first
sentence). For further information, see the Notes to the demand form (FC'l'/1PEA/401).

Ifa doriland for international preliminary examination is made. the written opinion (tithe international Searching
Authority will, except in curtain oases where the International 1-‘rr:.iilrtirtn.13r Exmuiuing Authority tlid not act as
international Searching Authority and where it has nDllfiBd the International Bureau under Rule 66.1151;be he
considered to be awrittcn opinion ol'the International l‘rBliminni-y Examining Authority lfa demand is mador the
Itpplluttlti may submit in the interim tiunnl Preliminnry Examining Authority 1'! reply 101.111: written opinion to ether,
where a pro riatc, wilh amendments before the expiration or" 3 months from the date of mailing 0 Form
PCTFIS JIFDr before the expiration of21 months from the priority date, whichever expires lolor (Rule -13E;Lr.l(c)).

Consequence with regard to translation of the international application for entry into the national phase
The npplicnnl's attention is drawn to the first that. upon entry into thenutionol hide, a translation of the claims as
amended under Article 19 may have to be furnished to the designated/elected affirms, instead of, or in addition to,the translation ol'the claims as filed.

For further details on the requirements of each designated/elected Office, see the PCT Applicant's Guide,
Volume 11.
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Application New ! Sf<t-!'ii3,«$‘25 bucket, No.2 1 ‘1‘51.322998
Dim: ():3~-20~-§2i‘.r1'7

listing 01' .{Tiaims

1.. (Original) A fuel n'lanaganmm 33mg 13 for a spark ignizis'm angina w hich utilises pan fuel

injectim and also utiiims dime! fun} :injccttitm;

and where. timmis a first (argue range win-2m. direct infectiur; and port injectim‘l am both

used at the. same- vaiue of {value throughout, the first. mam. torque? range

and when“; in m. Mast part of the firs: tomut: range. as qum is inmmsmd the anmimi of

fuel that is dim ttiy injected is man gatd so as to 01min kn:m:k-~fnre. cpmai‘icm and the, amount of

démlly injected fuel mind to provide. k!l{)C§§-~fi‘i3~i’.- opasratinst is minixnixml.

‘32.. ((Mgiml) The t‘uei management. symm of claim ‘I where. as torque. is incmm‘cd the. fraction of

fuel that is directly injmzted is il}(‘.-‘l‘t?~it$6d m the, value. that {3m warns Jammie.

3. (Orig-man The E'uezi managmnem system Qi‘ciaim l where. airs-Live ammo; using a knock detedm‘

it? used to. (image. the. anmtmt 01‘ mm than is dimcfly Named as. mrqua is ii'ixztrmsed.

4. ((1rigina1) ’I‘he the! mzmagtnmmt system ofclaims l or 1-? when 0pm 10ij mntml using; a

leaking) table. is 11150 used to change the. anmum {If fun! that is dimqttfy injected as marque. is

imtaxtz-xsad.

5. {{kigirml) Tbs fine! managmmmt symm (.11? claim 4 when: a pmdeiflrmimcl mn'elation between

knock {misusing and fractimx 0?? fuel provided by dimer injmzrtion is armiioyad,

5i. (‘Ch‘iginau'.§.”hefuei11.1:11‘1agemc1111'swam mi claim. 1 Mmm if 10mm. is: increased Wynne! the

highest value. 0:" {argue- in the, fins: range of torque, direct iniex.2ti¢.m aiont': Wt‘mld ha mquimd fur

kmmkufree cspur’ntmn.

'7. {Original} Thefueltrumagemmxi'system-.1 afciaim 3 when: only per-3.11miinjection isnsmfi in a

Naomi range of marque.
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l .s‘sppiianstimi N0; lfifdi‘iBg‘l-‘ES {Jock'eiNL11338].'§225)92~3
I Dam: m-:2<'3~2()1'}’
i|
1

 5 {*5 (Qrigmui) {has fine! mamgemmn. symm 01' claim ”.7 where. as the. (cirque mas-eases hey/om} the.

fa iiig'imsi value. of inrqugi iii its: sawnd range. {if turqua, the engine: migrates in the first {angst of
:5 .

_ Unique,I. ‘

' 3?. (Original) The fuel iixzixiage-ri'xtmt system) Of claim '? where. as the. 1011‘; mi incmasad beyond the

highsst mine: it: the seccmd mugs <)§fs)1‘i.;1.lf.’., the angina: ewrmes in {he i“: r31 ran 3:: of forms;

g and Wham if (hi! [03mm wen-t to its: {amassed Mysnd the. highest mine. in the first range of

i: tor mm. direct inkmim alum: wank} Em mmirctd far knmtkvfrm {amenition. i i

 

10. (Gig-11ml)The.fueémanager-3mmsystem of ciaém '2! win: is the highest it'nm‘que. in the? sacrum!

torque, range, is the. highusi minim: a! which knee-hires: (imitation can be. meimtfi with port fuel

injacsi 0'1? mums.

1L {(ifiriginai} The fuel wimi'mgxzmimt system niciaix‘n if whsm whim spark maid is empioym 1.0

emhlc‘: opemijmi with part fat-3i injecticm alarm whim: ii mmld nm atherwisc .3 used and Wham

the. spark mm"! is crantmikt-(i by sensed in f‘m-rmliimn,

 
E3. ('fihigirml) TEE-1e: zine} mmmgganaem system of claim '7 Wham. spark retard is mnph‘iym so shat

i 9011' fuei h‘ijcc.tit.n1aims: car: he. ascd where it would not Lichen-vise be. used.

E3. (Origins?) The. ma? {1:35:31 3 gtsmani‘ system (ifs-133111 1 whet-u spark :‘etm’d is used to refines: the

lfr‘zwl'imi (5.?“ {mi that is px‘x‘ivi<‘laiu;‘l by alirrrczx: injextiim'i.

M é‘ilh'iggirial) The. fact: manaigermm. syslmn Qf ciaim i Wham: the: ixri‘gs'mnt (3?? directly initiate-d fin-.3

is minimizad thmughum the. first. im'que mugs.

£5. 1'1'IJrigirxzfiXEThe {nu-i numugmmim: system :11” Claim i Wham ih: auracmnt (if (first-ml}- injcz-ctc-d fucfi|

! is :n‘iinimizisl from Kari”: torque. {is the highest. tongue is”: the first [cirque mugs!
||

||
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Apgalinalion N11: 151131531425 Decker N04: ! 1331122998
Dam: ()3 30-420]?

NS. {Origimfl} The: I’m! managemen: :xystm'n 12f claim 3 wide. 1: than: is third torque. ran 3.1,: w-hrzerr:

math-111mm torque is the. highest10111116111 me. first 10111111: image. of {he 0136.213:an and where within

the third torque range as i'oxque m {mart-ism! the. fmctim of fuel provided by direct. injection is

changed to the vaiue. needed to pre vent knock.

3'1”. (01% gizml) The fuei 111anagel11m.r1tsy'almn of (51311115 9 or .16 where. the? engine is turbocharged“

18 (Origimi) The fuel managmmm system of claim 16': where. 111% 331101111: 01’ direct injcmion is

minimizcxi.

i9. (Origizmh 1% fuel num‘agenmnt system: for a turimcbarged spark 111111111321 engine which utilizes

11011111152 injecting: and also utiifizt’s direct me} injectinn:

and where: than: is a film range 0110ch throughem which direct injection and port

.injectirm are. used :11th same. vaiue. m“ marque;

and wherein as {0111118 is increased 1111a 113611011 01'" fuel mat. is dimcl'ly irkjmmzes'i is jammed

m a va‘iue. that prevent; ank;

and where. there. is a manna range. m“ torque. where: only part fuel injection is used:

arid when: when torque exceeds the highest turqm: in ma sac-end range. of Lemma the angina

ape-rates in the. first. range 0:5" tm‘quca.

2.1"}. ((2)1‘iginnl) The fuei managfimem sysrmn (1f aiairn 19314161111116 secmld 10111111: range starts at

YA‘J‘O [0le{1165.

21. (Urigi.ual)‘1‘he fuel management system 01" claims 19 Gr 20 where. the highest vaiue of mrque.

ii: the. :3de region 01'" torque is the. highm wine of {argue at which dime: injectkm 151101

needed to pre W51}! knock.
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Applii‘atimi Nr- ' WWI-3,425 Docket No.: HEM.IZ‘12.E§$>S  

213.;‘(3111‘13511113' Ammmed) A .93ka ignition ermine: whe. {3 part {13:25 iifpcctiim and direct

injectian are :3. ad :5: d 11:3Jim-[hm ilL'EQQ-i gaggl‘iygvfllg

 

 

 

i225:!

':. fillflgggfl£31m airman: ofdirect. irijeciiim £31m woul‘d atrial-wise be mnpiwcsci.

2235. (()x~iginai)'1'he spark iguiiiim engiise of Chaim 12.12. wimre mt: engine. is: oparm‘cd with pm. fuei

injuttiion 3:30:16 at Vi‘li‘ilCS m" torque where 1301". fuei injsitiimi 2:102:3- wmild noi‘ etherwise bu:

' arnpk‘iyed.

Efa. (€I)rig.-_‘ mi) The. spark igt: 1: 'Li im an gi n 63.. 0f {shims 3‘:'2. or ".3 Wham tin: spark. rattan! .9: controlled

by dataitiirm of knock and by ini'tjrmat'iim from amine]: sensed pamnmmr.

E? 125. ((h‘iginul) The: spark igniiii’m engine 03’ ciaim‘s 12?. (H1231 wildfire. without. the. appiimum nf the.

spark: [ward the engine i." :xixu'zumi' with iiimcs inimiinn alone.

‘36. {Originali} The. spark ignition $1: giant :.:1’ claims 35?. m 3-3.3 where. swimsuit {he appiicatim of the.

spark .re-tturd [ha .951: {.fiil'h‘: is {manned with both part. fuel iiijrtcrjam 2km: {iimct injectim: as: the. same

vaiu-e. 0:" mrijguti.

!. 733?. (Original) "The. spark igniiirm engine 93’ claim 23?. whim without. the: mapE:'.:}-im=:m. of ma spark

retard {the franctimi of fut-'5} pro 9/1de by (Sir-em imaction iimraasas with merger-hung turque.

18 (Urigiml) The. spark ignitii‘m engine oi’ciaim '22 where them is: a first torque: range.

ihx'cmgi‘.0u: which pm: fut-:1 irijtmitni and (Erect injection are usmi at the. same torque and whemm

me fractitsr: offuei prmr'ided by direct injecéim: increases with ii'lc:r:=:a.9:irig im'que: i11s:.:ch 3. way

3.5.: Us mama knock. film: :'.s§.ar;tral'ic.:n and: when: there is a sewud (Cirque.- ranger wi‘iez‘t‘. eniy pun

fllfll injeciii'is‘i i9: used zmii when: when "the. imam: axi‘mds the: highest. 10:11:33 in this range. "the.

engine: marines in me. firs: WITH": range

3"). (Osmium) The spark ignition magim‘: cf Claim 2.8 whats: the. angina summers in the second

‘oii‘giii: mnge Emu-mu 22m.) mama. arid me. highast tarqua .in the. wound iiz-rmse. range.
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A]:g§i1cnzinnN-'a.: l5.r'»-163.-"e‘2’$ theta“: No. 11381 122993
[p , (733-20—ZOE'7 

‘30. {Original} The spark ignition engine. of minim 22 when), spark retard is uscd to reduce {ll-E:

{12110111}: 01" direct injcczion in zero from what i: would othcrwim have been.
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Dock-2: Nil: 21331.12133998

 

Rmm‘njks

Rm.”aminafion and. mmmsitkzmfion {If the. r‘ejaclimns are hemhy mqucstm.

Claims 13% stand mjectmj cm the. gmnnd on nun-xmtumry {h'an‘bie patmshng as being

unpmmtahla over claims. 143‘: of 13S Paiem. Nunfimr 9,135.53 19 and a3 hiiiilg nugmjrenmbic aver

(Swims 3-29 Uf US li’atii1‘1tNun1Nr 8.8575118 Ermiosctd herewiih an:- Litm'ginail disulaimms with

mspem m them two. earlier; cmrmn‘arsiy mwmi, patents. It. is sulu'niétic'wl thai the. anctlcsad terminal!

(Siscluinm‘s overccmm me. rejaction m? aflainm 3-3:? on the: gTQUflL‘l(if710Bv$i§ifiliik>£§ double.

[.satmxiing Recmnsiémafi m1 £3 minitxtmi.

Chime; 12.2430 stand 3:113:31.ch zmdm‘ 351ESK£3102§¢3 as being a.ut.i;‘.i.§Jz‘-md by ()litami,

{ISTAOOSIUCNSE 57.. In msponw m thés 3'<T;j-:‘.'.C-E§{)n._ independent cim‘m 52.13. 15 Ming mmmdmf herein to

improve. its clarity anti :0. highlight (Iif'fmmccs bet ween {be inveusiim sat. out in :mmudmi claim

”2’2. and the: 011121111Xttfhi‘emtfi.

As new claims-d, claim 2.? x'iisutk'mes a sy‘slazm in which the: fiftmttion of fuel provided by

dimer. injecmm immmxs in arm-:3 m pmvmtkmmk {mwauted staff—ignition) which would

ul'hcrwisa'. occur when formic- inertia-5&3. in m‘dm to be- able- to use. 21 have: 'lTx‘a\ciEt'.a.11 of dimttiy

injemx-td fur} fim inventicm in shim 23.2 £33353 spark rmm‘d. (infsrczasml ignii‘icm dam}? to almw the

pawn-.mfion 01“ Ram}; ai a lower l‘rzmtjan of fue-E that. is dimaiiy injected.

In ucmrxast, a mvim-v car" pau‘agrmhs {WNW} {(3009} siustsws that (211123113 dmmams ‘33“?

fl‘actiuu of 3332': pL‘Ovidtlii by (Erect injectim‘: (fuel prawided by the. i n~cyifi£nd¢n‘ valver.) in order to

prewar:1mama:imslmn detmtioruificm {(liifi’crmm fr'mn. knack} which would nfluarwisa occur.

Further. incrc‘mud s;.sz=1.rk.reis=n‘d would wmsen comhwimz datimimmt.ima.

Fm the. foregaing mascsi‘és. we. submit. that. claim. ‘33.. as axm—mded imresin, is {101 :1mj<‘:.ip:-.u.c':cl

33y {Mm-mi. Re-LZ(JUSidV.-1'3‘i€.i0U is rer.]ues;led.
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ii

Apyfioglitm Nu: )5!~1('):Z+,-1L-‘:S {Mela-5.: No : 11381122998
:' Dam: 03-4;?(1}--'311‘i1'}’

In View of the. asuendmem to ciaim 122 and the: wrmimi {lisciajn'wrs accoswanying this

; responses, it. is submittsd that the application is in condition for adiowmwm

; Early {Newbie 51131.50” is requested.
:3

ammunifi-riiy Submitted,

){QM-J: 0:27:49.
Sam (Ba) I’msternack

Ragistratien Number: 29576

’Mmaach‘useus institute of ’I‘ech-nnlow

One. Cambridge (Imam
Room M53860}

Can‘lbridge, MA 0214-72.
6‘l?,258.73‘?i
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